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ANTI-XENOPHOBIA RESEARCH/ACTION WORKSHOP
CENTRE FOR CIVIL SOCIETY, STRATEGY&TACTICS and
DURBAN CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANISATIONS
DATE: 27 FEBRUARY 2010
TIME: 9AM-3:30PM
VENUE: MEMORIAL TOWER BUILDING L2 (in tallest building
at Howard College)
Research papers
Xenophobia in Bottlebrush: An investigation into the reasons behind
the attacks on African immigrants in an informal settlement in
Durban.
Xenophobia and Civil Society: Durban’s Structured Social Divisions

Agenda
9:00-09:30 Tea with muffin + film screening
9:30-09:45 Welcome: Patrick Bond, Introduction to Durban Case
Study: Baruti Amisi, Faith ka Manzi, Sheperd Zvavanhu, Orlean
Naidoo, Nokuthula Cele, Trevor Ngwane
9:40-10:30 Presentation of Durban Case Study

(1) Patrick Bond: Overview of Durban Case Study
(2) Trevor Ngwane: Bottlebrush
(3) Baruti Amisi: Migrant Voices
10:30-11:00 Presentation by Nobi Dube, Ramaphosa Case study and
Summary of recommendations from national case studies by Jenny
Parsley
11:00-12:00 Discussion
12:00-12:15 Presentation of themes from research and ways forward,
with Trevor
12:15-13:00 Breakaway Groups (geographic areas and interests) with
Amisi and Trevor
13:00-14:00 Lunch
14:00-14:30 Presentations by Breakaway Groups
14:30-15:00 Discussion and anti-xenophobia strategies facilitated by
Amisi and Trevor
15:00-15:15 Concluding Remarks: Patrick Bond
15:15 Vote of thanks: Baruti Amisi
Workshop Themes:
1) Civil society, social movements, and the state
Explore where we stand in relation to state-society relations in the
post-Polokwane period, as more grassroots and union opposition to
the state emerges
2) Refugees and migrants, xenophobia, civil society and social
movements
Explore how social movements integrate issues facing migrants and

refugees, and how to strengthen refugee and migrant organisations
3) Access to funding, capacity building, civil society and migrant
organisations
Explore access to funding/ capacity building for migrant, SA and
integrated organisations, and strategies in relation to funders
(especially for CBOs)
4) Fragmentation of the urban poor, social movements, and civic
literacy.
Explore the nature of political education and consciousness, and the
interrelationships of protest, advocacy and political awareness during
an era of welfarist/humanitarian interventions
5) Xenophobia, local strategies, national coalitions and
transnational/interregional networks.
Explore how people move across racial, socio-economic and political
denominations, including in the provision of political solidarity (e.g.
Zimbabwe, Swaziland, DRC

Press Conference on Xenophobia
PRESS RELEASE:Durban's Civil Society and Immigrants:The
Xenophobic and Anti-Xenophobic Forces
DATE:Wed, 28 July 2010
TIME: 12:30-1:30pm
PLACE: UKZN Howard College Campus
Memorial Tower Building, Room #602
Xenophobia has hit Durban once again. As in May 2008, when
thousands
were displaced from sites including Cato Manor, Bottlebrush, Umbilo
and
Albert Park, once again the immigrant community is fearful. As in
January 2009, when a double-murder of immigrants occurred at
Albert
Park's Venture Africa building, under the alleged leadership of
Durban
city councillor Vusi Khosa, once again the city's leadership has been
dubious, at best. Attempts by the Centre for Civil Society and many
other groups in Durban to rally attention to the coming problem were
repelled by metro police (and National Intelligence), and only after a
long process was permission granted to hold an Anti-Xenophobia rally
at
City Hall on July 3.
With the support of Atlantic Philanthropies and Strategy&Tactics, a
dozen researchers at CCS carried out a major study of the 2008-09
xenophobia in Durban, and the antidotes from civil society networks.
However, our findings are sobering: many of the problems associated
with
xenophobia are structural. They can be solved with the cooperation of
the state and business, but Durban civil society is ill prepared to
address social crises such as unemployment, lack of affordable

housing,
excessive retail competition in townships, and regional foreign policy
(especially in relation to Zimbabwe and the DRC). On Wednesday, a
105pp.
study of Durban will be discussed in the context of more than 1000
pages
of research findings by scholars associated with the Atlantic
Philanthropies.
We welcome you to join us for an hour, to get a better handle on
questions associated with xenophobia, and anti-xenophobia.
Numerous
topics will be discussed, including the responsibility of civil society
organisations, the media, academics, the state and business.
For the Centre for Civil Society: Baruti Amisi, director of the CCS
Anti-Xenophobia Project: 083 683 8297
begin_of_the_skype_highlighting
083 683
8297 end_of_the_skype_highlighting Patrick Bond, director of the
Centre: 083 425 1401 begin_of_the_skype_highlighting
083
425 1401 end_of_the_skype_highlighting

Press Statement and Invitation to Media Briefings
The South African Civil Society and Xenophobia study
(Strategy & Tactics, Johannesburg, July 2010)
Uprooting xenophobia in South Africa:
Can civil society regain its drive and mount a sustained response?
Will government face the facts and rise to the challenge?

In May 2008, South Africa was gripped by an outbreak of xenophobic
violence that spread from Alexandra, Johannesburg, across the
country,
leaving 62 people dead, more than 700 injured or raped and tens of
thousands as homeless refugees.
In possibly the largest mobilisation since the voter registration drives
of 1994, civil society intervened to save lives, help the injured,
provide food and shelter, collect funds, shame politicians into action
and came out strongly against xenophobia in a series of marches,
rallies, vigils and coalitions.
In late 2008, the social research agency Strategy & Tactics (working
in
collaboration with social and political scientists from multiple
universities and agencies, and migrants and their own civil society
organisations) began to investigate the causes of the violence and
whether the response to the crisis signalled a revival of South African
civil society echoing the role played by community organisations,
churches and other institutions in shaping democracy in the late 1980s
and early 1990s. Or was it 'merely' a crisis response*
The resulting and newly released 500-page report, South African Civil
Society and Xenophobia, is the most comprehensive study of the state
of
civil society in over a decade.
As South Africa is once again threatened by the reality of xenophobic
violence, swift, informed and sustained responses to xenophobia are
needed. All sectors of society, including civil society and government,
must heed the learnings of May 2008. This study offers the following
key
findings and recommendations:
* The xenophobic violence of May 2008 was caused by a combination
of

deep structural social, economic and spatial inequalities, an on-going
reliance on cheap labour, housing shortages, township retail
competition, racism, a history of the use of violence to advance
sectional interests and a traumatically scarred national psyche. This
coincided in early 2008 with a desperately low national mood as the
economy seemed to be in freefall and the ruling party was in the midst
of factional splitting. All these factors combined to create ripe
conditions for the xenophobic outburst.
* The violence also took place against a background of huge
population
shifts in the country as well as the region since the demise of
apartheid. In response to rural poverty, millions of South Africans
have
moved to the cities. 'Desperation-based' migration caused by failed
economies and political conflict in countries to the North of South
Africa has increased dramatically.
* The abuse of the human rights of migrants and refugees by state
agencies in spite of a progressive Constitution and humane legislation
provides ripe conditions for xenophobia to thrive, as does an exclusive
nationalist political discourse.
* South Africans of all races are deeply xenophobic. Some sections of
government and the ANC are in denial about the extent of xenophobia
in
the population and this has obstructed a considered strategic response
to the phenomenon.
* In May 2008, this ambivalence resulted in a weak response by the
state
to the violence. It fell to civil society to deal with the crisis. Civil
society rose to the challenge in the largest mobilisation of citizens
since the early 1990s and caused some to question whether civil
society
might regain its strength as a critical agent of social change.

* This was not to pass, however. While some strong regional
coalitions
emerged they lost impetus once the moment of crisis passed. Many
NGOs
returned to their core business once the crisis was over - to which
migrants were marginal. Civil society proved exemplary in mounting
a
highly effective relief effort, but the effort did not translate into a
sustainable political agenda to address xenophobia and advance social
justice more generally. The moment was lost.
* Since 2008 civil society has failed to address the issue of
xenophobia
systematically, neither through its programmes, nor by including
migrants as part of its constituency. Civil society must rise to this
challenge.
* The authors of the study conclude that violence against African
migrants will continue unless there are profound socio-economic and
attitudinal changes:
"Business as usual cannot continue. The political rules have been
re-written, the administrative and judicial systems have been re-wired,
but at the social and economic levels South Africa has failed to move
to
a point where we can regard ourselves as post-transitional, as having
arrived at the place envisioned by those struggling for freedom from
apartheid. Moreover, the period since 1994 has been punctuated by
sporadic calls for 'an RDP of the soul', or moral regeneration, based on
an acceptance that psycho-social damage has been done to all. If all
South Africans are to be liberated from their past, all South Africans
need a new moral compass, just as the economic order needs to be
fundamentally restructured and the social order re-imagined. Without
this delayed phase of transition, South Africa remains in limbo post-apartheid but not yet the non-racial, non-sexist democracy

envisioned in the Constitution. And while that [takes hold], the fertile
breeding ground remains in place for xenophobia, as it does for rape,
for violent crime, for racism and the other social ills." - Prof David
Everatt, South African Civil Society and Xenophobia
* The recommendations of the report are a call to action, providing all
stakeholders - civil society, political parties and the corporate sector
- with a blueprint to address xenophobia, advance social justice and
promote national cohesion and diversity in which foreigners are an
integral part of South African society.
Strategy & Tactics, the Gauteng City-Region Observatory (a
partnership
between the University of the Witwatersrand, the University of
Johannesburg and the Gauteng Provincial Government), The Atlantic
Philanthropies, the Centre for Civil Society (University of
KwaZulu-Natal), the University of the Western Cape and Amandla
Forum
hereby invite you to
Media Briefings on the South African Civil Society and
Xenophobia study
Date: WEDNESDAY 28 JULY 2010
Time: 12h30 to 13h30
Venue: DURBAN - Centre for Civil Society, University of KZN,
Howard
College Campus, Memorial Tower Building, Room 602
Contact persons/tel: Patrick Bond 083 425 1401
begin_of_the_skype_highlighting
083 425
1401 end_of_the_skype_highlighting OR Baruti Amisi 083 683
8297 begin_of_the_skype_highlighting
083 683
8297 end_of_the_skype_highlighting
Nationally, media enquires about the content of the study can be

directed to the editor, Prof David Everatt: david.everatt@gcro.ac.za,
083 455 9466 begin_of_the_skype_highlighting
083 455
9466 end_of_the_skype_highlighting.
For media based in KwaZulu-Natal, media enquiries can also be
directed
to: Prof Patrick Bond (pbond@mail.ngo.za, 083 425 1401
begin_of_the_skype_highlighting
083 425
1401 end_of_the_skype_highlighting) or Baruti Amisi
(amisi@ukzn.ac.za, 083 683 8297
begin_of_the_skype_highlighting
083 683
8297 end_of_the_skype_highlighting).
The list of contents and the first two chapters of the Synthesis Report
(Overview & Prospects and Summary of Findings &
Recommendations) can be
accessed on the Centre for Civil Society website:
ccs.ukzn.ac.za/default.asp*3,28,11,3658
The list of contents and the full report can be accessed on the websites
of Strategy & Tactics, the Gauteng City-Region Observatory and The
Atlantic Philanthropies: www.s-andt.co.za/downloads.php#xenophobia
www.gcro.ac.za/news/xenophobia-reports-released
www.atlanticphilanthropies.org/learning/report-south-african-civilsociety-and-xenophobia
(compressed files for easier download)
The study can also be ordered on CD (free of charge) by completing
the attached order form and forwarding it to:
g.bayne@atlanticphilanthropies.org
Warm regards
The Atlantic Philanthropies

Anti-Xenophobia Project
Research & News on Xenophobia

Busted! Detention
for giving out anti-xenophobia fliers at Fan Fest at Durban South
Beach

Research Papers

Baruti Amisi, Patrick Bond,Nokuthula Cele, Rebecca Hinely
begin_of_the_skype_highlighting end_of_the_skype_highlighting,

Faith ka Manzi, Welcome Mwelase,Orlean Naidoo, Trevor Ngwane,
Samantha Shwarer, Shepherd Zvavanhu

Xenophobia News & Analysis
Seeking solutions in times of insecurity
Shepherd Zvavanhu 5 August 2010

On a recent Sunday morning, I saw xenophobia as close as I ever want
to: the anger of a poor community in Durban’s main hotspot,
Bottlebrush.
More
Xenophobic society and xeno-denialist police.
Faith ka-Manzi (Mercury Eye on Civil Society column) 19 July 2010
South Africa got rave reviews for our hospitality to soccer tourists.
The foreigners who were at the receiving end were mostly from the
West.
If you came here from across the Limpopo or Orange Rivers, you
were
probably not treated so well, and you may have been called
kwerekwere.
More
Xenophobia News & Analysis Archive Volume 2
Xenophobia News & Analysis Archive Volume 1
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Summary
Run! run! run! They are coming to kill you!'
ebogang Seale 20 July 2010
It was described as a "freak incident of pure criminality", misread as
xenophobia, but the attacks were enough to send a Malawian packing for
good.
Sunday night's attacks at the Kya Sand informal settlement near
Honeydew, which saw several spaza shops and shacks looted, also struck
fear in a Zimbabwean woman, who hastily left for Zimbabwe to renew her
passport.
Balancing their luggage on their heads, Steven Lazarus and the woman,
who preferred to be called by her first name, Mickey, didn't look back
as they trudged out of the settlement on Monday.
Behind them, police officers were busy questioning residents for clues
that could lead to the arrest of the instigators, but Lazarus and Mickey
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were not pacified. "I am leaving because they have started doing the
same nonsense they did two years ago," said Lazarus, who has been
staying in the area for two years.
"I am not sure what's going to happen tonight so I have to go. I am
scared," he said.
He looked fearful, but Mickey was a diplomatic about the reasons for
leaving.
"Life is precious. Who is not afraid to die? I have to go because I need
to sort out my passport," she said.
Inside the densely populated settlement, police officers were moving
into the narrow alleys, questioning residents and some of the victims.
One of the victims, Charles Mokoena, said he had been asleep at about
9.30pm when he was awakened by screams from his brother, telling him to
flee.
"He kept calling my name, saying 'Run! run! run! They are coming to kill
you!" said Mokoena, who is a South African.
When he returned to his shack, he found that his electrical appliances
had been taken.
"This is not xenophobia. If you chase people away, why must you rob
them?" he asked.
Some residents claimed that they knew the instigators, whose motives
were "jealousy" and their actions "robbery".
There was a heavy police presence in the area on Monday as fears mounted
that the violence could flare up again.
According to some officers at the scene, different methods were now
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being used to prevent and quell any outbreak of xenophobia-related
violence.
This involved a direct interaction with residents in affected areas,
identifying instigators rather than "mere shooting with rubber bullets
and stun grenades". This, they said, was part of the lessons learnt from
the police's strategies to prevent and combat riots during the World Cup.
Police spokesperson Brigadier Govindsamy Mariemuthoo was quick to
dismiss reports that the attacks were xenophobic. "There were tensions,
clashes and a stand-off, but it's not correct to say it was xenophobic.
There were also South Africans who were attacked. Whatever happened were
criminal acts, and we are investigating," he said.
Meanwhile, the Zimbabwean government has set up temporary shelters for
hundreds of its citizens fleeing South Africa.
The head of the government's civil protection, Madzudzo Pawadyira, said
three marquees had been erected, equipped with amenities like blankets
and dishes.
The Beitbridge border has particularly been flooded with hundreds of
Zimbabweans leaving South Africa because of rumours of xenophobic
attacks after the World Cup.
Pawadyira said the same measures had been put in place in Plumtree to
cater for Zimbabweans returning through that border gate with Botswana.
"Indeed, there has been an increase of volume at Beitbridge, but this is
not confined to Zimbabweans. It includes other nationals from Zambia and
Malawi."
This article was originally published on page 3 of The Star on July 20,
2010

Police confirm 'tensions' in Kya Sands
Sapa 20 July 2010
Gauteng police could not confirm reports on Tuesday morning that foreign
nationals had been attacked at Kya Sands, north of Johannesburg, saying
only there were "tensions" in the township.

Soldiers patrol streets Diepsloot township, north of Johannesburg.
Photograph by: SIMPHIWE NKWALI
"From yesterday [Monday], there was some stand-off with regards to
tensions there," said Brigadier Govindsamy Mariemuthoo.
"We have a heavy police presence there," he added.
Several radio stations reported on Tuesday that four foreign nationals,
of Zimbabwe and Mozambique, and one South African had been attacked in
overnight clashes.
A Talk Radio 702 journalist reported seeing two men escorted from the
informal settlement with deep cuts to their heads while a woman said she
was kicked in the chest.
Another man was bleeding from a wound to the head.
"I was just sitting at my home and a group of people just came and they
asked me where I come from and before I could answer they started
hitting me," the man told the radio station.
But Mariemuthoo said on Tuesday morning that he was still gathering
details of what had exactly happened and ended the phone call when asked
if foreign nationals were injured.
He could only confirm "allegations of looting".

"There were people claiming they were looted and they were asked to open
cases."
Mariemuthoo said he would have more information later in the day.
The Zimbabwean government said on Monday it had been forced to set up
temporary shelters for Zimbabweans leaving South Africa following
threats of attacks on foreign nationals.
A wave of xenophobic mob attacks hit South Africa two years ago.
More than 60 people were killed and thousands displaced.

Migrants attacked in Johannesburg, five hurt
Reuters, AFP 20 July 2010
South African residents have attacked migrants from African countries in
a Johannesburg township, injuring at least five people and increasing
concerns of a wave of xenophobia after the Soccer World Cup.
Local media said four of those injured at Kya Sands were from Zimbabwe
and Mozambique. The fifth was a South African who said his attackers
refused to believe he was a local.
Tensions have long been building between South Africans and millions of
foreign migrants they accuse of taking jobs and homes, but open
animosity appeared to be put on hold during the World Cup as South
Africa showed its best face to the world.
A spate of attacks on foreign workers in 2008 killed 62 people and
damaged investor confidence. Another wave could wreck the positive image
that Africa's biggest economy was able to portray during the soccer
tournament.

Running battles erupted late on Monday at Kya Sands after a robbery
inside the township sparked anger between locals and foreigners, Eye
Witness News website reported. It took police several hours to quell the
unrest.
The webiste said two men had deep cuts to their heads. One said he had
been attacked with an axe. A woman was carried out on her husband's
back, saying she had failed to outrun a mob and had been kicked in the
chest.
Foreign migrants are estimated to make up more than 10% of South
Africa's population of about 49-million. Many are Zimbabweans who fled
economic collapse at home.
Tents at the border
Meanwhile, a Zimbabwe official said on Monday that tents had been
erected at Beitbridge -- the main border crossing to South Africa -- to
house people fleeing the country.
"We have put three big tents in Beitbridge, 10 000 blankets, 20 boxes of
laundry soap and 1 000 buckets," said Madzudzo Pawadyira, head of the
government's civil protection unit.
"Indeed, there has been an increase of volume at Beitbridge, but this is
not only confined to Zimbabweans, but this also includes other nationals
from Zambia and Malawi," Pawadyira said.
"Most of the people who were in South Africa are sending their children
back home. Then you have those who are coming back because their
usefulness in South Africa is no longer required. - Reuters, AFP

Heavy police presence amid xenophobic clashes
Gill Gifford 20 July 2010

Xenophobic clashes broke out in Kya Sands late on Monday night and
during the early hours of Tuesday morning as police have moved in and
are maintaining a heavy, watchful presence.
"We don't have all the details yet, and I can only confirm that there
definitely were some attacks.
"We're still sketchy on exactly how many and we're busy investigating
the motives," said Brigadier Govindsamy Mariemuthoo, police spokesman
for the province.
"This kind of thing starts up late at night and then quietens down. It
seems everything is calm but tense in the area this morning."
Clashes broke out in the informal settlement at about 10.45pm on Monday,
possibly sparked by a robbery deep inside the settlement in northern
Johannesburg.
At least five people were wounded on Monday night - four of them
foreigners and one a South African whose screams that he was not a
foreigner were not heeded by the mob who attacked him and left him with
a massive gash on the back of his head.
Eyewitness News reporter Alex Eliseev said running battles took place
throughout the night until calm eventually prevailed from about 1am.
He said a heavy police presence, a patrolling nyala and an overhead
helicopter did much to ensure that there were no more violent outbreaks.
Two injured men were pulled out of the area by paramedics after they
sustained deep cuts to their heads. One of them described having been
attacked with an axe.
A woman and her partner tried to outrun an angry mob of about 20 South
Africans. She fell and was kicked as she lay on the ground before being

wrapped in a blanket and carried to safety by her partner. She was taken
to hospital for treatment.
The South African man who was injured told how an angry mob had asked
him where he was from and then attacked him before he could respond. He
was also taken to hospital with a deep head wound.
Mariemuthoo has maintained the consistent police line that the attacks
were not necessarily motivated by xenophobia and that a criminal motive
was also under investigation.
Local residents were said to be jealous of the success of informal
businesses established by foreigners and were believed to be behind much
of the looting that had taken place.

Police confirm 'tensions' in Kya Sands
Sapa 20 July 2010
Gauteng police could not confirm reports on Tuesday morning that foreign
nationals had been attacked at Kya Sands, north of Johannesburg, saying
only there were "tensions" in the township.
"From yesterday [Monday], there was some stand-off with regards to
tensions there," said Brigadier Govindsamy Mariemuthoo.
"We have a heavy police presence there," he added.
Several radio stations reported on Tuesday that four foreign nationals,
of Zimbabwe and Mozambique, and one South African had been attacked in
overnight clashes.
A Talk Radio 702 journalist reported seeing two men escorted from the
informal settlement with deep cuts to their heads while a woman said she
was kicked in the chest.

Another man was bleeding from a wound to the head.
"I was just sitting at my home and a group of people just came and they
asked me where I come from and before I could answer they started
hitting me," the man told the radio station.
But Mariemuthoo said on Tuesday morning that he was still gathering
details of what had exactly happened and ended the phone call when asked
if foreign nationals were injured.
He could only confirm "allegations of looting".
"There were people claiming they were looted and they were asked to open
cases."
Mariemuthoo said he would have more information later in the day.
The Zimbabwean government said on Monday it had been forced to set up
temporary shelters for Zimbabweans leaving South Africa following
threats of attacks on foreign nationals.
A wave of xenophobic mob attacks hit South Africa two years ago.
More than 60 people were killed and thousands displaced.

Zim sets up tents for nationals fleeing SA
AFP, Sapa HARARE, ZIMBABWE 19 July 2010
Zimbabwe has set up temporary shelters for scores of its nationals
leaving South Africa following threats of attacks on foreigners, an
official said on Monday.
"We have put three big tents in Beitbridge, 10 000 blankets, 20 boxes of

laundry soap and 1 000 buckets," said Madzudzo Pawadyira, head of the
government's civil protection unit. Beitbridge is the main border
crossing to South Africa.
"The same measures have also been put in place in Plumtree to cater for
those returning through the Plumtree border" with Botswana, he added.
Scores of Zimbabweans working and living in South Africa are returning
home after the Socer World Cup, with rumours of xenophobic violence
swirling through poor neighbourhoods, he said.
"Indeed, there has been an increase of volume at Beitbridge, but this is
not only confined to Zimbabweans, but this also includes other nationals
from Zambia and Malawi," Pawadyira said.
"Most of the people who were in South Africa are sending their children
back home. Then you have those who are coming back because their
usefulness in South Africa is no longer required.
"We have put up the contingency plans in partnership with United Nations
agencies such as International Organisation for Migration, other
non-governmental organisations such as Médecins Sans Frontières and
World Vision."
He sought to allay fears of a repeat of the 2008 xenophobic attacks that
left 62 dead and thousands without homes when mobs of South Africans
turned on foreign nationals they accused of taking scarce jobs.
"We have been assured by the South African authorities that they will
stem out out these attacks on foreigners and this is quite encouraging,"
Pawadyira said.
Somalian shot dead at Nyanga shop
A 19-year-old Somalian shop assistant was shot in the face and died in
Nyanga on Monday morning, Western Cape police said.

Captain Ntomboxolo Sitshitshi said the young man had been confronted by
two people who demanded he open the security gate to the tuckshop he
worked at in Vlei Sweet Home Farms in the settlement outside Cape Town.
"While he was searching for the key the suspects fired a shot at him
through the gate, fatally wounding him in the face."
The two then ran away. Sitshitshi said the Somalian owner of the shop
was not hurt.
Sitshitshi said it appeared the two just intended to rob the shop and
the incident was not being treated as a case of xenophobia.
"Not at all, it was just a criminal element," she said. - AFP, Sapa

Dust off the welcome mat for fellow Africans:We must get to the root
of the pressures which fuel xenophobia in this country or the consequences could be dire
FAITH KA-MANZI The Mercury Eye on Civil Society column
20 July 2010

South Africa got rave reviews for hospitality to soccer tourists. But
foreigners at the receiving end were mostly from the West. If you came
here from across the Limpopo or Orange rivers, you were probably not
treated so well. You may even have been called "kwerekwere".
In 2008 xenophobia claimed the lives of more than 60 people, with
several hundred thousand displaced.
A new 100-page report about how Durban civil society reacted, with 500
pages of national reports, can be found on the UKZN website: http://
www.ukzn.ac.za/ccs.
That good work was but a bandage. The disease has returned: South
Africans are again abusing our fellow Africans. In recent days, attacks

occurred from Gauteng's Ekurhuleni to Khayelitsha in the Cape and Dunoon
to Bottlebrush settlement in Chatsworth to Walmer in Port Elizabeth,
where there were two deaths.
How do we stop it? First, politicians must end their denialism. On July
1, ANC national chairman Baleka Mbethe said: "The reported xenophobic
attack after the World Cup does not make any sense. These reports are
irrational and have no basis whatsoever."
On Friday, Police Minister Nathi Mthethwa described Western Cape
xenophobia as "so-called" - implying it did not happen. Police General
Bheki Cele is also a denialist, claiming: "There are a few criminal acts
perpetuated by young children tasked to loot the shops of business
owners' competitors."
As for immigrants on the run, he said: "Those fleeing this so-called
xenophobic violence are seasonal workers who are leaving one province
for another as well as those returning home across our borders after
watching a successful World Cup."
Abducted
Could these out-of-touch officials either resign or at least offer an
apology, so as to reverse the damage done in the minds of an unprepared
police force and anyone else in society who believed them?
Mthethwa and Cele must know their own force is riddled with corrupt
xenophobes. Last weekend the Centre for Civil Society's Anti-Xenophobia
Project filed a complaint when we learned that local Zimbabwean refugees
were being abducted and shaken down for bribes.
On Friday morning, police officers (whose licence plate number was
recorded) rounded up Zimbabweans at the corner of Louis and Albert
(Ingcuce) Streets in central Durban. According to one refugee, willing
to testify in court, the police said: "The World Cup is over. If you
don't have a permit go back to Zimbabwe."

This man and two others were captured at 11am and driven north on the N2
freeway for some distance.
"The police said: 'Make a plan, make a plan.' So I gave them R30, to
cover my friend and myself. The third man gave them R10. We walked all
the way back to town, arriving at 2pm," said one of those who were abducted.
Durban police commissioner Bala Naidoo promised he would investigate.
But this experience, all too common, makes us question whether our
police are adequately prepared, psychologically, to provide places of
safety in Durban when attacks happen.
To their credit, a formidable police presence was important as a
deterrent to xenophobia in Bottlebrush and Mariannhill recently. But
government must do more.
We need to see the municipality providing places of safety and emergency
contributions, instead of leaving this to churches and civil society
like in 2008.
We also must get to the root causes of the problem, to factors causing
desperationimmigration, and to the crazy anger and pressure our
countrymen feel.
Africa's colonisation created artificial national borders in 1885. When
we rebelled, our greatest Pan Africanist leaders, including Samora
Machel, Thomas Sankara, Herbert Chitepo, Patrice Lumumba and Kwame
Nkrumah, were assassinated, often with Western fingerprints on the weapons.
Dictators like Mobutu Sese Seko in the Congo and Robert Mugabe in
Zimbabwe grabbed the spoils, making deals with the South African
government during apartheid in Mobutu's case, and post-apartheid in
Mugabe's.
Joburg mining corporates like Anglo Gold and African Rainbow Minerals
take advantage of the mayhem synonymous with these regimes. The result:

a flood of refugees, including skilled professionals, democrats and
activists denied civil rights and economic justice.
That leads to another source of tension: competition for work. Because
of our government's pro-Western macroeconomic policies, unemployment has
reached extreme levels, with a million jobs lost over the last year.
And misappropriation of monies needed for development includes the still
unexplained escalation of R1.3 billion for Moses Mabhida Stadium, paid
for in part by raiding Durban's reserves.
Frustrations
Not far away are the Kennedy Road shacks. The municipality denied
shackdwellers formal rights to build housing and refused to install
electricity. So fires continue, and 500 shacks were lost during the
weekend before the semi-final World Cup game.
In addition to jobs and housing, another crisis for ordinary people is
the soaring municipal services bill.
While we should be ashamed of our working-class and poor people when
they commit xenophobic acts, our ruling class has made such a mess of
everything, except World Cup parties, that pent-up frustrations are
bound to rise.
The question is whether those without power can redirect their energies,
and those with power can avoid xenophobia-denialism and address the root
causes. How do we use our anger constructively, to eliminate corruption,
misappropriation of state funds, cronyism, inhumane economic policies,
environmental destruction, labour broking, non-delivery of services, and
commercialisation of basic necessities?
In turn, those in power should decolonise and emancipate their minds
from thinking that free-market economic policies will work here any
better than in Greece or the United States.

If xenophobia continues, even at a low-intensity level, this scourge
will have very negative repercussions. Our economic, arts and cultural,
sporting and intellectual exchanges with the rest of the world will be
stained. Bad vibes between our citizens and the rest of the continent
will spread and the hospitality we receive on the continent will cease.
And the Olympic Games bid committee deciding on a host city for 2020
will see what we have been hiding away the last month as dirty laundry.

href="http://www.themercury.co.za/index.php?fArticleId=5562016">http://www.themercury.co.za/index.
php?fArticleId=5562016
Faith ka-Manzi is a community scholar at the UKZN Centre for Civil Society.

We Zulus are going to beat you up
Thabiso Thakali 17 July 2010
Moses ka Moyo has lived in Hillbrow for the past 11 years - working
tirelessly as a community activist trying to bring change in the lives
of average people, foreign and local.
His mission, with community workers, has been to create a sense of a
real life in a place where few people would have wanted to live 10 years
ago.
Never before has the Zimbabwean-born Ka Moyo felt as uncertain, or so in
danger of his life, as he did last week.
Along with at least 400 other immigrants living in a block of flats in
Hillbrow, he was one of the recipients of a door-to-door leaflet blitz.
The message was stark. Zimbabweans were urged to be careful because they
were going to be "wiped out".

The letters read: "Zimbabweans we don't like you. You must go back to
your country. You took everything that belongs to us, our jobs and our
women... We Zulus are going to beat you up after the World Cup."
Although he was tempted to write off the faceless threats as crude,
empty intimidation, Ka Moyo said that, for the first time ever, the
message in the letter had stabbed straight through to his heart. He
became unsure and afraid.
"I have a family... children and a wife," he said. "Receiving threats
like this will have an impact on them. When the xenophobic outbreak
happened the last time there was no warning. It gets to you as a person,
even if you might want to dismiss it as scaremongering."
This week the 33-year-old, who also chairs the Hillbrow community
policing forum, and residents of his building were out on the streets,
taking the fight back to their faceless foes.
They embarked on a journey of their own, delivering pamphlets and
messages from one building to another urging both locals and foreigners
living the densely populated Hillbrow to report acts of xenophobia to
the police.
They distributed flyers pleading for tolerance, preaching peace and
providing the contact details of police officers, especially station
commanders, who could be called in the event of an outbreak of violence.
They went into churches, businesses, flats, pubs and restaurants calling
for people to speak out against attacks on foreigners.
"We have urged those who have security to ensure that their gates are
always locked and that their closed-circuit television cameras are
working at all times to pick up any suspicious movements," he said,
walking into the dark alley of an abandoned building where hundreds of
foreigners had found succour.

"The greatest threat is probably to the vulnerable like these who live
in a building that has neither water supply nor electricity. But today
we have to be prepared because we were warned.
"We have developed a number of counter-xenophobic programmes, including
campaigns where we encourage people to get to know one another in the
neighbourhood."
Normal resident meeting agendas have been amended to feature a new item
- the need to forge relationships among locals and foreigners to fight
injustices and disputes together.
"There is no doubt that in some of these meetings, whatever people's
grievances or disputes, there is a tendency by some criminal elements to
use the genuine frustrations of people to fuel xenophobic tensions," Ka
Moyo said. "Nothing can be left to chance now, because the cost will be
a human life."
In Joubert Park, Sydney Radebe, a street patroller, and his colleagues
were just as busy. They were on high alert as they discussed how to
react to any outbreak of xenophobia.
Their mission, like Ka Moyo's, was to unite the community, locals and
foreigners, so that it could speak with a single voice.
"If there is a threat to anyone in the streets we want everybody to know
who to contact and where to go," Radebe said. "Xenophobia is no
different from crime; it is perpetuated by those who show little respect
for human life.
"I joined the street patrols because I wanted to encourage people to
take charge of their own neighbourhood. I want to see peace and
stability reign where I live. I am a community worker."
He said although things had appeared to be calm amid reports of

foreigners being attacked and their businesses looted in other parts of
the country, it would be foolish to believe the battle was won.
"Here in Hillbrow and Joubert Park we never supported this idea of
chasing away foreigners or blaming them for our problems," Radebe said.
"We stood up in 2008 when the xenophobic attacks were spreading like
wild fire and this time we have risen up again beforehand by telling our
community to reject this.
"We have begun a series of meetings with residents in our areas where we
are giving out telephone numbers to reach us in an emergency."
In Yeoville, the familiar litany of complaints against foreigners was
being passionately rolled out: they commit crimes; they hold jobs locals
deserve; they steal ID books from locals; and they fraudulently marry
South Africans without their knowledge.
Busisiwe Mthimkhulu, a Yeoville resident married to a Cameroonian, said
that as a Christian she did not believe in killing or attacking people
in their homes.
But, she said, something had to be done about the unwanted and bad
immigrants who were "destroying the country".
"There are bad people among them," she said: "A South African may take
your cellphone, but he won't kill you. A foreigner will take your phone
and kill you."
Beyond that, she said, immigrants were also too easy to exploit.
"Business people hire foreigners, not because they work hard, but
because they do the job for less money," she said.
"A South African demands his rights and will go on strike. Foreigners
are afraid."

Mthimkhulu said that while many locals did not hate foreigners, they
despised their actions, especially criminal ones.
For Ka Moyo, though, no amount of xenophobic threats will deter him from
his bid to unite the people who live in his neighbourhood to fight for a
better life with access to water, electricity and decent housing.
"There is no way I'm going to leave Hillbrow now after 11 years of
living here," he said.
This article was originally published on page 11 of The Star on July 17,
2010

Agent provocateurs' behind attacks: Malema
Esther Lewis Staff Reporter 19 July 2010
ANC Youth League president Julius Malema says people who chased
foreigners out of Mbekweni near Paarl last week should be ashamed of
themselves.
But neither Malema nor Deputy Police Minister Fikile Mbalula believe
that tension in the area is a result of xenophobia. Instead, they blame
"agent provocateurs" who "enjoy violence among blacks".
On Sunday the duo, joined by Drakenstein mayor Charmaine Manuel, visited
121 foreigners living at the Antoniesvlei camping site after fleeing
their homes amid fears of an outbreak of xenophobic violence on the
night that the World Cup ended.
Malema and Mbalula condemned the attacks.
"You hosted us when the boers were chasing... and killing us. You opened
your homes and said we are all Africans.

"If any ANC people were involved in chasing you away... they don't
belong in the ANC," Malema told the foreigners.
He said the "artificial borders" separating African countries were
imposed on people by colonial powers, and only people who did not know
their history would chase other Africans away.
Speaking about locals' attitudes, Malema said people should stop blaming
others for unemployment.
He said the "agent provocateurs" involved in inciting the recent
violence would be exposed. "They enjoy violence among blacks. They enjoy
us killing each other. They can't sleep when we have peace."
Mbalula claimed that criminals were hiding behind a concept they did not
understand - xenophobia - and that the definition of this word needed to
be debated. He asked why white foreigners had not been affected in the
Western Cape if it was xenophobia.
He also challenged the notion that foreigners were taking jobs from locals.
"What are these jobs the people have taken from you? Working in a
madam's kitchen, saying: 'Yes, madam, no, baas.' Earning peanuts and
being treated like dogs? Is that the jobs? Those are not real jobs,"
Mbalula said.
If the attacks were related to jobs, why were they not directed at
university professors and other professionals, he asked.
Manuel said a task team made up of municipal officials, NGOs, the police
and religious leaders were working on a reintegration plan.
In most communities, people had said they would have no problem
welcoming foreigners back, but young people in two areas were opposed to
foreigners returning.

Mbalula, Malema and Manuel spent time in Paarl East on Sunday in honour
of Nelson Mandela's 92nd birthday, at a lunch for the residents of the
Rusthof Old Age Home, which was damaged in a fire in May. The three
handed over blankets and gas heaters.
This article was originally published on page 5 of The Cape Argus on
July 19, 2010

Institutionalised xenophobia?
KARABO KEEPILE JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA - 19 July 2010
Reports of escalating violence against foreign nationals living in South
Africa have again come to the fore.
However non-South Africans face a more insidious form of prejudice
inherent in the system on a day-to-day basis. Has xenophobia become
institutionalised? We look at various areas where foreigners are
systemically disadvantaged.
The lucky 13 digits
Try opening a store account, obtaining credit bureau reports or using
certain websites without a South African Identity Document. You're not
likely to get very far.
"You have institutions like banks and to some extent hospitals that are
just insensitive to the variety of people likely to be their clients,"
Tara Polzer, senior researcher at Wits University's Forced Migration
Studies Programme told the Mail & Guardian.
Either policy or computer systems dictate that certain institutions can
only accept 13 number digits --excluding foreign nationals without an ID.
Home loans

Peter* is a qualified chartered accountant from Zimbabwe who has worked
in South Africa for the past three years.
He is currently employed by the government of South Africa as a senior
manager and said it was a nightmare to get a mortgage loan with a civil
servant's pay slip.
"When I finally got it, I am inherently classified as a higher risk
profile -- hence I pay more interest than a South African with the same
credit record as mine and the same job and risk profile."
Car Loans
As a Zimbabwean he hasn't had much more luck with car financing either.
Peter said he and his wife have been trying to get a car loan for the
past three years and not succeeded -- despite their perfect credit records.
"All the big four banks have told us to bring a South African driver's
licence. We both have international driver's licences which are accepted
by all insurance companies -- what a contradiction."
He tried converting to a South African licence but the traffic
department only makes the service available to permanent residents -not those with work permits.
Given that one can ordinarily only apply for a permanent residence
permit after six years of living in South Africa, a foreigner can
effectively only get a car loan after six years of staying in the country.
Internet services
Almost all internet-linked services in South Africa require an ID.
"My wife could not apply for an overdraft facility over the internet
because she had to put in a South African ID number, so she had to visit
the branch personally," said Peter.
Even Primedia's Eyewitness news sms breaking alert required a South

African ID number.
The one exception was a bitter one -- the South African Revenue Service
allows tax returns to be submitted electronically without a South
African ID.
Cellphone contracts and work permits
While foreign nationals are allowed to take out a cellphone contract,
those whom the M&G spoke to said it was often quite difficult, as one
had to convince those helping at the store that this was actually possible.
Business Day Journalist, Wilson Johwa, had to resort to getting a
cellphone contract in his girlfriend's name.
South African work permit
He said the main challenge that arose when making the transition from
his home country to South Africa was navigating the bureaucracy and
getting a work permit.
"The difficulty with the work permit was with collecting the documents."
Apart from his passport, he needed:
The advert he responded to
A letter from his employer motivating why he was chosen
A list of the names of the people who applied for the same position and
didn't make it
A security clearance from his home country and other countries he had
lived in the previous five years
Johwa said this often proves difficult as it requires an employer who is
cooperative and willing to do those things on behalf of a foreigner.

International students
Marcel*, an international BSC student at Wits University said the
greatest challenge facing foreign students was having to pay for a full
years tuition upfront at the beginning of the year.
As a student from the Southern African Development Community (Sadc) he
said he was required to pay a smaller fee in comparison to other
students who are not from the Sadc region.
If a Kenyan student for example wanted to study medicine at Wits they
would be required to pay R138 000 -- and the amount goes up every year.
"If you are a son of an average man in South Africa and you have to pay
R40 000 upfront, it's quite a lot. This is even worse if you come from a
middle-class family from another African country because the Rand is
relatively strong."
Finding accommodation like a flat, he said, was another difficulty.
"You have to produce documents to show how much revenue you earn but
because I am on a student permit I have to use documents that belong to
someone else who lives here and has a job."
Michael Barre, an international student from Gabon, said he had often
found himself in a similar predicament.
"I've been looking for a job since December last year, but every time I
have interviews with an employer, they ask me if I have a work permit.
When I ask the employer for the letter that will allow me to get a work
permit they refuse."
Foreign national drivers
According to the South African Services website a foreign driver's
licence or international driver's permit can only exchanged for a South
African licence if the applicant is a permanent resident.
Barre said he carried a large file of documents when driving in South

Africa to ward off the constant hassles from traffic cops.
To get into the traffic system as a foreign national, he said he needed
to present his drivers licence, obtained from his home country, a
traffic register number his passport and a study permit.
When he gets pulled over by traffic cops he now also presents a letter
from his embassy proving that his Gabonese driver's licence is valid.
"I always showed my traffic register number and my driver's licence only
but there was this traffic guy who complained that I needed a letter
from the embassy, so I carry that too."
Berre said he was not sure if that was required by South African law or
whether the traffic officer he met on that particular day wanted a bribe.
Opening Bank Accounts
Non-South Africans the M&G spoke to complained that some banks did not
want to open bank accounts for them because they did not have an ID.
While South Africa's big four banks open bank accounts for foreign
nationals others, like Capitec Bank, insisted on a South African ID.
Jennifer*, who is also from Zimbabwe, works as an analyst in a South
African bank, and has been in the country for six years.
In May she was told by Capitec Bank, of an advisory issued to them by
the Financial Intelligence Centre (FIC) stating that foreigners could
only open bank accounts if they had permanent residency, with the only
exception being mineworkers.
According to Capitec, as they are not an authorised dealer in foreign
exchange, they are not permitted to open bank accounts for non-residents.
The ban extends to foreign nationals with a valid passport and temporary
residence permit or temporary work or quota permit.

Jennifer said these tight and confusing credit policies had forced her
to invest overseas.
"I am now investing in property overseas simply because the banks here
will only fund me with a 50% deposit, despite a six year flawless credit
history, and an overseas bank will fund me with a smaller deposit."
She said these polices put in place by companies and legislators needed
to be rethought.
"[They] need to think out of the box and develop policies that allow
people that work here to spend and invest in South Africa. A South
African ID shouldn't be the be-all and end-all of everything".

Civil society sets up warning system for xenophobia
LIONEL FAULL | JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA - 15 July 2010
Civil society organisations are mobilising to ensure there is no repeat
of the large-scale xenophobic violence which scarred South Africa in 2008.
The flurry of activity by the organisations this week contradicted
police spokesperson Zweli Mnisi's assurances that reports of attacks on
foreigners in parts of the Western Cape and Gauteng this week were not
necessarily xenophobic.
Mnisi told the Mail & Guardian that attacks on foreign nationals were
"just [acts of] criminality". He added that "today it's called
xenophobia, tomorrow it could be called racism or sexism".
The Humanitarian Assistance Network of South Africa (HANSA) met on
Wednesday to finalise the coordination of civil society's response in
the event of concerted attacks on foreign nationals.
HANSA was established after the 2008 xenophobic violence to coordinate
future humanitarian assistance efforts by civil society organisations

and plans to launch an "anti-xenophobic action" (AXA) hotline on July 16.
The national toll-free hotline is to be staffed by multilingual foreign
nationals, and would be operational 24 hours a day, seven days a week,
according to HANSA spokesperson Warren Viljoen.
However, Viljoen was reluctant to release the 0800 number to the public
before all operational matters had been finalised.
Early-warning system
Viljoen said that the AXA hotline would act as an early-warning system.
"Where possible, information from callers will be verified by our ground
support staff, before we forward information to police at a national and
regional level, as well as relevant humanitarian and civil society
organisations on the ground."
Six staff members and four vehicles are available in Gauteng to verify
reports of xenophobia, but the unit might be split to provide capacity
in the Western Cape.
"We intend to have a turn-around time of between two- and six hours from
when we receive a call, verify it, to when we forward it to police and
civil society organisations," Viljoen said.
The hotline and ground support initiative was funded by the United
Nations High Commission for Refugees.
Meanwhile, Lawyers for Human Rights (LHR) also convened a meeting with
eight legal organisations on Wednesday, including the Legal Resources
Centre, Legal Aid SA and Probono.org, to plan the immediate roll-out of
legal services to foreign nationals in Gauteng and KwaZulu-Natal.
Kaajal Ramjathan-Keogh, head of the LHR's refugee and migrant rights
programme, told the Mail & Guardian that the meeting had finalised a
roster of legal personnel to be deployed at short notice. Legal
personnel would be available to assist foreign nationals to open cases

of harassment and intimidation with the police, and to monitor the
progress of cases through the judicial system.
LHR was also equipped to provide foreign nationals with advice on asylum
and immigration law, and has offered its services to the ustice department.
Ramjathan-Keogh also revealed that the protection working group (PWG), a
collaboration between United Nations agencies, non-governmental
organisations and civil society, had been working on a comprehensive
contingency plan over the past 18 months.
"In the event of large-scale human displacement, the plan can be
activated at a moment's notice," she said.
Contigency plan
Oxfam country director for South Africa, Innocent Nkata, confirmed that
a multi-organisational contingency plan was in place.
"Our hope is that any xenophobic violence can be contained, but in the
event of an escalation, we are equipped to support the public health
needs of up to 10 000 displaced people," Nkata said.
While Oxfam was focussed on the provision of basic sanitation, other
organisations are primed to contribute in their areas of expertise.
Nkata said that civil society has learned from its shortcomings before,
during and after the xenophobic attacks of 2008.
"There was limited coordination by civil society organisations amongst
themselves, and between themselves and government. But through networks
such as HANSA and the PWG, we are working together to share information,
coordinate our actions, and avoid duplicating our efforts."
In addition to HANSA and the PWG, the South African Council of Churches
(SACC) has convened three meetings at its Khotso House headquarters in
Johannesburg since Tuesday last week to discuss threats of xenophobia.

The meetings have swelled from 15 organisations to more than 100
organisations since last week, says SACC general secretary Eddie Makue.
"The SACC has been mandated to assist in combining the efforts of these
organisations, all of whom have been alert to the issue of xenophobia in
South Africa for a long time," Makue said.

President speaks out against xenophobia
Alex Eliseev 15 July
President Jacob Zuma has called for calm, tolerance and unity as the
country faces a threat of xenophobic violence.
Zuma said on Thursday he is concerned by reports of foreign nationals
fleeing South Africa after being threatened.
Earlier on Thursday, police Minister Nathi Mthethwa denied any
xenophobic attacks have taken place after the World Cup, saying isolated
cases were nothing more than regular crimes.
The president said South Africans have to work with foreigners to find
and report those bent on causing mayhem across communities.
He added South Africans showed the world they were peace-loving and
hospitable during the World Cup and this spirit has to continue.
Zuma said those making the threats wish to sow pain and destruction and
police are doing everything they can to make sure this does not happen.
More than 60 people were murdered in 2008 when xenophobic attacks spread
across the country.
(Edited by Deshnee Subramany)

Attacks 'were criminality disguised as xenophobia'
Sapa PRETORIA, SOUTH AFRICA 15 July 2010
Police Minister Nathi Mthethwa on Thursday dismissed reports of
xenophobic attacks in some parts of the country, saying it was just a
"squall of bad omen" becoming louder.
"Xenophobia is not going to happen. I call on people and the media not
to be part of peddling this hysteria of a possible outbreak ... There is
no such systematic thing as xenophobia in the country," Mthethwa told
media in Pretoria.
He said these were "dangerous rumours" and risked being self-fulfilling.
Police commissioner General Bheki Cele said that a week before the
Soccer World Cup, about 11 buses carrying Zimbabwean nationals had
entered the country, but the media did not report that.
"No one reported on that but now they are focusing on those leaving,"
said Cele.
There had been incidents linked to xenophobic attacks in the Western
Cape on Sunday night where a number of foreign-owned spaza shops and
container shops were burned and looted.
Some vandalism and attempted looting continued during the day on Monday
in Khayelitsha, where police helped Somali shop owners to remove their
goods.
Mthethwa, who visited the area on Monday, emphasised that they were not
dismissing reports of xenophobic attacks, but that investigations
revealed that xenophobia was not the case, but rather "criminality
disguised as xenophobia".

"We don't take people's lives for granted."
Cele said a number of meetings had taken place in communities where
incidents were reported and that feedback received from community
members was that they had no intention of driving out foreign nationals.
He singled out "criminal elements", aged 13 to 25, who terrorised
people, adding that a dozen of them had been arrested. -- Sapa

Johannesburg - The ANC on Thursday called on communities to name and
shame those involved in attacks against foreigners.
SAPA
"Let us all help the law enforcement agencies by identifying, naming and
shaming those who are involved in such clear act(s) of criminality,"
spokesperson Jackson Mthembu said in a statement.
The ruling party condemned the criminal behaviour "in the strongest terms".
"We urge the law enforcement agencies to continue with their good work
in identifying these hooligans and detain them."
Those carrying out these acts were not friends of former president
Nelson Mandela, who celebrates his birthday on Sunday, Mthembu said.
The party earlier this month rejected reports there could be a repeat,
after the World Cup, of the xenophobic violence of 2008 which left 62
people dead and thousands displaced.
Mthembu initially described the claims as "mischievous and disingenuous"
while President Jacob Zuma this week described reported attacks as
"rumours".

"There have been reports, which we don't know the source of yet, that in
fact there will be xenophobia attacks after 2010 (World Cup). We are not
necessarily failing to do our duty to ensure that it does not happen,
but let us just make a distinction between a rumour and a real concrete
report with a clear source of information."
Government was, however, "on top of the situation", Mthembu said.

Xenophobia: Cops go door-to-door
15 July 2010
Polokwane - Police in Musina, Limpopo, have embarked on an awareness
campaign to encourage locals to be tolerant of foreign nationals.
Musina, which is situated at the Beit Bridge border post between South
African and Zimbabwe, is known as the Gateway to Africa and has a high
number of documented and un-documented foreigners from Zimbabwe,
Mozambique, Zambia, Nigeria, the Democratic Republic of Congo and even
Pakistan and India.
"Since the report of possible xenophobic attacks came out last week, we
started an awareness campaign on Monday at Nancefield, Weipe and Mopani
farms and Doreen, as well as other areas," said Musina police
spokesperson Sydney Ringane.
He said more than 600 illegal immigrants cross the Limpopo River into
Musina every day seeking asylum, before dispersing further into the
country once they have received their asylum documents.
Ringane said that since Monday, members of the Musina Social Crime
Prevention Unit had been visiting communities to spread a message of peace.
"We visit locals and foreigners at their homes and businesses and ask
their views about xenophobia and use that information to asses if there

is any danger of an attack on foreigners,” said Ringane.
Tolerance
So far, the general mood in the town is one of tolerance, he said.
"People from Musina are far from being xenophobic as they are used to
being integrated with foreigners, especially Zimbabweans and
Mozambicans," he said.
He said that the xenophobic violence that plagued the rest of the
country in 2008, had not affected Musina either.
"Most of our local community are married to foreigners and we visit each
other from time to time which is why it should not be possible for
xenophobia to happen here," he said.
He debunked misperceptions that crimes are perpetrated by foreign nationals.
"Our crime records (in Musina) reflect normal crimes that we've always
had, like robbery, rape, assault, theft and house-breaking.
These crimes are committed by both locals and foreigners and, even in
our cells, we have a balanced number of locals and nationals,” Ringane said.
- African Eye

Xenophobia a capitalist plot: Sasco
Sasco 15 July 2010
We are convinced that these xenophobic attacks are not spontaneous acts
of hatred for foreign nationals but are meticulously planned to
destabilize the country and threaten the stability of the nation, the SA
Students Congress says.

Sasco president Mbulelo Mandlana says: "We are disgusted by the recent
spate of isolated xenophobic attacks that took place in some parts of
the Western Cape, a day after the Soccer World Cup. We do understand and
regret that there is a strong xenophobic element amongst the South
African working class as a result of contestation for resources, but we
believe there is more to these attacks than meets the eye. We condemn
all forms of xenophobia wherever they are. We are going to carryout real
campaigns that highlight our position to these barbaric acts in
different campuses in our country".
He says the attacks are not only aimed at foreign nationals but are
aimed at the country itself. "There is possibly of a conspiracy far
wider than the conspiracies seen before".
"We call on our country’s Intelligence network to investigate the
possibility of a wider conspiracy against our young democratic
dispensation. Our security personnel should stomp the length and breadth
of our society seeking out those who wish to destabilize our country.
Our security services must ensure that the criminals involved in these
incidents do not hide behind the woodworks of xenophobia," says Mandlana.
He says Sasco also believes that had it not been for the capitalist
nature of our society, the threat of xenophobia would not be an ever
present possibility.
"Xenophobia, racism, sexism and all forms of discrimination are
by-products of the current mode of production, without which it cannot
survive. It is for this reason that we place our energies as Sasco at
the disposal of the struggle for the total emancipation of the working
people and the effort for a fundamental transformation of our country,"
he says.
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We are disgusted by the recent spate of isolated xenophobic attacks that
took place in some parts of the Western Cape, a day after the Soccer
World Cup. We do understand and regret that there is a strong xenophobic
element amongst the South African working class as a result of
contestation for resources, but we believe there is more to these
attacks than meets the eye. We condemn all forms of xenophobia wherever
they are. We are going to carryout real campaigns that highlight our
position to these barbaric acts in different campuses in our country.
We are convinced that these xenophobic attacks are not spontaneous acts
of hatred for foreign nationals but are meticulously planned to
destabilize the country and threaten the stability of the nation. These
xenophobic attacks are not only aimed at foreign nationals but are aimed
at the country itself. There is possibly of a conspiracy far wider than
the conspiracies seen before.
We call on our country’s Intelligence network to investigate the
possibility of a wider conspiracy against our young democratic
dispensation. Our security personnel should stomp the length and breadth
of our society seeking out those who wish to destabilize our country.
Our security services must ensure that the criminals involved in these
incidents do not hide behind the woodworks of xenophobia.
We also believe that had it not been for the capitalist nature of our
society, the threat of xenophobia would not be an ever present
possibility. Xenophobia, racism, sexism and all forms of discrimination
are by-products of the current mode of production, without which it
cannot survive. It is for this reason that we place our energies as
SASCO at the disposal of the struggle for the total emancipation of the
working people and the effort for a fundamental transformation of our
country.
For details Contact
Mbulelo Mandlana (President)
071 879 3408

Or
Lazola Ndamase (Secretary General)
082 679 8718 begin_of_the_skype_highlighting

082 679 8718

end_of_the_skype_highlighting

Journo attack 'influenced by xenophobia'
IOL 15 July 2010
The Daily Sun said that it was standing by a report it published on
Thursday which described a xenophobic assault on one of its journalists.
"The reporter is sticking to the story and it is backed up by a local
councillor," said Daily Sun editor-in-chief Themba Khumalo.
Khumalo promised that more revelations on the attack would be published
on Friday.
"We are amplifying it in tomorrow's newspaper."
According to the report, Daily Sun journalist Brian Kajengo was struck
on the head with a piece of firewood by an unemployed builder.
The article was accompanied by a photo of the bleeding Kajengo, who was
born in Zimbabwe but has lived in South Africa since 2003.
Kajengo wrote that the attack had started with three Mozambican
nationals being attacked in two separate incidents.
Mpumalanga police had denied that the assault on Kajengo was a
xenophobic attack.
Captain Leonard Hlathi said Kajengo, 39, was assaulted in a fight about
a cellphone at Mapulaneng on Sunday.
"The fight was about a cellphone which was allegedly stolen and sold to

a Zimbabwean man. The owner traced it and went to get it on Sunday,"
Hlathi said.
"The man found in possession of the cellphone apologised and the matter
was resolved."
The Zimbabwean found in possession of the phone apparently went to
report the matter to his countryman, Kajengo.
"After that Kajengo and 12 other men went to confront the owner of the
phone and a fight ensued. Kajengo was injured in the forehead and a case
of assault was opened.
"Allegations that the incident was influenced by xenophobia are
unfounded and malicious," Hlathi said.
The man who allegedly assaulted Kajengo was arrested and appeared in the
Mapulaneng Magistrate's Court on Tuesday. He was released on R1 000
bail. - Sapa

Attacks are about business not hatred: cops
Mandilakhe Tshwete 15 July 2010
Cops are saying that several attacks on foreigners in rural areas are
related to fights over business territory and not xenophobia.
A Somali shopowner's house was petrol-bombed in Grabouw over the past
weekend.
In another incident, cops are looking for a large number of suspects who
robbed a Somali-owned shop in the area of R4 000 in cash as well as
cigarettes and airtime on Monday.
But cop sources say even though the attacks were aimed at foreigners,

they suspect that it might actually be fights over business territory
and not related to xenophobic attacks which have flared up across the
Western Cape in the past week.
In a similar incident in Worcester last week, two Somali men died and
two others were wounded when their Avian Park tuck shop was attacked.
Police spokesperson Captain Mzikayise Moloi says no arrests have been made.
Meanwhile, De Doorns Police Station Commander Desmond van der Westhuizen
says the area that was torn apart by attacks on Zimbabweans last year is
relatively quiet.
"We have had no such incidents and we hope it stays that way," he says.
- Daily Voice

Residents urge foreigners to return
Natasha Prince and Nurene Jassiem 15 July 2010
The provincial government departments assisting foreigners who fled to
safety in the Cape Winelands say a number of them have returned to the
areas they left.
On Wednesday provincial government department spokesperson, Daniella
Ebenezer said only 140 of the 250 foreigners who were taken to
Antoniesvlei Hall in Wellington, remained there. About 110 people who
were brought to the hall this week have returned to their communities.
On Sunday night, while the world watched the World Cup final, hundreds
of foreigners who have businesses in the Mbekweni informal settlement in
Paarl and the New Rest settlement in Wellington were escorted to safety
by police when local residents began looting their shops.
The foreigners were taken to Antoniesvlei resort and were housed in a

hall. But the SA National Civic Organisation (Sanco) secretary-general
for the Boland area Peboho Majela, said local residents have called for
the foreigners to return.
He said a "well attended" community meeting was held on Tuesday night,
where residents insisted the foreigners come back to the community.
"Not a single member was doubting whether to bring back the foreigners,"
he said.
He said that Sanco members in the area were planning to recruit
foreigners in these areas on street committees they hoped to form.
"We're trying to convince them to come back and we're coming with a
different position. We are going to adopt some of the foreigners on our
committees, when we revive the street committees," he said.
Provincial police spokesperson Captain Frederick van Wyk, said on
Wednesday that so far the area was reported to have been "quiet" after
Sunday night. He said police would maintain "a visible presence" in the
affected areas.
Meanwhile, Ebenezer said the eight foreigners who were staying at a
church in Hanover Park had returned to the areas from which they fled.
Also, the 25 displaced people staying at a school in Delft remain and 49
are being housed in a church in Franschhoek.
Ebenezer said there were also no more foreigners along the N1 or at the
Huguenot tunnel, where they had been the past few weeks, hoping to catch
a ride out of the Western Cape.
Civic organisations on Wednesday called on government to recognise that
xenophobic attacks were happening in the Western Cape. The plea came a
few days after the Cape Argus reported president Jacob Zuma saying that
the threats of an outbreak of xenophobic violence in South Africa were

still rumours.
The Social Justice Coalition, Equal Education and the Treatment Action
Campaign released a statement criticising government's failure to
acknowledge the xenophobic nature of the recent attacks on foreigners.
"In our view, it appears that senior police and the intelligence
services have failed to properly brief President Zuma and the cabinet.
Many senior officials appear reluctant to use the term "xenophobia" in
the hope that this will result in violence subsiding."
The three organisations have been holding workshops in Makhaza in
Khayelitsha since last month's attacks on at least three Somali-owned
shops in the area.
"We have been engaging with broader civil society networks and forums,
but our joint work has been limited to Khayelitsha," they said.
"During this work it was found that fear of attacks after the World Cup
was indeed very prevalent (among both locals and immigrants), and that
many immigrants were being directly and indirectly threatened and
intimidated."
The group said it found that in most cases where foreigners were
attacked in Khayelitsha police responded quickly and effectively "under
difficult conditions".
Meanwhile the Western Cape Religious Leaders Forum, under the
chairmanship of Dr Thabo Makgoba, Anglican Archbishop of Cape Town, held
a special consultative forum to discuss the recent attacks on
foreigners. It urged the police to work with local communities in
isolating those who were responsible.
* This article was originally published on page 3 of Cape Argus on
July 15, 2010

Blame-game solves little
Our Opinion 16 July 2010
THE debate about xenophobia in South Africa needs to be tackled with
sobriety and introspection rather than the ill-considered “debate” of
the moment.
We are witnessing nothing more than a blame game over whether or not a
wave of xenophobic attacks is imminent .
The government blames the media and civil society for distorting
incidents into a xenophobic context.
The media and the civil society say , yet again, the government is in
denial and that it will, yet again, be embarrassed by a wave of violence
such as that witnessed in 2008 which cost the lives of more than 60 people.
The truth, we believe, is more complex. There is an element of truth in
the positions of all parties to this discussion.
The government is correct to be suspicious of the timing of these
rumours of an imminent uprising.
For this to have surfaced on the eve of the World Cup and then to have
found more traction now as it ends cannot be a co incidence.
We believe that a thorough inquiry is needed to understand the source of
these recent rumours and the agendas which lie behind them.
However, the government is also right to criticise the media for its
latest reporting on this xenophobia phenomenon which has largely lacked
depth and substance.
Much of this reporting has easily fallen into the trap of associating

incidents with xenophobia even when this link may not have existed.
Generally, though, there has been little effort to understand the
reasons why xenophobia is so deep-seated in South Africa and what needs
to be done to eradicate such attitudes.
The sad truth is that current events confirm what many have predicted
for the last two years. The threat of this “time bomb” of xenophobic
violence exploding now is about the same as it has been since the
attacks of two years ago.
There is no sudden upsurge of prejudice in our community. The evil that
is there has always been there.
As Jacob Dlamini illustrates in an article on this page, the suspicion
and hatred of foreigners in South Africa is deep-seated and real, even
among police officers.
Two years ago the State was shown how easy it can be to inflame these
prejudices and how easily they can be turned into a savage tsunami of
violence.
Little has been done to extract the rotting root of xenophobia from our
society so we should not be shocked when such violence occurs again.
Another wave of attacks will not be unexpected.
This time we know what could happen if we don’t act to stop it. And, if
we don’t, what kind of people are we?

I knew I couldn't stay and take chances'
RAY NDLOVU | BULAWAYO, ZIMBABWE 15 July 2010
In Old Magwegwe township about 20km from Bulawayo, I meet Brian Moyo*, a

tall, dark 32-year-old Zimbabwean who returned home this past weekend
after receiving threats to leave Tembisa township in South Africa's East
Rand area -- where he had lived for five years.
"I was a victim of xenophobia back in 2008 and when my landlord warned
me last week to leave as something bad might happen to me soon, I knew
that I couldn't stay there anymore and take any chances", he said.
Brian held out his left hand to show me the stub of an index finger that
was allegedly cut by attackers one night during the xenophobic violence
in May 2008. He also pointed to his left ear, the top part of which was
cut off, and says softly: "They told me that this time I would be killed
if I stayed". He slowly moved his head sideways, perhaps reflecting on
the grave warning he received.
'Not just a rumour'
For Brian, the threats of xenophobic violence against foreigners soon
after South Africa's Soccer World Cup are not "just a rumour" as claimed
by some. He bears constant reminders: his old wounds. As early as May
this year, the Consortium for Refugees and Migrants in South Africa
warned that "a month from the opening match of the World Cup, threats
were mounting of further mass xenophobic violence once the event is
over". And since the beginning of July, scores of Zimbabweans fearing an
outbreak of xenophobic violence in South Africa have been returning
home, laden with their belongings and congesting the Beitbridge border post.
A resident at the border-town, Latoya Mjungwa, noted the unusually high
number of arrivals, especially in the early mornings and late at night,
as well as the increased movement of property by cross-border traders.
Charles Gwede, assistant regional manager-in-charge of Beitbridge border
post, said: "At this stage it is difficult to tell whether people are
fleeing the possible attacks or not, but we will continue to monitor the
situation".
Observers have warned that xenophobic violence would not just affect
foreign nationals, but would also devastate the good image that South

Africa had built around the World Cup. The International Organisation
for Migration estimates that at least two million Zimbabweans live in
South Africa, with more living in the United Kingdom, the United States
and Canada.
The economic meltdown in the country -- which began in 2000 when Zanu-PF
linked war veterans and youth militia invaded white-owned farms and
began a political climate of intimidation, violence and human rights
abuses -- caused many to flee the country in search of better living
conditions.
"Sell outs"
"The mistake that people make is that they just think of this as another
rumour and that way when the attacks really begin no one will be
prepared to help victims", says Brian.
"Locals in the community where I lived made door-to-door visits to tip
us of what's going to happen. It was easy for them to do so because they
knew beforehand where each foreigner lives and what nationality one is."
According to Moyo, the door-to-door visits were conducted at night when
local residents "knew that most foreigners would be back from work" and
at times used other Zimbabweans to show them where their fellow
countrymen lived.
"Zimbabweans sold each other out", he claims.
Dilemma for constitution-making process
The country's main political parties, Zanu-PF and the Movement for
Democratic Change (MDC) -- it also emerged -- are keenly watching the
influx of Zimbabweans from South Africa and the impact this could have
on the ongoing constitution-making process run by the constitutional
parliamentary committee (Copac). An MDC legislator involved with Copac
who requested anonymity said, "This is a big issue for us as Copac, as
some of the people that are coming back have South African passports,
but they are Zimbabweans. I think this is a chance for them to seriously

take up the issue of dual citizenship because they are still Zimbabweans".
"We can't exclude people who are highly skilled from helping to rebuild
the country on the basis that they hold another citizenship. Their input
in this process is important".
Zanu-PF has objected to dual citizenship, while the MDC supports it.
Echoing sentiments similar to that of the MDC, civic society has called
for a "constitution that reflects the realities of the day".
Dumisani Nkomo, Matabeleland Civic Society Consortium spokesperson said:
"This is the present reality that many Zimbabweans live outside the
country and are citizens of where they live".
As for Moyo, he feels safer at home and will watch developments in South
Africa while in Zimbabwe.
*Not his real name

Fear Drives Migrants Home
United Nations 15 July 2010
Harare — John Muswere, 34, arrived four hours ago at the main bus
terminus in Harare, capital of Zimbabwe, after making an unplanned
journey with his wife, their three-year-old child and few household
possessions from Johannesburg, South Africa, where he spent 18 months
working as a mechanic.
"I am left with little money on me because I left South Africa in a
hurry and before my employer could pay me. All the transport operators
are saying my money is too little and I don't know how I am going to
leave this place [the bus terminus]," Muswere told IRIN while his wife
tried to pacify their wailing child.

The hasty trip was prompted by rumours that foreigners would be targeted
once the FIFA World Cup finished, just as they were in May 2008, when 62
people were killed and more than 100,000 displaced.
Since the final game on 11 July there have been numerous attacks on
foreign nationals and their businesses, mainly in Western Cape Province.
The Forced Migration Studies Programme (FMSP) of the University of the
Witwatersrand, in Johannesburg, estimates that 1.2 million Zimbabweans
live in South Africa, mostly arriving in the past decade after their
country's economy collapsed.
"I will be starting from scratch, and at no time has life been so
uncertain for me. I don't know how I am going to feed the family because
it might be a long time before I get a job here," Muswere said. His
uncle has offered them temporary accommodation.
The threats began a few months before the soccer world cup, and came in
the form of notes pasted on the door of their one-room rented flat in
the inner-city suburb of Berea, Johannesburg, "telling me that they
would kill me and my family if I remained in their country after the
World Cup".
I thought they were mere threats until they accosted my neighbour, who
was coming from night duty at a local supermarket where he worked as a
security guard, poured petrol on him and set him alight
The notes accused Muswere and other Zimbabweans in the suburb of
"stealing their sisters, jobs and houses".
"I thought they were mere threats until they accosted my neighbour, who
was coming from night duty at a local supermarket where he worked as a
security guard, poured petrol on him and set him alight. Fortunately, he
survived but he is still in hospital," said Muswere.
Grace Takawira, 46, arrived on the same bus as Muswere after travelling
from Western Cape, where she had been employed as a domestic worker for

the past four years. "I just packed my few belongings and hitch-hiked to
Johannesburg, where I boarded a bus to Harare," Takawira told IRIN.
"I had seen several Zimbabweans and other foreigners being attacked
shortly after the World Cup ended. Many foreigners who feared for their
lives sought shelter at police stations, but I could not stand the idea
of living as a refugee." She has decided to try cross-border trading to
feed her three children.
"Hundreds of Zimbabweans are crossing back to Zimbabwe on a daily basis
as they flee xenophobic attacks," said the bus driver, who plies the
Harare-Johannesburg route but declined to be identified.
Burdening a weak economy
"Most of them are in a desperate situation, as they don't have enough
money for bus fares. Some of them only managed enough money to come as
far as Beitbridge [on the Zimbabwe side of the border] and are squatting
in that town," he told IRIN.
"The South African government should improve on its policies, so that
more jobs are created and there is greater literacy among citizens of
that country," John Makumbe, a Harare based political analyst, told IRIN.
"It is clear that high levels of unemployment, widespread poverty, and
low levels of skills are contributing to xenophobia among South
Africans, who see foreigners as the main cause of their problems."
Innocent Makwiramiti, an economist and former chief executive officer of
the Zimbabwe National Chamber of Commerce, expected problems. "The
economy is still weak and the return of Zimbabweans from South Africa
will push up unemployment. While those that are returning might have
skills in their respective professions, it will be difficult for them to
start their own ventures because they don't have the capital."
[ This report does not necessarily reflect the views of the United Nations ]

South African people and its government have betrayed Africa
BONGI DLODLO Zimbabwe Telegraph 16 July 2010
To fathom that few weeks ago we were like one African family cheering
behind the bafana-bafana team is quite shocking. The South African flag
was on almost every car, house ,College, university and, for once,
Africa’s hopes were revived. Indeed it is time for Africa. Where has
this xenophobia come from then? To make matters worse it’s targeted at
the same poor peasants who stood by you in time of need.
The Zimbabweans and other foreign nationals were there helping to make
the African World Cup event a success,but I am truly astounded to hear
that the foreign African nationals are scampering for safety. The most
embarrassing situation is that the xenophobia is being targeted against
African brothers and sisters.Where has the spirit of pan-Africanism gone to?
Africa has played a pivotal role to ensure that your independence became
a reality. When Mandela was released from prison we were all mad with
joy. I remember as a young man running with joy upon catching wind of
the news that South Africa was free. It was indeed a sigh of relief to
us because I had heard the ordeal they went through in the fight against
apartheid. Many ordinary citizens from countries like Mozambique,
Botswana and Zimbabwe were persecuted by the apartheid regime because of
you. However they never threw up the towel for your sake, they
persevered for the sake of Africa. Is this how you are going to repay
the same ordinary people who suffered for you? Do not mock God, every
creature must submit to God and respect other people. As we speak more
than hundred African brothers and sisters have died at your hands, cold
blooded murder of innocent people. Why South Africa Why.
The South African government though I have always respected President
Zuma for his mediation efforts in Zimbabwe has played a willing
accomplice in this ruthless, criminal episode. I do not need a rocket
scientist to know that such a horrendous activity of murder and

butchering of innocent Africans can take place in their back yard and
they will not apprehend any culprit. In 2008 African brothers were
roasted alive with tires and ,funny enough, no significant arrests were
made. Xenophobia has reared its ugly head again, and now the
perpetrators are super charged because they got away with it. It is very
clear that the leadership of the country is trying to hide behind a
finger, but God will judge your nation harshly if you do not repent from
the terror you have subjected your neighbors to . I think what is left
is a SADC and AU resolve to let South Africa to play alone because it
does not play well with neighbors. I know the South African government
sympathizes with the victims during the day and celebrate at night, but
let it be known to you that what goes around comes around and history
shall make you to account for your actions
I appeal to human rights organizations to begin legal action against the
South African government on behalf of the victims. These victims should
be compensated for shock, torture and death and the hands of their
citizens. Some children are now street kids and orphans because of this
violence, some people have been displaced while others have their future
put in limbo after their meager but hard earned acquired property was
set ablaze with these heartless African citizens (South Africans).The
actions of our South African brothers have created destitutes and some
of the children are now orphans resulting in them dying in the streets
from poverty and starvation. I urge the human rights activists to stand
up and gather all the data about all the people who were massacred so
that the record can be clear to the rest of Africa. South Africans have
failed to appreciate that they do not leave in an Island.
Its indeed very painful to realize that some foreign nationals who
helped in making the world cup a success left the country fleeing for
dear life without being paid for their hard work because of fear .Most
South African employers took advantage and delayed to pay these foreign
nationals so that they would flee leaving their money behind. Worse
still some South Africans have looted the property of foreign nationals
which took them a lifetime to acquire. How painful is that, being
injured by your own brother.

Civil society should come in urgently to help these hapless people who
are struggling to put food on their table. If the government wanted to
stamp this xenophobia out it would not take time. Sadly, it seems to be
silently approving this callous and satanic act. South Africa should
stand and unequivocally tell the continent about its position; about
whether or not it is is part of us. We are not ready to force them to be
part us; we have played our role of emancipating them.
Simbarashe Chirimubwe is the leader of Concerned Africans Association
(CAA) and Global Zimbabwe Forum Coordinator for Africa.

Cops say reports of attacks are just rumours
Francis Hweshe Sowetan 15 July 2010
DESPITE reports of looting of foreign-owned shops, the displacement and
mass fleeing of refugees in several Cape Town townships, police have
denied this is linked to xenophobia.
Provincial police chief Lieutenant-General Mzwandile Petros said the
media was responsible for creating the xenophobia rumours, resulting in
refugees fleeing their communities.
President Jacob Zuma was quoted yesterday as saying reports of impending
xenophobic attacks remained rumours.
Petros said the suspects who were arrested for looting several Somaliowned shops at Khayelitsha had not intimidated the owners, but broke
into abandoned shops.
He said Zimbabweans were leaving the Boland region because there was no
more work for them, as the seasonal farming cycle had ended.
Petros said for the last three months the police had investigated the

rumours and there was no evidence that foreigners would be attacked.
He was speaking on Tuesday night at a provincial safety forum meeting –
a body formed after the 2008 xenophobic attacks – which he chairs.
The purpose of the forum was originally to exchange information on
xenophobia between the police and civic bodies.
Several civic organisations, including the Legal Resources Centre, the
Social Justice Coalition, Cosatu and the SA National Civics
Organisation, attended the meeting.
Some organisations want the forum to be an “omnibus” and to deal with
issues beyond information exchange.
Petros rejected that, saying the police would only focus on preventing
attacks, and urged the organisations to focus on mediation in communities.
Provincial head of disaster risk management Hildegard Fast said
government departments were ready to engage the organisations on ways to
prevent xenophobic attacks.

Scared foreigners flee from area
Corrinne Louw Sowetan 15 July 2010
READY TO ACT: Security has been tightened at Bottlebrush informal
settlement after foreigners deserted their shacks in fear of xenophobic
attacks. PHOTO: THULI DLAMINI
POLICE were out in full force yesterday at the Bottlebrush informal
settlement in Chatsworth, the scene of a violent xenophobic attacks at
the weekend.
One foreign national was hospitalised. Hundreds of foreigners are said

to have already fled the settlement after fears of violent attacks on
foreigners became a reality on the day the World Cup ended.
Although police have denied that the attacks on the foreigners were
related to xenophobia, many foreigners are taking no chances and have
left in droves.
Yesterday, hundreds of shacks that belonged to foreigners were deserted
and residents were adamant that they wanted the foreigners to return to
“their own countries”.
Thabo Moleko, a Bottlebrush resident, said two of his neighbours had
fled. “We are not sure if they are gone back to Zimbabwe. They might be
around Durban but they have moved from here,” he said.
Bottlebrush community leader Falakhe Mhlongo said tensions were running
high. “It’s going to get worse over the weekend when people start
drinking. That’s why we are trying to arrange for a meeting to get the
whole community together to try to educate them about xenophobia.”

Foreigners 'chased like dogs
Caryn Dolley 14 July 2010
Foreigners forced from informal settlements around the province are
still too scared to return to their homes because they fear being
attacked again.
"I'm not going back. I don't care if the police are there. I am scared.
They've torn down my shop and my brothers who have gone back were
threatened again. We will wait - maybe until next week," Abduragman
Alikar, a Somali who ran a shop in Khayelitsha, said on Tuesday.
On Sunday and Monday scores of foreigners left a number of informal
settlements around the province after being threatened. Some had had

their shops looted.
Late on Monday in Nyanga fears of attacks against foreigners were
further fuelled when the body of a 33-year-old Malawian, Peter Chavura,
was discovered.
He had been murdered and his genitals cut off.
Nyanga police station spokeswoman Ntomboxolo Sitshitshi said the murder
was not xenophobia-related.
She said Chavura had been drinking with his friends on Sunday at a
shebeen in Samora Machel.
That was where his girlfriend last saw him but on Monday a resident told
her his body had been discovered in bushes in the area.
Pictures of the scene show his genitals on grass near his body.
In another section of Nyanga late on Monday another Malawian man, who
did not want to be named for fear of reprisal, said he was kicked out
his house after locals stoned it, then broke down the front door, before
chasing him and his family out.
The Malawian said five of his friends had also been chased out the area.
His employer, who did not want to be named for fear of jeopardising him,
said the man was now no longer at his home and was staying with friends.
On Tuesday in Nyanga, foreign-owned shops were
either empty or locked up.
Franschhoek police station spokeswoman Marize Papier said all the
foreign-owned shops in the area were also closed on Tuesday following a
day of looting.
She said 53 foreigners were staying in a church there and would possibly

go back home within the next few days.
In Grabouw, resident Rochelle Wegner also said a number of Somali- and
Nigerian-owned shops had been looted and a number of foreigners had left
the area.
Along the N1 on Tuesday near the Huguenot Tunnel, more than 20
Zimbabweans were waiting, trying to get transport out the province.
They had been at the roadside since the weekend
when many had been kicked out of informal settlements.
"It's the xenophobia that's forcing us away. I?m afraid, my friend. We
came here on Sunday after they chased us out of Mbekweni (in Paarl).
"The people from there chased us like dogs.
"There's no work or food in Zimbabwe and I provide for my family from here.
"But I must go where it's safe," said a woman, who wanted to be
identified only as "Sarah" because she feared reprisals.
On Monday, Police Minister Nathi Mthethwa visited the Western Cape to
assess xenophobic attacks.
The minister said criminals were behind the incidents.
# caryn.dolley@inl.co.za

* This article was originally published on page 1 of Cape Times on July
14, 2010

Zimbabweans Flee as Xenophobic Attacks Break-Out

Tichaona Sibanda 14 July 2010
Many Zimbabweans living in Gauteng province in South Africa have fled
their homes in the last 48 hours as sporadic incidents of violence have
broken out since Monday.
In and around areas surrounding Johannesburg it's alleged that gangs are
moving door to door robbing terrified foreigners of household goods like
televisions and refrigerators, and of cash.
Ezra 'Tshisa' Sibanda, Zimbabwe's popular radio DJ told us from
Johannesburg on Wednesday that police were on high alert in areas where
Zimbabweans and other foreigners are being targeted.
'The situation here is bad. Despite the authorities denying an outbreak
of attacks on foreigners, it is happening right now in some areas in
Gauteng province. I have personally been to townships where South
Africans are toyi-toying and shouting obscenities towards foreigners and
telling them to go back to their countries,' Sibanda said.
He added; 'I've also met Zimbabweans who have told me some of their
goods have been stolen and in the process they've also been chased away
from their homes. The South Africans are moving door-to-door and once
they detect the house is occupied by a foreigner, they invade it, steal
household goods and simply walk away.'
Refugee aid groups recently warned of a wave of xenophobic attacks after
the World Cup. This led to hundreds of foreigners, many from Zimbabwe,
leaving South Africa last week. Sibanda said many foreign nationals fled
their homes after the World Cup final on Sunday, as sporadic incidents
of xenophobic violence broke out. Those who remained are facing
persistent threats of violence in some of the townships.
In 2008, 62 people died and 150 000 were displaced in a wave of
xenophobic attacks around the country. This time around South African
Minister Lindiwe Sisulu said the South African National Defence Force

would make resources available to help the police stop the criminals who
were threatening residents.
'Opportunistic criminals must know that we will deal with them harshly,
there is no way we will allow them to spread fear and crime, we are
working very hard to find them and prosecute them,' she said.
Police ministry spokesman Zweli Mnisi said criminals were using
xenophobia as an excuse to create 'anarchy and anxiety. He said any
criminality disguised as xenophobia will not be tolerated.

Xenophobia: The situation in Cape Town
SJC, EE and TAC 14 July 2010
SJC, EE and TAC says there were anti-immigrant motives behind recent attacks
Government Must Acknowledge & Address Xenophobia in Cape Town
In 2008 xenophobic violence swept across South Africa, leaving 62 people
dead and more than 100 000 people displaced. The State's reaction was
beleaguered by a slow humanitarian response, a lack of information
regarding incidents on the ground, and failures to adequately prepare
for and deal with mass-displacement; all exacerbated by infighting
between the various spheres of government.
Xenophobic sentiment, harassment and violence has persisted, albeit in a
more sporadic and less organized manner. The biggest crisis in the
Western Cape to happen since took place in November 2009 when
approximately 2500 immigrants (largely Zimbabweans) were displaced in De
Doorns. Since 2008, we have received regular reports of isolated
intimidation and destruction of property affecting foreign nationals in
areas across Khayelitsha. More recently, rumours have circulated
claiming that immigrants would be attacked once the Football World Cup
came to a close. The origins of these rumours are uncertain, but it is

clear that they are not baseless, as we will illustrate below. The
argument that they are self-fulfilling comes as little consolation to
the thousands of immigrants around Cape Town and their South African
friend's and neighbours' who are now living in fear.
After an incident in Makhaza in which at least three Somali owned stores
were attacked immediately following South Africa's dismissal from the
World Cup last month; The Social Justice Coalition (SJC), Treatment
Action Campaign (TAC) and Equal Education and (EE) decided to run
workshops with staff and members to discuss xenophobia and how it could
be combated. We have been engaging with broader civil society networks
and forums, but our joint work has been limited to Khayelitsha, an area
badly affected by violence in 2008 and an area in which we have existing
grassroots networks which enable us to effectively reach the wider
community. During this work it was found that fear of attacks after the
World Cup was indeed very prevalent (amongst both locals and
immigrants), and that many immigrants were being directly and indirectly
threatened and intimidated.
In addition to trying to prevent violence by encouraging communities to
stand against xenophobia, we have been using our networks to monitor
xenophobic activity in the community. Regular reports of widespread
xenophobic criminal activity began reaching us on Sunday evening. Since
then, we have learnt of at least 15 incidents in Khayelitsha, all of
which have been reported to Khayelitsha Police and the Disaster
Management Centre. The majority of the incidents entailed the looting of
Somali-owned shops by roving gangs ranging from 10 to 30 individuals.
This happened in a variety of locations across Khayelitsha, including
Kuyasa, R and L Sections, TR, TQ & QQ Sections, M, BM & V Sections,
Makhaza 33 Section and SST Section in Town 2. Intimidation - and attacks
on the property - of Zimbabwean and Malawian citizens was also reported.
In most cases the owners of the shops targeted pre-emptively responded
to threats by vacating their homes and premises before the attacks
occurred. On Tuesday, almost all Somali owned stores were found to be
abandoned.

As mentioned, our activities have been largely restricted to
Khayelitsha. There have however also been reports of attacks on
foreign-owned shops in Wallacedene, Du Noon, Ocean View, Nyanga and
Philipi. There has been significant displacement in Cape Town, with
nearly 1000 displaced Somalis allegedly looking for sanctuary in
Belville after fleeing their homes. This pattern seems to have also
extended across the Western Cape, with incidents reported in Grabouw,
Klapmuts, Delft, Wellington and Mbekweni. In Mbekweni the attacks were
apparently especially serious, and resulted in injury to a small number
of foreign nationals and police officers. Daniella Ebenezer spokesperson for provincial disaster management - said 70 immigrants had
sought refuge on Sunday night at the Mbekweni police station and 22 at
Wellington SAPS.
The Police have in general responded quickly and effectively under
difficult conditions to violence in Khayelitsha which has contributed in
part to the relative calm Khayelitsha since Tuesday.
We are however most distressed by Government's failure to acknowledge
the xenophobic nature of recent attacks and by extension address the
fear felt by countless immigrants who have been threatened or directly
affected.
On 9 July Minister of Police and Convenor of the Inter-ministerial
Committee on Xenophobia Nathi Mthethwa spoke at a Xenophobia Summit in
Khayelitsha in which he cautioned "that this alarmist phobia by those
who fuel these rumours is intended to divert attention of the world from
our success and celebratory mood". On Monday - while attacks were
underway - President Jacob Zuma noted that he was "not certain whether
there have been threats of xenophobia ... there have been rumours that
have been reported".
In our view, it appears that senior police and the intelligence services
have failed to properly brief President Zuma and the cabinet. Many
senior officials appear reluctant to use the term "xenophobia" in the
hope that this will result in violence subsiding.

We call on Local, Provincial and National Government to immediately
recognize that individuals around Cape Town and the Western Cape are
being targeted based on their nationality. We especially call on
President Zuma to lead and support efforts to prevent attacks on
stateless people from other African countries. At this time it is
inconsequential to question whether the original rumours were devious or
based on an illegitimate threat, or whether these acts are being
perpetrated out of hate or a desire to opportunistically commit criminal
acts. None of this detracts from the fact that a specific group of
people is being targeted, and are very much in need of particular
protection. The abundance of reports of threats and intimidation, and
violent destruction of property belonging to foreign nationals compels
Government to recognize this, and plan and act accordingly.
The overwhelming majority of people in our communities want safety and
security for all and have no desire to harm people from other countries.
The World Cup demonstrated several very important facts - government
provided leadership and resources, our people responded
enthusiastically, crime was curbed, South Africans supported all our
African teams and visitors. We must use this unity of purpose to address
safety and security for all people irrespective of gender, sexual
orientation, class or nationality.
Joint statement issued by Social Justice Coalition, Equal Education and
the Treatment Action Campaign, July 14 2010

NGOs call on Zuma to recognise xenophobia
Sapa 14 July 2010
Officials seemed to be avoiding use of the word xenophobia in the hope
that the violence in the Western Cape would subside, three
non-governmental organisations (NGOs) charged.

Zimbabweans carry their belongings to the community hall. Xenophobia
broke out in De Doorns
quote "Many senior officials appear reluctant to use the term
'xenophobia' in the hope that this will result in violence subsiding quote
"We call on local, provincial and national government to immediately
recognise that individuals around Cape Town and the Western Cape are
being targeted based on their nationality," they said in a statement.
The NGOs - the Social Justice Coalition, Equal Education and the
Treatment Action Campaign - said they had learned of at least 15
incidents of "xenophobic criminal activity" in Khayelitsha alone since
Sunday.
Most entailed looting of Somali-owned shops by roving gangs ranging from
ten to 30 individuals.
A string of other incidents and threats had been reported from
surrounding areas and towns.
They said Police Minister Nathi Mthethwa had criticised what he called
"this alarmist phobia", while President Jacob Zuma had said he was "not
certain whether there have been threats of xenophobia".
"It appears that senior police and the intelligence services have failed
to properly brief president Zuma and the Cabinet," the NGOs said.
"Many senior officials appear reluctant to use the term 'xenophobia' in
the hope that this will result in violence subsiding."
They called on Zuma to lead and support efforts to prevent attacks on
people from other African countries.
They said it was inconsequential to question whether the acts were being
perpetrated out of hate or a desire to opportunistically commit criminal

acts.
"None of this detracts from the fact that a specific group of people is
being targeted, and are very much in need of particular protection."

ANC fiddles while xenophobic sentiment swirls
Jacob Dlamini Business Day 15 July 2010
THE first time I heard about plans to expel foreigners from SA after the
World Cup was in December last year. I was conducting research on an
African National Congress (ANC) branch in Katlehong at the time, and the
person who alerted me to the plans was a branch member. He said
residents, including ANC members, were talking openly about a plot to
send foreigners packing.
The talk was not limited to any section of the community. It involved
both young and old, men and women. The branch executive was informed
about the talk and, because it was just talk, members were advised to
keep tabs on it, to see who was doing the talking and to find out why.
The anti-immigrant talk seemed to die out in the build-up to the World
Cup. I was away from SA from January to May and did not pay the matter
any mind, believing it to be under control. Local ANC activists had,
after all, helped spare Katlehong the worst excesses of the May 2008
xenophobic pogroms.
However, my complacency was disturbed one weekend shortly after my
return in May by a report in the Mail & Guardian saying that SA’s
security agencies were investigating rumours of plans for anti-immigrant
pogroms after the World Cup.
That same weekend, I had a chance encounter with a researcher from Wits
University’s Southern African Migration Project. She confirmed the Mail
& Guardian story and said her outfit was also looking into the rumours.

Then followed casual encounters with neighbours and strangers who said,
quite openly, that come July 12, foreigners must return to wherever they
come from.
Once, while hanging out at a traders’ market on the border of Katlehong
and Vosloorus, I overheard a group of local women taunting a Mozambican
man, telling him to go home.
The women were in good spirits and the man, who seemed to know them,
shot back that many local women would starve if Mozambican men were to
return to their home country. But there was no escaping the menace
buried deep in the exchange.
When I told relatives who acted and sounded as if they were part of the
anti- immigrant plots that they risked arrest, they said not to worry.
The police were in on the plots. They said the police were just as “fed
up” with the Shangaans, which is the omnibus term for a foreigner in
Katlehong, regardless of whether a foreigner speaks Shangaan or not. I
was not surprised. I had heard policemen express some of the worst
xenophobia imaginable.
A couple of weeks ago a friend, the same ANC member who first warned me
about the anti-Shangaan plots in December 2009, called to say he and
comrades from his branch had just interviewed a group of youths in
southern Katlehong who claimed to have been stockpiling weapons for the
pogroms.
“This thing is serious,” I recall my friend saying. He said the boys
seemed determined. My friend, who is also a ward councillor, is
connected to the local ANC councillor and the police, and I assume the
police and the local political leaders know everything he knows.
Before my friend’s call, a Bangladeshi man who runs a spaza shop on our
street told a cousin that a stranger had recently visited the shop and
told the Bangladeshi man to make sure he was gone by the end of the
World Cup. The Bangladeshi approached my cousin because my cousin was a

community activist and, like him, Muslim. He was scared.
So far, rumours of anti-immigrant pogroms have been just that, rumours.
However, rumours do not stop being important or dangerous simply because
they are rumours. People act on rumours. Individuals base their politics
and beliefs on rumours. That is why the media should not shy away from
reporting on the rumours.
We should not pretend that people on our streets are not making
dangerous noises simply because no one seems to have acted on those
noises yet.
It is not to embarrass SA and Police Minister Nathi Mthethwa to say that
we are sitting on a time bomb that could be ignited easily by something
as “flimsy” as a rumour. SA has already been embarrassed once before and
it would not do to circle the wagons, as the ANC seems to be doing, and
to pretend that there is no problem.
The ANC branch I studied last year is in panic mode. Activists are
worried about young people amassing arms, old people saying things that
legitimate xenophobia and a police force that cannot be trusted.
It would be interesting to learn when last Mthethwa attended a meeting
of his ANC branch. It is possible that he would not know an ANC branch
meeting even if it met in his ministerial house. But it might do him
some good to go to a branch meeting to hear what members are hearing and
saying about the power of rumours.
What is that slogan favoured by the ANC: Each one teach one?
- Dlamini is author of Native Nostalgia (Jacana 2009).

No time for denialism:Those who heard the dog bark remember its bite, write Loren B Landau and

Tara Polzer
Loren B Landau and Tara Polzer 14 July 2010
The Big Read: For the past three months, civil society organisations,
academics and even some government officials have been warning that
xenophobic attacks are coming soon after the World Cup has ended.
TIME BOMB: By shifting the blame for violence to purportedly
'unpatriotic' or 'Afro-pessimist' (read 'racist') individuals, media
outlets, and institutions that speak openly about the violence, the
police minister is taking aim at the messengers, not the perpetrators
Picture: ALON SKUY
Over the past two weeks, those same people have seen World Cup fever
give way to a feverish effort to prevent the forthcoming melee.
No one has been readying themselves more fervently than migrants, many
of whom have made their way to safety either in South Africa or beyond
its borders. Some, who heard the dog barking and, remembering the brutal
attacks of May 2008, fear its mortal bite.
Following last week's meeting of the inter-ministerial committee
dedicated to addressing the expected attacks, senior government
officials have developed a co-ordinated, if somewhat ambivalent,
approach to the relapse into xenophobic violence.
Along with the firm (if fallacious) statements that South Africa is not
a banana republic, where people can murder with impunity, officials have
been denying that the threats should be taken seriously.
Only this week, newspapers quoted President Jacob Zuma's response: "I'm
not certain whether there have been threats of xenophobia. I know that
there have been rumours that have been reported."
As of now, he continued, there was no "concrete evidence" of attacks.
The hundreds of Zimbabweans and others who are fleeing hostile

communities are, if we are to believe what officials tell us, simply
seasonal farm workers returning home.
The minister and the deputy minister of police, and others, have accused
"prophets of doom" and "Afro-pessimists" of trying to rob South Africa
and, presumably, the ANC, of its World Cup glory by talking about
xenophobia.
But the words of senior politicians do have significant impact. Stating
that the attacks are "mere rumours" or "mere crime" is worrying. Most
obviously, it reveals government leaders who are either out of touch
with their own intelligence and police services, or are willing to
publicly prevaricate about threats to the country's residents.
Police and intelligence services have been warning of rising tension and
the seriousness of threats since early in the year, well before any
public or media discussions, which are now accused of "creating" or
"fuelling" violence.
At what point do distributing threatening pamphlets, regular verbal
threats in communities, and community meetings in which people outline
their plans to get rid of foreigners constitute more than a rumour?
But, whatever the reasons for their response, all South African
residents will be the losers.
What we have seen over the past few weeks is not only a government
unwilling to acknowledge the threat of xenophobic violence, but an
administration that seeks to deny others the possibility of raising the
warning flag.
Moreover, by denying xenophobia as a motivation, the inter-ministerial
committee does not acknowledge, and cannot explain, why specific groups
are targeted. Labelling an attack xenophobically motivated does not mean
that all South Africans are consumed by bigotry and hatred.

But some people regularly single out specific groups for abuse,
explicitly couching their threats in discriminatory language. If shouts
of "You Makwerekwere, get out" are, indeed, "disguising" alternative
motivations, as Minister of Police Nathi Mthethwa suggests, local
political and business interests are playing on existing sentiments and
anger. These attacks might be criminal, but they ignore the tools hatred, bigotry, and a willingness to turn to violence - that enable them.
By shifting the blame for violence to purportedly "unpatriotic" or
"Afro-pessimist" (read "racist") individuals, media outlets, and
institutions that speak openly about the violence, Mthethwa is taking
aim at the messengers, not the perpetrators. This is a dangerous trend
for a democratic country that is, at least formally, committed to open
and public debate.
If we are lucky enough to avoid the conflagrations that caught hold in
2008, let us not forget that the dog has already bitten. Only this week,
a Ghanaian was shot down in the streets of Khayelitsha, flying straight
in the face of the heart-warming pan-African solidarity mustered during
the World Cup.
A few days earlier, passengers shouting insults against foreigners threw
a Zimbabwean out of a moving train.
How is that "opportunistic crime"? Moreover, hundreds if not thousands
of people have fled their homes in Western Cape, KwaZulu-Natal and
Gauteng out of fear. As much as the government deserves to bask in its
World Cup victory, the international and continental media are already
taking notice.
Which is worse for the country: violence and fear, or a government ready
to deny that ethnic cleansing is being attempted on its watch? Denying
that ethnic, national and other divisions exist will not help us in our
search for unity.
The lives and livelihoods of foreigners and other outsiders are now at

risk. This should alarm us. What should worry us more are threats to
political credibility and a society in which elected officials heed
warnings, accurately identify and diagnose problems and treat the
population - regardless of origin - with respect and provide them with
the security they deserve.
* Landau and Polzer are researchers in the Forced Migration Studies
Programme, at the University of the Witwatersrand

I am a foreigner - to hatred: Show a 'makwerekwere' that SA is where the heart is
Jonathan Jansen 14 July 2010
Jonathan Jansen: When I read with horror that scores of Zimbabwean
refugees were camping along the N1 highway to flee the Rainbow Nation,
in response to threats of what would happen to them once the World Cup
ended, I again found myself drawing on that profound source of
intellectual inspiration, the animated film Finding Nemo.
quote There is a dark side to such passionate love of country: it
excludes quote
As Marlin (Nemo's father) drifts off by himself, despondent that he
cannot find his son, Dory (the fish with Alzheimer's, as one youngster
put it) begs him over and over again not to leave. Then Dory makes a
telling observation about their relationship that I will never forget:
his final plea to Marlin comes with the words: "I look at you, and I'm
home."
How I wish a South African resident could look a Malawian refugee in the
face, and the two say to each other, "I look at you, and I'm home."
Dory's words speak of home not as a literal place or a strip of land but
as a heart relationship between human beings.

Anyone who has lost a mother will know what I mean; going home just
isn't the same after your mother has died. Because home was not the
house; it was that bond of love between mother and children.
A brilliant movie maker, Molly Blank, renders a powerful account about
xenophobia in her new documentary, Where Do I Stand?. She tells the
story of the 2008 attacks on foreigners in which 62 people died; the
story is told through the voices of five South African youngsters. Some
of them were involved in the looting and attacks.
As they reflect on their criminal deeds, the young people come to
understand that those they harmed were human beings, with the same
fears, anxieties and aspirations that they have.
Then something profound happens: the attackers begin to repair the
damage. They make public statements of regret, but then they also take
their business back to the Somalian shopkeepers, walking past the shops
of native vendors to make the point. Other young people in the
documentary find ways of caring for their brothers and sisters in
different ways. One student hides a makwerekwere (a derogatory word for
foreigners) in his sparse home.
The young people take a stand. And slowly but surely, black and white,
they begin to share their homes and their lives with those living
between two desperate worlds: their home countries and this refugee nation.
What happens, clearly, is that the moment of human recognition dawns on
these young South Africans: "I see you, and I'm home".
We South Africans need to look in the mirror after this World Cup and
ask ourselves an uncomfortable question: Why do we celebrate Ghanaians
and other Africans on the soccer pitch but persecute them in the townships?
I saw rich and poor natives of our land weep when Luis "Hand of God"
Suarez robbed Ghana of a sure goal en route to the World Cup
semi-finals. I see no such solidarity of emotion as the bloody hands of

natives shove threatening letters under the shack doors of our
neighbours from the region. What kind of hypocrisy is this?
This was always my fear about the wave of nationalistic fever that
spread across the land during the World Cup; there is a dark side (if
you will forgive the pun) to such passionate love of country - it excludes.
Our pan-African solidarity is superficial; a cosmopolitan view of the
world is lacking. And for this we pay the price in blood.
Make no mistake, the people who are now pursuing foreigners will sooner
or later turn on the rest of us. There will always have to be a
scapegoat for misery, real or imagined. The people who kill foreigners
one day will quickly divide the rest of us into a "non" group (you
complete the "non-.").
I have had my fair share of people (some very well-educated) calling me
"non-" because they believe they are whiter or blacker than others of
us. Watch out for these killers.
I am about to buy and distribute T-shirts that carry the words "I AM A
FOREIGNER".
I am a foreigner to xenophobia, to race-hatred, to stereotyping, to the
physical and emotional abuse of our neighbours, to mindless patriotism.
I hope millions of South Africans will wear such T-shirts.
The foreigners are us, and we are them. Find a foreigner, grab him by
the shoulders and then say boldly: "I look at you, and I'm home."
* Molly Blank's DVD on healing and hope in the wake of xenophobia, with
teacher resources, can be obtained by visiting the website
www.wheredoIstandfilm.com

Xenophobia and denialism
Denialism no answer to xenophobia: Imraan Buccus
Imagine if, in 2009, an armed white mob chanting racist slogans stormed
a building known to house mostly black people and proceeded to hurl
people to their deaths.
If local officials and politicians tried to deny that the motive had
been racism and said that the mob was merely searching for criminals
their denialism would, correctly, be seen as appeasement. There would,
and rightly so, be massive national and international outrage as the
appeasement of barbarism.
In May 2008 foreign-born Africans were attacked in Umbilo and hounded
out of Cato Manor and Chatsworth. Local officials and politicians
responded with the denialism that has often cursed the ruling elite.
That denialism was, unquestionably, a form of appeasement. A social
pathology cannot be confronted if it is not clearly named.
The obfuscation around the realities of the xenophobic attacks in Durban
in May last year has allowed the disease of xenophobia to fester. Now it
has returned in the most horrific way. And once again, the brutal
reality that blatant and murderous xenophobia stains our city has been
masked by denialism on the part of some local politicians and officials.
Every time a ward councillor or police officer says that the horrific
recent attack on the refugee shelter in
Broad Street
was just an attack on criminals they are guilty of appeasement. The
inexcusable cannot be excused.
But naming xenophobia for what it is will not be enough. We also need to
understand how and why this disease festers in our society. Most of the
responses to the many pogroms have manifestly failed in this regard.
Indeed elite commentators often responded with the “analysis” that it

was just an attack on the poor that revealed their expertise to amount
to little more than typical middle-class prejudice towards the poor.
The reality is that xenophobia runs through all levels of our society
and that, from the beginning of the democratic era, there have been huge
levels of xenophobia in our society. It is also true that when the May
pogroms happened some of the most effective and committed opposition,
especially here in Durban, came from poor communities.
Xenophobia is not a disease of the poor – it is a disease of South
Africa. There are rich xenophobes and poor xenophobes, xenophobes in
mobs on the street and xenophobes working for the police or the
Department of Homes Affairs.
An important attempt to theorise xenophobia in South Africa comes in the
form of an excellent book by Michael Neocosmos, a respected political
theorist. It was published in 2006 and is titled ‘Foreign Natives’ to
‘Native Foreigners’: Explaining Xenophobia in Post-Apartheid South
Africa. Neocosmos gives a detailed history of how apartheid denied South
African citizenship to Africans and attempted, via the Bantustan system,
to turn African South Africans into foreigners in their own country. He
also shows that the apartheid denial of citizenship to Africans was
vigorously challenged by popular and democratic ideas of citizenship.
Neocosmos argues that radicalisation and democratisation of the popular
resistance to apartheid in the late 1980s created a new and democratic
conception of the nation based on the idea that South Africa belongs to
all who live in it. This was a non-racial vision, which was also not
narrowly nationalist in that it included migrant workers and others not
born in South Africa. But Neocosmos argues that when the ANC was
unbanned and popular democratic politics demobilised and subordinated to
top down party structures there was a return to the exclusive power of
the state to decide who is a citizen and who is not. Ordinary people,
once agents of their own politics, were reduced to political passivity.
For Neocosmos the ruling elite “is unable to think beyond the confines

of exclusion and control … Popular organisational and militant
democratic struggles are no longer within its ambit of thought.” Once
the state had regained the right to determine citizenship the
post-apartheid state immediately began treating migrants in the most
appalling ways and, also, used xenophobic discourse in the most reckless
ways. Neocosmos shows that while politicians often spoke as if the
phrase “illegal immigrant” meant the same thing as the word “criminal”,
the fact is that 98% of people arrested on criminal charges in our
country are citizens of our country.
If we take Neocosmos seriously it also becomes clear that, while NGOs
have done a good job of documenting state and popular xenophobia, they
have failed to take it on and will continue to be unable to directly
confront it. This is because, while NGOs are very good at constructing
people as victims and raising awareness about suffering, they have no
power to confront oppression on their own. All they can do is to make
appeals to the state but they have no way to force their agenda on the
state.
If there is to be a real challenge to xenophobia it will come from a
return to the popular modes of bottom up democratic politics that
challenged the apartheid state in the Seventies and the Eighties. When
these kinds of politics build solidarity between people who work the
same jobs, live in the same places and so on, irrespective of race or
country of origin, and when they do this outside of the logic of party
politics which, with its emphasis on state conceptions of citizenship is
inherently xenophobic, they can build an organic and powerful opposition
to state and popular xenophobia.
But the great tragedy of the last few years is that the state has
largely sought to repress the return to popular democratic politics. And
NGOs have responded to the return to a bottom up grassroots politics
organised outside of the logic of state conceptions of citizenship with
similar anxiety.
If we are serious about defeating this cancer in our society we’ll have

to acknowledge the importance of popular democratic politics organised
outside of the narrow logic of party politics. We’ll have to return to a
politics of popular solidarity.

Xenophobia is just rumours, like the girl without bloomers
johnvscott@mweb.co.za 14 July 2010
OUR Minister of Police, Nathi Mthethwa, is, if he doesn't mind my saying
so, a bit like that young woman in the musical Oklahoma who sings "them
stories 'bout the way I lost my bloomers - rumours!".
To Mthethwa, them stories about xenophobia are just rumours.
And not just rumours. Also "hysteria" and "alarmist phobia", spread by
"irresponsible reporting", "sinister forces" and the "prophets of doom".
Well, there you have it in a nutshell. In fact the fear of all the
fleeing Somalis, Zimbabweans, Malawians and other foreign Africans is
the same as the young man's mistaken belief that his girl had a habit of
dropping her knickers - just a figment of their imagination.
The important thing to realise is that you can't accuse everyone who
burns down foreign-owned shops and loots their contents of being a
xenophobe. They could be ordinary criminals practising xenophobia in the
hope that their actions might be excused. On the other hand, it is only
fair that residents who help to burn and loot shops are not classed as
ordinary criminals, but as bona fide xenophobes who are just gatvol of
foreigners.
Sometimes journalists are too stupid to spot the difference between a
rampaging resident and a criminal in heavy, xenophobic disguise.
Defence Minister Lindiwe Sisulu has complicated the issue by announcing
that "opportunistic criminals" would be dealt with harshly. This had led

to the belief that not only will genuine xenophobes get off more
lightly, but so will ordinary criminals who have refrained from being
too opportunistic.
So it came as a surprise to residents of one of the townships when the
police shot at them with rubber bullets, to stop them stoning Somalis.
They didn't realise that had they been opportunistic criminals, the
police would have used live ammunition.
There is also confusion about why foreign Africans are grabbing what
possessions they have and queuing up at roadsides to leave the country
or seeking protection at police stations. The general impression is that
they are terrified of being attacked and possibly killed. But Minister
Mthethwa has another theory. He says they are merely "seasonal workers"
keen to return home.
Foreigners who have been legally living and working here for many years
never knew they were seasonal. Nor did they know they were keen to
return home, until threatened with death if they didn't. Trust our
minister to keep them informed.
It is not only the media and the prophets of doom who have been
spreading rumours. Western Cape Cosatu leader Tony Ehrenreich says South
Africa is sitting on a "xenophobic power-keg", and that the National
Intelligence Agency failed to recognise this. But who needs intelligence
when the minister himself knows for a fact that reports of xenophobia
are simply a "whispering campaign" to discredit the country after the
World Cup?
Talking of which, Cosatu has also suggested that Athlone Stadium,
upgraded to the tune of hundreds of millions and used only twice for
practice, by the Uruguays, be deployed as a temporary refuge for alleged
victims of xenophobia.
It would help to prove that accusations of unnecessary expenditure were
nothing but a rumour.

johnvscott@mweb.co.za

Dire poverty is the root cause of xenophobic attacks
Azayo 14 July 2010
Xenophobic attacks are a direct reflection of the state of poverty in
the country.
We should be concerned about the widespread attacks on so-called
foreigners in the Western Cape.
These can be blamed on several factors including the ANC-led government.
Much as we condemn, in the strongest possible terms, these attacks
perpetrated against so-called foreigners, we also condemn the government
for its failure to take decisive measures since the outbreak of violence
in May 2008, and also for ignoring reports that xenophobic attacks would
begin anew after the World Cup.
Recently, ANC chairwoman Baleka Mbete reportedly described the fears as
baseless and unfounded; a week ago, the Deputy Minister of Home Affairs,
Malusi Gigaba, denied reports that scores of refugees, many from
Zimbabwe, were scuttling from Cape Town for fear of being attacked.
A spokesperson for Tygerberg Hospital said six people, believed to be
victims of xenophobic violence, had been admitted this week.
The Black Consciousness Movement has been vigorously advocating the idea
of a united Africa, but we also believe that it would be a recipe for
anarchy to allow anyone who is African (or any other nationality) to set
up home in South Africa without due protocol.
Any self-respecting country that promotes the rule of law will ensure
that those who migrate across its borders have met the legal

qualifications to reside in its country. It is only in South Africa
where the government does not seem to realise the need to control the
movement of migrants.
South Africans were also, at some point in time, afforded sanctuary in
other African countries.
But their status had to be legally defined before they could be
integrated into local communities. Failure to follow the orderly and
legal route is a recipe for disaster - as the unfortunate xenophobic
attacks proved.
It is for this reason, among others, that we call upon the South African
government and the Department of Home Affairs in particular to get its
act together on the issue of people who apply for asylum in this country.
Failure to act in an orderly manner will lead to violence. Let me also
point out that the reason for these attacks is not purely xenophobia,
but rather competition for resources.
The South African population does not have access to enough basic
resources to live a dignified existence.
So the poorest of the poor, in desperation, vent their frustration on
the nearest, most vulnerable target - foreigners without the social and
legal support structures to protect them.
They loot these foreigners' shops and homes as part of this fight for
resources.
The attacks are a direct reflection of the state of poverty in the country.
Extreme poverty sows disunity, and it is not surprising that things have
turned out this way.
The ruling party, with its majority vote in the National Assembly, has

failed to deliver basic necessities like clean water, decent jobs,
health care and shelter to the poor, almost 16 years after democracy.
It's unfortunate that the perpetrators of these violent acts are
directing their anger at the wrong people (so-called foreigners),
instead of targeting the ruling party.
For it is the ANC that caters to the rich elite at the expense of the
poor majority.
The ruling party has become a reactionary party and a stumbling block to
the ultimate demise of capitalism and ushering in of a socialist republic.
Thole Somdaka
Azayo National Spokesperson

Cops' hands tied on xeno pamphlet
Hlengiwe Mnguni, News24 14 July 2010
Cape Town - Western Cape police say they can do nothing about a
xenophobic pamphlet handed out in the province, rallying a community to
"fight for what belongs to us" on a specified date - as its source of
origin is unknown.
"It needs to be a threat from one person to another. We don't know where
it comes from," spokesperson Colonel Billy Jones told News24.
The pamphlet reads: "Things are getting tough here in South Africa, so I
appeal to every residents (sic) ... to join hands together to drive
foreigners out of our country.
"Truth is our government is no longer able to take care of us," it
continues before specifying the date on which “dolls will dance”.

Jones said it could be part of a rumour about xenophobia which
government has blamed for the recent incidents in which the shops of
mostly Somalis were looted and burned in townships around Cape Town.
He said the police and army would continue being highly visible in areas
considered vulnerable in the province.
No incidents of xenophobic violence were reported on Wednesday, Jones said.
He urged people to report threats of xenophobic violence to their
nearest police station.
- News24

Xenophobic Pamphlet Doing the Rounds in Cape Town
Newstime 14 July 2010
Western Cape police say they are clueless as to the origin of a pamphlet
which urges residents to take up arms against foreigners in their community.
The pamphlet says “Things are getting tough here in South Africa, so I
appeal to every residents (sic) ... to join hands together to drive
foreigners out of our country. Truth is our government is no longer able
to take care of us”. There have been myriad reports of looming
xenophobic violence in Cape Town but only one incident has occurred so
far and the police were swift to put a lid on matters and arrest those
responsible.
Col Billy Jones of the SAPS said the police cannot yet act on the
pamphlet as “It needs to be a threat from one person to another. We
don't know where it comes from”. Police and army personnel are on high
alert in and around the Cape Peninsula.

Premier's team to fight xeno violence
AMUKELANI CHAUKE 14 July 2010
Gauteng Premier Nomvula Mokonyane has set up a provincial team to deal
with threats of xenophobic attacks.
Briefing journalists at an executive council meeting yesterday,
Mokonyane said the team would act to prevent the rumoured attacks by
identifying past offenders.
"We have a political committee that includes disaster management,
community safety, traffic, local government, emergency services; there
is already a team," she said.
Mokonyane called for the police to re-open the case against the people
who set fire to Mozambican Ernesto Alfabeto Nhamuave during the 2008
attacks on foreigners.
"We also know the hot spots. One of the things we have asked the MEC for
community safety [Khabisi Mosukuntu] to deal with is what happened to
those people who burnt [Nhamuave]."
Mokonyane said justice must be done to deter people from xenophobic
violence.
"We have programmes. Community development workers and ward councillors
are heading community meetings. We have communities calling us and
saying they have heard people talking about xenophobic attacks, so we
are dealing with that," she said.
"All the [World Cup] operation centres of the police and courts have not
been dismantled; they are still operational and that on its own is
helping. That capacity is not lost .
". we don't actually believe that South Africans are xenophobic,"
Mokonyane said. "We see [the violence] as a pure act of criminality.

"We urge our people to learn from the World Cup that, indeed, we are one.
"In the spirit of Nelson Mandela . and us being Pan-Africanist, we can't
actually be attacking our own," she said.
The visible policing that had ensured a safe World Cup must continue,
she said.
"We can't be perfect for visitors and not good for ourselves."
* Mokonyane defended her administration's R4-million splurge on 4613
tickets for the soccer tournament, saying her executive council took "a
correct decision" when deciding to buy them.
The decision to purchase the tickets was based on the need for the
government to give deserving Gauteng residents who could not afford
tickets - such as pupils from poor schools, orphans and amateur football
teams - the opportunity to attend matches.
She said MECs were given tickets to host and network with the
government's "strategic partners", not for their families.

Criminals are behind xenophobia
Fikile Mbalula 14 July 2010
PROACTIVE: Deputy Police Minister Fikile Mbalula says the government has
placed security forces on high alert to deal with elements that seek to
perpetuate xenophobia. PHOTO: Alon Skuy
Fikile Mbalula
Tensions are mainly driven by thugs in areas where there is poverty and
unemployment

WE HAVE just solidified our presence within the global village by
successfully hosting the 2010 Fifa World Cup as a continent.
The unity displayed by all Africans in their large numbers blowing
vuvuzelas from the roof tops in celebration of Africa’s success is
immeasurable, and with this a big thank you .
Our march towards a democratic state that characterises the latter- day
South Africa is premised on our struggles that saw the international
community rally behind our cause.
We were exiled from our own land and had to seek refuge in foreign
lands. Our affinity with the rest of the African continent and the
broader democratic world is unmistakable and cannot be questioned.
The conceptualisation of the democratic South Africa was premised on the
appreciation that South Africa is an integral part of the broader
African community and the international family of nations.
South Africa’s founding values and principles are underpinned by a human
rights culture and principle of mutual coexistence.
The role that we continue to play in building a better Africa and a
better world, Darfur, Zimbabwe to the Sahrawi Republic, from Northern
Ireland to the Middle East is one steeped in the fundamental human
rights values that constitute the cornerstone of our democracy.
Within the young democracy we live in today we managed to showcase to
the world how beautiful the country is through hosting events such as
the soccer World Cup, rugby World Cup, the cricket World Cup, World
Summit on Sustainable Development, among others .
During the (soccer) World Cup, there was a sharp increase in antiforeigner sentiment spreading from metropolitan cities and surrounding
townships to smaller towns and rural areas across SA.

This has led to fears about xenophobic attacks on foreign nationals.
According to some of the findings by the government, the locus of these
tensions is mainly driven by criminal elements in areas where there are
high levels of poverty and unemployment.
There is also tension between businesses owned by locals and foreign
nationals, which spawned an ugly element of criminal involvement,
exploitation and manipulation of the situation.
The situation with its tensions between the businesses by foreigners and
locals has taken a shape of criminality. As it stands, the security
agencies have been in constant communications with various people within
communities who may identify the kingpins in this regard.
We are fully aware that in most cases these acts of criminality are led
by criminals and aided by and abetted by locals, particularly the young
people – who enjoy the looting and pillaging of foreigners’ businesses.
The criminals have understandably been using the xeno-attacks for armed
robberies.
Whatever the case may be, we are prepared for all these, through
deployment of our security agencies. We have through the InterMinisterial Committee to ensure continued partnership with the organs of
civil society in proactively curbing and averting these threats, as
outlined in a multi- faceted and integrated plan:
# Proactive facilitation of a societal dialogue.
# Extension of the 2010 Fifa World Cup National Joint Committee, to have
a quicker investigation, tighter sentencing and law enforcement acting
swiftly, speedily and decisively against anyone found to incite violent
acts against foreign nationals.

# Strict monitoring of proliferation of businesses owned by foreign
nationals and lack of regulation thereof.
# Review and derive lessons from the May/June 2008 incidents.
# Reinforce civic education in society and within the law enforcement
agencies.
# Development of a government communications strategy, which will
aggressively counter and mitigate the risk posed by the unbalanced media
reports which instil fear about possible attacks.
These are just some of the ways and means to heighten our proactiveness
aggressively to provide a safer South Africa.
Central to this we need a strong partnership with the society, and we
must also stress that the role of the community policing forums is
critical in ensuring the above mentioned points are successful.
We have placed our security forces on high alert to deal with any
element within our communities that seek to perpetuate this heinous
crime of xenophobia, which manifests itself in violence and gross
intolerance.
Our promise to throw the book at those who seek to champion these acts
of criminality is no idle threat and our security forces remain ready to
use every tool at their disposal within the ambit of the law to protect
the lives and properties of every citizen and foreign national living in
South Africa.
South Africans should learn to understand the role played by African
countries in giving us refuge during the time of apartheid. The lessons
we should teach ourselves is during the unifying actions of sports we
managed to sing the same song.
We cannot celebrate Maria Mutola, Nwanku Kanu, Abedi Pele, Emperor Haile

Selassie, Patrice Lumumba, Julius Nyerere, yet hate their fellow
countrymen and women, our fellow African brothers and sisters.
South Africa will never be in the hands of the criminals, we will not
allow these dirty elements within our midst to dictate to us on how we
should live.
We are watching and arrests will be made soon. This has been our
commitment before the Fifa World Cup and we still stand by that.
The writer is Deputy Minister of Police

Welfare state gives rise to xenophobic violence
Meshack Mabogoane Business Day 14 July 2010
THE recent rumours about potential xenophobic violence after the World
Cup are a puzzling throwback to a third force that bedevilled the 1980s
at the height of opposition to apartheid. The evil has reared its head
and smacks, as before, of central levers at work. It also raises
questions about the role of security agencies and their part in
preventing crime and safeguarding law and order.
Fears of xenophobic attacks are totally unnecessary. The National
Intelligence Agency (NIA), police and army must handle delinquency and
serious threats to state security — whether they are suspicions, rumours
or reality. Any large-scale violence, including xenophobic violence, is
their business and they should pre-emptively and promptly deal with any
menace.
The head of the police service has already congratulated his troops for
victory during the Fifa tournament — much crime was anticipated before
the tournament, based on the influx of foreigners and internal experiences.
If the police succeeded at this task, surely they can repeat the feat by

pre- empting xenophobic crimes. Stories of potential xenophobic threats
follow previous attacks in 2008. While the fires from those attacks were
still hot, the state hastily gave explanations and solutions.
The African National Congress (ANC) made xenophobia a “moral” issue,
eschewing interpretations that it was based on material causes, such as
jobs and housing, which ignite poor and stressed communities anywhere.
No mention was made of the ethnic factor, as happens in conflicts, for
example, in Nigeria, in the Balkans, and in SA’s history — among native
blacks, white burgers and foreigners.
Most unusually, former President Thabo Mbeki interrupted his
globetrotting escapades to address the social issue. He held meetings
with victims — yet casualties of HIV/AIDS, whose existence and death
were denied, still got no attention. Practical results ensued quickly:
the speedy issuing of identity documents to foreigners — ready for
elections and readier for social grants and citizenship.
With Fifa gone, a huge propaganda vacuum exists which, naturally, must
be filled. So xenophobia presents a logical sequel to an international
spectacular. Now SA must show it “cares” for foreigners and, because of
“impending attacks”, strong official exhortations are made to welcome
and integrate them — regardless of deteriorating social, economic and
health facilities that are reeling under the weight of an exploding
population.
Again, the NIA is facing allegations of an inability to detect
xenophobic threats, outdone by ordinary people, including priests who
have questionably intervened on security issues affecting foreigners.
Absorbing millions of foreigners into a country that is still relatively
poor, and in which more people are increasingly dependent on state
grants for basic subsistence, is unpatriotic, dishonest and ridiculous.
These foreigners come from countries that squander their resources and
deliberately destroy economies — let alone develop them. A genuine
regional power would address this.

These issues are not moral but material. The ruling regime encourages
teenage girls, for example, to have children — for which the state pays
child grants of R100bn a year — and this is presented as “human rights”
and “welfare”.
Now millions of poor foreigners produce babies to receive child grants
too, and compete for jobs and houses — the universal causes of real
xenophobia. Such welfare programmes will stir real xenophobic attacks,
as some of these “human rights” have engendered social degeneration.
Many of SA’s far-reaching programmes are imposed by hook — and mainly by
crook. Lacking a strong opposition, and with a low-quality, servile and
nonrepresentative Parliament, vigilance is vital.
Otherwise such things are surreptitiously and speciously thrust down the
gullet of an unsuspecting society, at great material and human cost,
ultimately aggravating SA’s myriad problems.
shacks1956@yahoo.com
- Mabogoane is a freelance writer.

<>Xenophobia is pure criminality - SACP
SACP 13 July 2010
Party says the real enemy is the capitalist system that breeds
underdevelopment
SACP STATEMENT ON ACTS OF VIOLENCE DIRECTED AT FOREIGN NATIONALS
Our country has come to the conclusion of hosting a successful FIFA 2010
World Cup. During this month there has been many positive achievements
on the ground within our country. The South African government and the
people of SA have united, like never before, to host hundreds of
thousands of international guests from the African continent and other

parts of the world.
The key challenge now will be how to build on the momentum and
experience gained. At this stage, after this successful hosting of the
World Cup the SACP wishes to strongly condemn the threats and actual
acts of violence against foreign nationals. These are no ‘xenophobic'
attacks (undesirable as they are as well), but acts of criminality to
loot and destabilise our communities to provide cover for these
criminals. This criminal element is hell-bent on manipulating some of
the real problems and challenges facing our communities.
The enemy is not our brothers and sisters from the rest of the
continent, but the capitalist system that continues to breeds
underdevelopment.
We must build on the momentum garnered through the hosting of the World
Cup by focusing our collective energies on the challenges we all face as
a nation - jobs, transforming health-care and education, rural
development, and fighting the scourge of crime and corruption.
We call on our structures across the alliance and other progressive
organisations, including those in the opposition, to unite and mobilise
against these fringe criminal elements in our communities. Our
structures must equally take a lead in providing leadership in dealing
with genuine service delivery crises, fighting corruption and all other
obstacles to bettering the lives of our people.
We also call upon all our communities to work together with law
enforcement agencies in exposing and dealing with this criminality.
Statement issued by the SACP, July 13 2010

The Pan Africanist Congress (PAC) has called on South Africans not to
put the country to shame with "senseless, misguided violence" which

served only to rob people of their lives and property.
Sapa 14 July 2010
"The PAC condemns in the strongest possible terms the spectre of new
xenophobic attacks on our fellow African foreign nationals," PAC foreign
and international affairs secretary Mudini Maivha said in a statement on
Tuesday.
"There can be no justification for attacks already taking place in some
parts of the our country," he said, reminding people that it was only a
few days ago that the country united behind Ghana as the only team
carrying Africa's hopes at the Fifa World Cup.
Maivha said the PAC reiterated its call to the government in December
2007, before the previous outbreak of xenophobic violence, to set up an
inter-ministerial committee to devise plans against xenophobia, and
mobilise communities to support these programmes.
A series of incidents have occurred in the Western Cape, where on Sunday
night a number of foreign-owned spaza and container shops in Cape Town
and surrounding towns were burned and looted.
Some vandalism and attempted looting continued during the day on Monday
in Khayelitsha, where police helped Somali shop owners remove their goods.
Police said on Tuesday morning, however, that the situation was "calm".
However, Methodist Bishop Paul Verryn has since reported received
threats against himself and foreign nationals living at the Central
Methodist Church in Johannesburg.
Zimbabwe's Movement for Democratic Change's (MDC) spokesperson in South
Africa Sibanengi Dube said the party had received more than 200 calls
from distressed Zimbabweans fearing xenophobic attacks.
Mozambican officials said on Tuesday that they would do everything

possible to protect the lives of the more than three million Mozambicans
living and working in South Africa.
On Monday, President Jacob Zuma said though there had been rumours of
planned new xenophobic violence, he was not certain there had been
actual threats.
He said the government had established a ministerial commission to deal
with the situation and people "should not have fears".
In May, Gauteng-based academics said foreigners feared a resurgence of
xenophobic violence against them after the 2010 World Cup.
In 2008, 62 people died and 150 000 were displaced in a wave of
xenophobic attacks which started in Gauteng.
The South African Communist Party and the National Education, Health and
Allied Workers' Union have blamed the latest attacks on criminals and
not xenophobia.
They have called for action on service delivery problems and social
problems in communities.
The South African Institute of Race Relations has also warned that there
has been little change in the environment that gave rise to the
xenophobia attacks of 2008. - Sapa

I was threatened - Verryn
Sapa 13 July 2010
Bishop Paul Verryn has received threats against himself and foreign
nationals living at the Central Methodist Church in Johannesburg, he
said on Tuesday.

"There had been some direct threats," the cleric told reporters.
Verryn said a man approached him at a traffic light on the corner of
Republic and William Nichol roads in northern Johannesburg on Sunday and
told him: "We want you to know if it [xenophobic violence] starts, we
will be coming to the church."
Verryn said it was clear that this was meant as a threat.
He had also been told that people plotted, during an event celebrating
Youth Day on June 16, to attack his house in Soweto.
On Monday night, foreigners at the church said they had been threatened
by metro police officers.
"The metro police had come [to the church] and said they would be coming
for the people," said Verryn, whose church is known to be a haven for
homeless foreign nationals.
As he left the church to go home, he confronted metro officers sitting
in a vehicle outside. The officers told him they were there to clamp
down on illegal street trading.
Verryn was speaking to the media in Johannesburg alongside Zimbabwe's
opposition Movement for Democratic Change (MDC) and several other civil
society groups.
The MDC's spokesman in South Africa, Sibanengi Dube, said the party had
received more than 200 calls from distressed Zimbabweans fearing
xenophobic attacks.
"Since Sunday, we've been receiving calls... I received 207 calls from
members of the party who say they can't go home," said Dube.
The calls were from all corners of the country, but most of them came
from the Western Cape.

"I received calls of individuals who claimed to have been beaten up,"
said Dube.
In the Western Cape, attacks and shop lootings were reported in
Daveyton, Cape Town, Philippi, Nyanga, Khayelitsha, Pearl East,
Wellington, Mbekweni and Klapmuts.
Dube expressed "limited faith" in the police.
"Scores of youths are reportedly looting and threatening foreigners in
full view of police officers," said Dube.
He called for foreign nationals fearing attacks to form security groups
and not walk around alone.
The MDC called on the South African government to set up special courts
to deal with xenophobic threats.
"[The government] should not wait for blood to be spilled in the
townships and squatter camps but must put under lock and key all those
making threats," said Dube.
"We are advising members to report threats and attacks to the MDC and we
will also report the incidents to the police on behalf of the members."
Any foreign national in need of help can contact the MDC on 073-137-9175
begin_of_the_skype_highlighting
073-137-9175 end_of_the_skype_highlighting
or 076-323-3723 begin_of_the_skype_highlighting
076-3233723 end_of_the_skype_highlighting. - Sapa

Environment still conducive to xenophobia?
Sapa 13 July 2010

There has been little change in the environment that gave rise to the
xenophobia attacks of 2008, the SA Institute of Race Relations warned on
Tuesday.
Spokeswoman Catherine Schulze said the institute was not predicting an
outbreak of violence, as there was not enough information to do so.
But it was cautioning that the environment that gave rise to the attacks
of 2008 was "largely unchanged".
"Poverty, unemployment, and incomes indicators have not shifted
significantly since 2008, while high levels of crime and violence are an
everyday reality in many poor communities.
"At the same time, reports of increased threats, some disguised as jokes
and idle banter, created an enabling environment for a renewed series of
attacks."
She said the institute urged the government and the African National
Congress to use their leadership positions to change perceptions that
many black South Africans harboured towards foreign African immigrants.
Senior government figures should make "concerted public statements"
condemning xenophobia.
The institute's statement followed a series of incidents in the Western
Cape, where on Sunday night a number of foreign-owned spaza and
container shops in Cape Town and surrounding towns were burned and looted.
Some vandalism and attempted looting continued during the day on Monday
in Khayelitsha, where police helped Somali shop owners remove their goods.
Police said on Tuesday morning however that the situation was "calm".
On Monday, President Jacob Zuma said though there had been rumours of
planned new xenophobic violence, he was not certain there had been

actual threats.
He said the government had established a ministerial commission to deal
with the situation and people "should not have fears".
In May, Gauteng-based academics said foreigners feared a resurgence of
xenophobic violence against them after the 2010 World Cup.
In 2008, 62 people died and 150 000 were displaced in a wave of
xenophobic attacks which started in Gauteng. - Sapa

Casual xenophobic threats increasing - SAIRR
Catherine Schulze 13 July 2010
Catherine Schulze says anti-immigrant hostility endures
The Unit for Risk Analysis at the South African Institute of Race
Relations has urged senior leaders in Government to make a series of
concerted public statements condemning threats of xenophobic violence.
The Institute said that it was receiving information that casual threats
and insinuations of violence against foreign African migrants were
increasing. An Institute spokesperson, Catherine Schulze, said that it
was a frustrating environment, as all the information at hand was
anecdotal. It was very difficult to find hard facts on the extent to
which the threats were escalating.
Schulze said that the Institute was not predicting an outbreak of
violence as there was not enough information at hand to make such a
prediction. Rather it was cautioning that the environment that gave rise
to the attacks of 2008 was largely unchanged. Poverty, unemployment, and
incomes indicators had not shifted significantly since 2008, while high
levels of crime and violence were an everyday reality in many poor
communities. At the same time, reports of increased threats, some

disguised as jokes and idle banter, created an enabling environment for
a renewed series of attacks.
Schulze said there was no point in the Government's denying the presence
of xenophobic prejudice in the country as attacks had continued to occur
since 2008, although not on the same scale as those of that year. The
Institute had previously been told that the police were unable to devote
resources to determining the exact extent of these attacks.
The Institute now urged the Government and the ANC to use their
leadership positions in the country to change the perceptions that many
black South Africans harboured towards foreign African immigrants. The
Institute described this discrimination as possibly the most prevalent
form of overt racism in the country.
In the main, this prejudice appeared to revolve around the view that
foreign Africans ‘stole' jobs, services, and even women that should
belong to South Africans. Schulze said that on balance the presence of
migrants had a positive economic impact on the countries that received
them. Migrants introduced new skills and levels of entrepreneurship,
formed new consumer markets, and contributed to tax revenue through VAT
and in some cases even income and company taxation.
Statement issued by Catherine Schulze, Unit for Risk Analysis, South
African Institute of Race Relations, July 13 2010

No xenophobic outbreaks in Durban city townships
SABC 12 July 2010
Police in Durban have strongly condemned the perpetuation of rumours of
xenophobic threats against foreign nationals in some of the city's
townships. This follows reports that threats are escalating in informal
settlements in Chatsworth, KwaNdengezi and Dassenhoek outside Durban.

Police spokesperson Vincent Mdunge says no incidents have been reported
at any of their police stations.
In Cape Town, police have arrested seven people for allegedly looting
businesses owned by foreigners in Filippi, Nyanga, Khayelitsha and
Gugulethu. Earlier, Western Cape Disaster Management said that there had
been sporadic incidents of violence against foreigners in Cape Town.
Refugee rights group PASSOP has commended Cape Town police for their
swift arrests.
However Cosatu has called on the country's law enforcement agencies to
respond more decisively to the growing threat of xenophobic attacks to
ensure the safety of the people. There are concerns of a possible
recurrence of the violence that left 62 people dead and 150 000 homeless
in 2008.
Dumisani Mthalane of the South African National Civic Organisation has
called on government to convene a summit to discuss issues related to
xenophobia.

Foreigners are 'scapegoats
Lavern De Vries and Ivor Powell 13 July 2010
A failure of leadership and local government structures has created a
fertile ground for the breeding of xenophobic violence in the Cape's
informal settlements.
While a prompt show of force by law enforcement authorities - with the
hardcore back-up of military armoured vehicles in risk areas such as Du
Noon, Khayelitsha and Masiphumelele - appears to have headed off a
threatened cycle of violence that erupted at the weekend, few think the
problem is going to go away.

At the conclusion of the World Cup on Sunday, a sudden spike in attacks
on foreigners in informal settlements around the Cape peninsula raised
fears that a new cycle of xenophobic violence - like the conflagration
that raged in 2008, when more than 60 people were killed - was about to
be unleashed.
Nearly a dozen incidents of violence against foreigners - most of them
Somali shopkeepers - were recorded between Sunday, the day of the World
Cup final between Spain and the Netherlands, and yesterday morning.
After the weekend's attacks, scores of Somalis have taken refuge in
police stations and community halls around the Cape.
Zimbabweans continued to flee for their lives from informal settlements
to congregate at makeshift places of refuge around highway truckstops
and filling stations on the N1, seeking transport back to their country.
In their official responses, police dismissed the sudden spike in
xenophobic violence as unconnected crimes.
However, the attacks have come in the midst of a whispering campaign in
townships and informal settlements around the country, warning
foreigners to leave South Africa before the end of the World Cup - or
face the consequences.
In at least one instance, in Blikkiesdorp, this threat was conveyed via
a meeting of the local community apparently convened by local leaders.
But in most cases the threat of violence has been voiced anonymously in
the impersonal environment of taxis, trains and shebeens.
According to social conflict analyst Stef Snel, the tension can be
traced back to basic economic circumstances and to a competition by
communities for scarce resources.
"There isn't enough to go around, it is that simple - not enough

housing, not enough jobs, not enough food," Snel said.
"And most of what there is comes in the form of government handouts, to
be administered by often corrupt and unaccountable councillors and civic
officials.
"Control over these resources is not only power, it is also profit. And
the problem is that everything - from positions on housing lists to job
creation programmes to food distribution initiatives - gets sold, and
rather than alleviating the social problems, often exacerbates them.
"Then, when the community loses patience, the foreigners get blamed.
They are the convenient scapegoats," he said.
The problem is not new. After the 2008 xenophobic attacks, the focus
fell particularly on two elements in the social dynamic as breeding
grounds for xenophobic violence: migrant workers at informal
settlements; and a largely opportunistic leadership that had established
itself in the ANC's onetime struggle alliance partner, the SA National
Civics Organisation (Sanco).
In 2008, several Sanco leaders overtly supported the drive to expel
foreigners from the country, and, in some cases were suspected of being
behind the violence directed against them.
Chris Stali, Sanco provincial secretary, said threats against foreigners
reflected "political immaturity and a lack of understanding of the issues".
"We have a new leadership now. The old leadership stole services and
projects and when the community asked about jobs, they said they must
ask the foreigners. Our leadership is different, we don't have our own
political and financial interests."
But the new Sanco leadership is not having it all its own way.
In areas such as Du Noon, the former Sanco leadership - though suspended

by Sanco nationally, and though last elected in 1997 (ostensibly for a
single year term) - is refusing to stand down.
The chairperson of the "other" Sanco - who has also been named as
fomenting xenophobic violence in the area - continues to administer a
feeding programme in the area, which one youth league leader in the area
said had never fed the hungry of Du Noon.
The youth leader, wanting to remain anonymous for fear of her safety,
said the suspended Sanco leadership also continued to control the
provision of RDP housing in the area.
* This article was originally published on page 9 of Cape Argus on
July 13, 2010

POLICE BLAME CRIMINALS:Xeno fears as shops looted
CARYN DOLLEY, YUSUF MOOLlA, SAPA 13 July 2010
Foreign shopkeepers in several of Cape Town's townships and surrounding
towns relived the horror attacks of 2008 yesterday, as their businesses
were targeted and looted. Many sought refuge at police stations.
Police Minister Nathi Mthethwa and Defence Minister Lindiwe Sisulu flew
to Cape Town to assess the situation.
Sisulu warned that the authorities would deal harshly with
"opportunistic criminals".
"There is no way we will allow them to spread fear and crime. We are
working very hard to find them and prosecute them," she said.
In Durban, rumours that some foreigners were chased out of KwaMashu were
dismissed by police as a possible "smear" aimed at damaging the
country's image post-World Cup.

Police confirmed there were no reports of attacks. Durban residents were
saying "no" to xenophobic threats.
Mthethwa's spokesman, Zweli Mnisi, said: "There were calls that we would
not build World Cup stadiums and that the tournament would be a failure.
We were threatened that violence would take place during the World Cup,
but the country has passed with flying colours and the police feel this
is just another rumour."
The police's main concern was criminals damaging property, attacking and
killing people and then hiding behind xenophobia, Mnisi said.
"These are actions with criminal intent, not xenophobia."
Some foreigners ran informal businesses and kept large amounts of cash.
"Because of this they become (criminal) targets."
The government would continue to use the special courts commissioned for
the World Cup, to ensure quick justice, he said.
Mnisi told The Mercury's sister newspaper the Cape Times that Mthethwa
had visited Mbekweni in Paarl and had established that criminals "using
xenophobia as a guise" were behind the lootings.
KZN Refugee Council spokesman Baruti Amisi said there were no further
reports of foreigners fleeing, as was the case last week, when
Zimbabwean and Mozambican citizens left the Bottlebrush informal
settlement in Chatsworth, as well as in KwaNdenqezi and Dassenhoek.
In Khayelitsha, Cape Town, yesterday, police officers fired rubber
bullets at residents after mostly Somali shop owners were threatened and
some businesses were ransacked.
The shopkeepers, with their belongings crammed into bakkies, were
escorted by heavily armed officers to the local police station.

Residents then trashed their empty shops.
Shopkeeper Ali Mohamed Husein said: "These people called us
'makwerekwere' and said we must go home. They said no one from another
land is going to stay here. They got into my shop and took away my
stuff. In 2008 (during the initial outbreak of xenophobic violence in
the Western Cape) I was forced out of Wesbank. Now I'm being forced from
here.
"There is fighting in Somalia, but I'll rather go back there."
Another store owner, Abduragman Alikar, said his shop had been "torn down".
"They took everything and I don't have a shop any more. I must stay at
the police station now."
Police officers stood guard and sometimes aimed their guns at residents
who started forming groups around a Somali-run store.
"I'm scared they're going to hurt me. I'm not feeling okay. I was told
that if I don't leave here I will be attacked," a trembling Abdulla
Muhamed, 19, said while standing outside his friend's shop, which
residents had tried to loot earlier.
They were dispersed by police who fired rubber bullets.
Shop owner Muhammed Husein had fled his business after being threatened
earlier and his worried friends milled outside later.
"Muhammed, are you okay? Where are you?" a friend could be heard saying
as he left a message on Husein's phone.
Another friend arranged for a bakkie into which his goods were piled.
When the vehicle was driven to the nearby police station, officers clung
on to the back of it clutching their guns.

Husein later returned and helped clear his possessions.
"These people think work is difficult. But I know how to make business.
If they let me back, I'll come," he said as he and policemen packed
crates of meat, bread and juice on to the bakkie.
As Husein left under police escort, a number of his neighbours waved
sadly. "This is so unfair. I don't know why my people are doing this," a
woman muttered.
As soon as police and the Somalis left, a group of residents ran to the
locked and nearly bare shop.
They tore down the front walls made of corrugated iron, ripped the
locked security gate off and even stole the door. Young men then entered
with hammers and damaged the interior. Children stole potatoes and
scattered coffee granules on the floor.
In picturesque Franschhoek, police station spokeswoman Marize Papier
said all foreign-owned stores in two informal settlements there had been
closed.
Cases of looting were also reported to police in Paarl, Klapmuts and
Nyanga. Police and soldiers were deployed.
There have been rumours that xenophobic violence is likely in the
aftermath of the World Cup and that foreigners have been fleeing the
Western Cape.
Mthethwa last week angrily dismissed the speculation. He said an
investigation had shown that those leaving were foreign migrant workers
returning home.
He accused politicians who had raised the spectre of violence of being
"peddlers of fear".

Police warning as foreigners pack bags
NTOKOZO MFUSI The Mercury 12 July
A NUMBER of foreigners have begun abandoning informal settlements in
Durban as threats of xenophobic attacks after the World Cup gain momentum.
Falakhe Mhlongo, a community leader at the Bottlebrush informal
settlement in Chatsworth, said foreigners, mostly from Zimbabwe and
Mozambique, had left the area over the past week.
"With the World Cup ending, people have left because they are scared,"
he said.
There were also reports of a number of foreigners leaving settlements in
KwaNdengezi and Dassenhoek.
Zimbabwean community leader Shepherd Zvavanhu said people had left the
city, fearing victimisation.
Although authorities have said the threats are just rumours, xenophobic
comments and threats were becoming more common on Facebook.
Refugee organisations and political groups said the threats had been
circulating since 2009, but had intensified in the past two months.
KZN Refugee Council chairman Baruti Amisi said: "These rumours are not new.
"After the 2008 xenophobic attacks, some locals have been telling
foreigners to leave before the end of the World Cup because there will
be large-scale attacks."
Amisi said no one knew the source of the threats, but they were still
being taken seriously.

"People are scared and some have packed their things and gone back to
their countries, but what about those who have no home and the only home
they have is this country?
"What is to happen to them?"
There were also reports of Zimbabweans leaving informal settlements in
the Western Cape last week.
Police Minister Nathi Mthethwa's spokesman, Zweli Mnisi, said the
government was aware of the rumours, which were being investigated.
"We appeal to locals and foreigners to please report anything that they
know (about the threats) to their local police so we can swiftly deal
with the culprits."
Mnisi said they would adopt a harsh stance against people caught burning
homes and looting, and their approach to crime would be swift as it was
during the World Cup.

Mob ransacks Somali-owned shop
Mpumi Kiva 12 July 2010
A Somali-owned shop has been ransacked just metres away from where the
National Police Commissioner was making an anti-xenophobia speech.
While Nathi Mthethwa told the Khayelitsha community that people who
attacked foreigners risked the full might of the law, a crowd of about
200 people was looting a shop nearby.
When the Daily Voice arrived at the scene, shopkeeper Deego Mohamed was
frantically packing what was left of his stock into a car.
Mohamed said the mob entered his shop shortly after 1pm on Friday and

started helping themselves.
"One of them was armed with a gun and he told me to shut up while others
were taking the groceries," he said.
Police spokeswoman Nosiphiwo Mtengwana said another shop in the area
hurriedly packed up as well after the news of the first attack spread.
However, locals who attended Mthethwa's meeting vowed to protect
foreigners living amongst them.
Community leader Michael Hamco told the Daily Voice that those who
attack foreigners are nothing but thugs.
"These are just criminals who roam the street and have nothing to do,"
he said.
"We will protect the foreign nationals. We don't want anyone who has the
intention of attacking the foreigners living here with us."
A fired-up Mthethwa told the crowd of about 500 people, which included
Somalis, that criminals considering attacking foreigners would face the
full might of the law.
"The police will take these things very seriously," he vowed.
"The people who are behind this are criminals." - Daily Voice

They should all leave and f*** off'
Shain Germaner 12 July 2010
A meeting that was meant to unite residents of the Ramaphosa informal
settlement turned ugly last night when locals voiced their hatred of
foreigners.

"Why should I suffer in my own country? They should all leave and f***
off," a man screamed into the microphone.
The thousand-strong audience cheered in response.
But this was just one of dozens of hateful comments, many suggesting
that unless the government removes the foreigners, violence could erupt.
The meeting, led by the International Community Unifiers (ICU),
community leaders and local government, was interrupted constantly by
residents' stories of their terrible encounters with foreigners.
A member of the audience described his experience when he was robbed at
gunpoint.
It was when ICU president Dennis Mpangane took the stage to speak to the
crowd that the audience turned ugly.
He began by mentioning that he was not originally from South Africa, to
which the audience responded with hundreds of shouts of "hamba" and "Go
home".
Mpangane, unable to be heard over the screams of the crowd, then chose
not to speak for the rest of the meeting.
A local priest, Reverend Brian Lehoko, and a police superintendent,
known only as Mathebula, managed to calm the audience after the
interruption.
Mathebula called on the residents to report any violent crimes,
especially xenophobic attacks, to the police as soon as possible.
"The police will be here day and night," he added.
The meeting also addressed service delivery issues that resulted in a

protest earlier this year, and it was during these complaints that
residents began to speak against xenophobia.
"We had two agendas today: service delivery and xenophobia," announced a
resident, "but service delivery projects will be put on hold if
(xenophobic violence) happens."
The community was again promised by ward councillor Craig Bennetts and
representatives from the Department of Housing that plans to tackle the
road, sewerage and electricity issues were "on the move".
After the meeting, when the crowd dispersed, Mpangane said: "The meeting
went as well as it could have. The community were angry about service
delivery and I couldn't speak, but they do understand the (xenophobia)
situation."
Ramaphosa residents were one of the centres of violence two years ago.
Somali shopkeeper Abdi Ismael has lived in Ramaphosa for four years, and
was greatly affected by the xenophobic violence in 2008.
"I had three shops," he said, "but I had to leave (Ramaphosa) when the
attacks started. When I returned (several months later), they had all
been looted and vandalised."
Ismael has been threatened - again. "Come the end of the World Cup,
you'll be leaving," warned a client of his.
"Others have told me 'this shop will be ours'," said Ismael.
"Of course I'm worried, but the community will try its best to be on top
of the situation. I'm just hoping the words won't escalate into violence."
* This article was originally published on page 2 of The Star on
July 12, 2010

Foreigners seek refuge at police stations
Sapa 12 July 2010
A heavy police and military presence has been deployed in Western Cape
townships following sporadic xenophobic violence, police said on Monday.
Provincial authorities said scores of foreigners had sought refuge at
police stations in the region.
Police spokesman Captain Frederick van Wyk said that on Sunday night
there were "sporadic incidents of looting" at shops belonging to foreigners.
Areas where this occurred included Nyanga, Philippi East and Khayelitsha
on the Cape Flats, Wellington, Paarl East, Mbekweni (a Paarl township),
Franschhoek and Klapmuts.
"Police responded and a heavy police contingency was deployed in
conjunction with Metro Police and SANDF [the defence force] in all these
areas," Van Wyk said.
He said seven men, aged between 19 and 30, had been arrested in the
Nyanga area.
They were charged with public violence and would appear in the Phillipi
Magistrates' Court on Monday.
"SAPS [the police] will continue to deploy in high numbers to maintain
law and order in the mentioned areas," he said.
"Tranquillity has been restored and no further reports of violence have
been reported."
Spokeswoman for provincial disaster management Daniella Ebenezer said
earlier that 70 foreigners had sought refuge overnight at Mbekweni

police station in Paarl and 22 at Wellington.
There were smaller numbers at police stations in Franschhoek, and Langa
and Harare on the Cape Flats.
They had gone to the stations "mainly because they were fearful", but in
some instances following attacks on shops.
Ebenezer said there were "sporadic" attacks on shops on Saturday in the
region, and "some incidents of looting" on Sunday.
No-one had been seriously injured.
She said that according to reports from police, on Sunday spaza shops
and containers also used as shops were "damaged" in Mbekweni, Paarl
East, Wellington and Nyanga.
The province and municipalities were ready with contingency plans, she said.
Die Burger newspaper reported on Monday that shortly before midnight on
Sunday, police advised foreigners, mainly Somalis, to leave the Cape
Flats township of Nyanga, and escorted numbers of them out of the area.
The newspaper carried a photograph of Somali spaza shops in flames in
Philippi, also on the Cape Flats. - Sapa

We condemn against this alarmist phobia
Sapa 9 July 2010
High-ranking politicans had become "peddlers of fear" over xenophobia,
Police Minister Nathi Mthethwa said on Friday.
"We condemn and caution against this alarmist phobia by those who fuel
these rumours," he said in what his ministry distributed as the text of

a speech at a xenophobia summit in Khayelitsha.
"These are the people who prior to the 2010 Fifa World Cup embarked on
the infamous smear campaign, saying there will be bloodbath in this
country and that crime is spiralling out of control," he said.
"It becomes such a pity when those who claim to be leaders are supposed
to discharge leadership and guidance to project a common cause, end up
being the peddlers of fear and anxiety."
The minister's comments were aimed at "leaders who hold high positions
in government and in society", his ministry said.
On Thursday Mthethwa dismissed as "hysteria" reports that foreigners
were fleeing the Western Cape in anticipation of a backlash again them
after the tournament.
He said an investigation showed that the scores of foreigners leaving
the city in the past few days were seasonal workers returning home.
Head of the Western Cape's local government department Hildegarde Fast
told reporters on Friday morning that police had assessed the threat of
xenophobic violence in the province as "low".
"In their view there is a low level of threat," said Fast.
She would not indicate whether there had been a relative rise or
decrease in the level of the risk in recent weeks as South Africa hosted
the world's biggest sporting event.
Fast said Western Cape authorities had a reliable monitoring system and
passed reports of any risk of community conflict to the police to
investigate.
Mediators were also sent in to defuse tension, which generally arose
from a battle for scarce resources.

"We are responding to the fact that there are increased reports. The
province feels the main focus is on preventing anything from happening,"
she said.
"If one feels the level of threat is rising in a particular community,
the police are committed to immediately deploying extra resources to
have quite a visible presence."
The head of disaster management in Cape Town, Greg Pillay, said the city
could not afford a repeat of the 2008 outbreak of xenophobia that made
headlines around the world.
The crisis claimed 70 lives countrywide and cost Cape Town authorities
some R200 million of which most was spent on providing shelter for
foreigners.
"We learnt many lessons from 2008 and the emphasis definitely is really
on pro-active actions; what can we do to reduce the risk.... From the
city's side, we also have an early warning system," he said.
Fast said every disaster management district in the province had
identified places of safety where foreigners under threat could be
accommodated.
"That is the absolute fall-back position."
Rumours of a post world cup outbreak of xenophobia have persisted since
late May when a group of eminent global leaders called the "Elders"
warned foreigners might be targeted after the event as jobs start
becoming scarcer.
Former Ireland president Mary Robinson, a member of the group, said at
the time: "We are more worried after the world cup, the possibilities of
xenophobia... construction jobs fall away and people, especially from
Zimbabwe, will be looking for jobs."

But Fast said authorities saw no special reason why the risk of
xenophobia would be greater after the tournament, and could not pinpoint
the cause of rumours of imminent attacks.
"I would just be speculating if I said why there would be more rumours
now than before the world cup," she told reporters. - Sapa

South Africa Braces for New Attacks on Immigrants
By BARRY BEARAK NY Times 9 July 2010
JOHANNESBURG — The World Cup ends Sunday, and South Africa, like some
cartoon figure with an angel above one shoulder and the devil atop the
other, will revel in its successful hosting of the tournament while
bracing for possible violence aimed at the impoverished immigrants in
its midst.
For months, threats have coursed through virtually every township and
squatter camp, with warnings that once the final whistle blows, the
tourists leave and the world looks away, vuvuzelas and banners will be
replaced by torches and panga knives as attacks begin against
Zimbabweans, Mozambicans and others.
“They tell us that by Sunday we must go or we will see blood, plenty
blood,” said Precious Ncube, 25, a Zimbabwean living in a township near
Pretoria.
Many in the government regard these threats as rumors inflated into
hysteria through repetition. Nevertheless, security forces are on “high
alert,” Police Minister Nathi Mthethwa said last week. The military has
already demonstrated its muscle in some presumed hot spots. Human rights
groups and the Nelson Mandela Foundation have issued pleas for calm.
On Friday, as some immigrants fled the country, the powerful Congress of

South African Trade Unions, or Cosatu, urged the government to open
stadiums for people who might need havens, saying, “Surely, given the
billions of rands we just spent on the World Cup, where we did not spare
any expense, we cannot now risk people’s lives.”
There is good reason for apprehension.
During two weeks in May 2008, at least 60 people, mostly from nearby
African nations, were killed by mobs. The violence, stomped out in one
place only to reappear in others, occurred in Johannesburg, Cape Town,
Durban and elsewhere. About 35,000 people were hounded from their homes.
These paroxysms of burning and looting were called “xenophobic riots,”
and the defining image, published throughout the world, was that of a
Mozambican man in the final moments of his life after being set ablaze.
The government was slow to intervene. Thabo Mbeki, then the president,
spoke out only belatedly. Thousands of the uprooted slept on the floors
of police stations, churches and community halls. South African
volunteers, appalled by the attacks, fed the hungry and organized shelters.
Fungai Makota, a 36-year-old Zimbabwean woman who owns a tiny grocery in
a Johannesburg township, remembered being chased from her shop in 2008.
Her entire inventory was looted, and her husband, a Mozambican, suffered
serious head wounds after a furious pummeling.
Like so many others, she is trying to figure out why these threats have
resurfaced now and how much danger she is in. Should she stay or go,
continue to sell her groceries or hide them?
“So many people tell me, ‘You must return where you came from; your time
in South Africa is up,’ ” Ms. Makota said. “But I have lived here eight
years. My life is here now.”
During the past month, this country has shown its best side to the
world. Leaders from both government and business have declared that

South Africa has successfully “rebranded” itself, recasting an image
tarnished by AIDS, poverty and corruption into one of geniality,
prosperity and competence.
Part of the nation’s charm has been its spirit of pan-African
brotherhood. When South Africa’s team was eliminated from the World Cup,
loyalties turned in lockstep to Ghana, the only team from the continent
to advance.
But many citizens here, particularly the poor who cobble their hovels
from rusty metal and scrap wood, resent the estimated five million
foreigners who have crossed the border looking for work in Africa’s
largest economy. About a third of this nation’s workers are unemployed,
and immigrants are commonly blamed for taking their jobs or robbing
their homes.
“These foreigners have no IDs, no papers, and yet they get the jobs,”
said Ephraim Magoele, 26, an unemployed South African. “They are willing
to work for 15 rand a day,” about $2. “When I need money, I have to call
my mother and ask her for some money from her pension. Why should this be?”
Such resentment is easy to heat into hatred — and easy to exploit.
The Forced Migration Studies Program at the University of the
Witwatersrand in Johannesburg, which has examined the nation’s
continuing xenophobic impulses, concludes that local political leaders
often instigate the violence as a means to advance personal agendas.
Business owners sometimes support it to wipe out competition. Looters
certainly profit.
Most South Africans deplored the 2008 attacks. In fact, many in the
shack settlements defended their foreign neighbors or offered places to
hide. Even now, it is hard to find people who say they will take part in
a purge of immigrants — but not so hard to find those who would support it.
“It is up to the foreigners whether we are required to beat them or kill

them; whatever, they must go,” said Johannes Thabompooa, 41, who claimed
he lost his job four years ago and had not worked since.
The timing of the threatened attacks is decidedly bizarre, as if the
perpetrators consider it appropriate to kill foreigners, but wrong to
interfere with the World Cup in doing so. In an editorial, the South
African newspaper The Mail and Guardian called that kind of thinking a
“calculated sort of pseudopatriotism.”
The local news media’s persistent reporting of the threats has added to
the fear. On Thursday, prominence was given to an episode near Cape Town
in which a Zimbabwean man, Reason Wandi, was thrown from a train. He
said his attackers condemned him as a foreigner as they opened the door.
In many settlements, there is now an expectation of violence, and news
of one outbreak may well become the spark for others. There is always
plenty of tinder amid the close quarters — disputes about housing and
crime, about water and toilets, about winnings in a card game, and about
who sleeps with whom.
During any unrest, foreign shopkeepers are almost reflexively singled
out. Shahid Butt, a Pakistani, runs the Vuwani Corner, a small but busy
grocery in Diepsloot, a township north of Johannesburg. His store was
looted in 2008 and again six months later in a second round of attacks.
Weeks ago, he stopped replenishing his inventory, and said that he
intended to remove merchandise during the weekend as a precaution.
“Some guys come in here talking nonsense and say, ‘We will show you
after the World Cup,’ ” Mr. Butt said defiantly, shaking his head. “Show
me what?”
He put an apple down on the counter.
“If you want to eat this food, you have to grab it with your hand,” he
said as a line of customers waited. “This apple will not jump into your

mouth. I came here nine years ago and I have a business. Why don’t the
local people have a business? Because you can’t get anything if you sit
at home.”

Tackle xenophobia now
Sunday Times Editorial 11 July 2010
Sunday Times Editorial : The assertion by minister of police Nathi
Mthethwa that scores of foreigners who fled Cape Town this week are mere
seasonal workers and not victims of xenophobic threats is unfortunate.
Current Font Size:
Related Articles
* Terrified fugitives on the run again
He is chairman of the interministerial committee on xenophobia, and the
statement just shows how out of touch that committee is with reality .
Not only has it undermined what appears to be genuine fears of another
xenophobic explosion, but the statement gives the impression of a public
representative who does not take the dilemma of these potential victims
seriously.
South Africa cannot afford a repeat of the xenophobic mayhem it
witnessed two years ago when violence against foreign nationals turned
this country and its people into an uncivilised lot. It was partly due
to the government's sluggish response that the violence reached such
heinous proportions at the time.
It is rather dubious that Mthethwa and his cabinet colleagues also blame
the media for spreading the rumour. For the record, this rumour first
originated with, among others, the ANC, of which Mthethwa is a leader,
which devoted some considerable time - at its last national executive
committee meeting - to discussing the issue.

Rather than shift the goalposts, the interministerial committee must
begin to address the underlying causes of xenophobia. This must include
addressing the plight of the poor masses who have yet to reap any
benefits of freedom.
Freedom will forever remain elusive as long as they continue to witness
the rich getting richer while their situation is rapidly deteriorating.
www.sundaytribune.co.za

Khayelitsha attacks 'not xenophobic
Sapa 10 July 2010
A foreign national was shot dead and two others were wounded in a
shooting incident on Saturday in Khayelitsha near Cape Town, Western
Cape police said.
However, Captain Frederick van Wyk said the incident was not a
xenophobic attack.
He said the three foreigners, who are all shop owners, were on their way
from Khayelitsha to buy stock at Philippi Cash and Carry when they were
hijacked at a traffic light.
The three suspects drove the bakkie to Sweethome Farms and robbed them
of an undisclosed amount of money before shooting them.
One of them was killed instantly while the two others who were wounded
were taken to hospital.
Van Wyk said police were investigating a case of murder, attempted
murder and hijacking.
"This is regarded as a crime incident and cannot be attributed to

violence at a certain foreign national," he said. - Sapa

Terrified fugitives on the run again: They fled turmoil and poverty - now they flee xenophobia
PHILANI NOMBEMB 11 July 2010
Zimbabweans who fled political turmoil and poverty at home are returning
to their country in droves - terrified of another outbreak of xenophobic
violence in South Africa.
quote 'I had no option but to leave. It is like jumping from one frying
pan into another' quote
Foster Baloyi, 26, who has worked on a farm in Groblersdal for nine
years, was camped yesterday on the side of the road at the Musina border.
He had spent the past three days there with his eight-month-old
daughter, wife and three brothers in an old bakkie loaded with
belongings - with no money or petrol to get to Zimbabwe.
"We don't want to take chances with our lives. The community said they
will burn us if we don't go. We just packed our things and left," he
said. The family has been surviving on oranges.
Hunched dispiritedly on suitcases and piles of bedding, people camped on
the N1 highway outside Cape Town this week, hoping to hitch truck rides
to Johannesburg.
Refugees, workers and NGOs fear more xenophobic attacks after the World
Cup in a repeat of the 2008 flare-up that claimed more than 60 lives and
left thousands displaced in refugee camps.
The minister of police, Nathi Mthethwa, said security agencies were on
high alert, but this week criticised high-ranking politicians and
rumours for fuelling the "hysteria".

Mthethwa told NGOs and residents of Khayelitsha on Friday: "These are
the people who prior to the 2010 Fifa World Cup embarked on the infamous
smear campaign, saying there will be a bloodbath in this country and
that crime is spiralling out of control."
The minister said foreigners leaving Cape Town were just "seasonal workers".
But as he spoke, armed thugs robbed a nearby Somali shop, which was then
looted. Earlier this week, Reason Wandi, 27, a Zimbabwean, was thrown
off a moving train by a crowd that threatened foreigners.
The SA Council of Churches has set up a hotline to help victims of
xenophobic attacks.
Mthethwa's words were cold comfort to Alexander Ncube, 30, who boarded a
packed train with his wife and two children on Thursday, he said, to
save their lives. Families arrived at the Cape Town station at 5am
carrying television sets, refrigerators, chairs and carpets - jostling
to secure R250 third-class tickets on the Shosholoza Meyl to Johannesburg.
Ncube resigned as a waiter at the V&A Waterfront after living in
Philippi on the Cape Flats for four years.
"I was not a seasonal worker. My landlord said he couldn't risk his
house being destroyed by the community if I stayed longer. He was told
at a meeting not to take rent money from foreigners any more because
they are supposed to leave after the World Cup," Ncube said tearfully.
"He said the community would organise people going from door to door
checking people's identity documents. I had no option but to leave. It
is like jumping from one frying pan into another. I appreciate what my
landlord did. He saved my life."
The train carriage was packed and stuffy. The mood inside was sombre
during the 26-hour trip as parents fed wailing children dry bread.

Princess Phiri, 28, a mother of two, from a township near Muizenberg,
was displaced in the 2008 violence. "I am not a seasonal worker. I
operated a spaza shop with my husband in the township. Due to growing
threats we had to abandon the shop, sell all the stock and leave."
She slept in a stationary train at the station on Wednesday to secure
tickets, having left behind all her furniture.
"I think these threats are serious and the situation will be worse than
the previous one. Community members are threatening to follow us to the
churches if we get refuge there."
Elijah Dhliwayo, 23, a construction worker, lived in Capricorn Village
in Muizenberg. Also not a seasonal worker, he was intimidated by locals.
"I collected everything that I had and just left."
Zimbabwean activist Gabriel Shumba and director of Zimbabwe Exiles Forum
(Zef) said he sent a letter to Mthethwa as early as June 3, urging him
to take action to protect foreigners.
He said Zef had received several reports from Zimbabwean nationals, who
had been warned to leave South Africa after the World Cup.
''In some instances, they have been issued with deadlines to leave South
Africa or face xenophobic attacks," he wrote.
In Durban on Friday, a 27-year-old Zimbabwean plumber packed up his
possessions and waited to take a bus home, via Johannesburg. ''I am
scared. They told us, 'We are going to burn you.' Even when I was
packing my things, they told me it was good, and that I must go," he said.
On Friday, the SA Defence Force troops were out in force in
Johannesburg's Diepsloot. The soldiers were deployed as part of the 2010
World Cup security plan.

They searched taverns and streets. Department of Defence spokesman
Siphiwe Dlamini said the soldiers were deployed around the country for
crime prevention during the World Cup, and not to combat xenophobia.
Ncube, who once worked as a barman at the Sun International Hotel in
Harare, said: "These are not empty threats. We've got a feeling that
this will be much more dangerous than the last (round of xenophobic
violence). We are really, really shivering about it," he said.
ýNcube's surname has been changed at his request to protect his family
in Zimbabwe. - Additional reporting by Monica Laganparsad and Bongani
Mdakane
nombembepsundaytimes.co.za

Threat of xenophobia low in Cape
Sapa 9 July 2010
Police have assessed the threat of xenophobic violence in the Western
Cape as "low", a senior provincial official said on Friday as government
sought to quell fears of attacks on foreigners after the World Cup.
"In their view there is a low level of threat," said Hildegarde Fast
from the province's department of local government.
Fast would not indicate whether there had been a relative rise or
decrease in the level of the risk in recent weeks as South Africa hosted
the world's biggest sporting event.
Police Minister Nathi Mthethwa on Thursday dismissed rumours that
foreigners were fleeing Cape Town in anticipation of a backlash again
them after the tournament as "hysteria".
He said an investigation had found that the scores of foreigners leaving
the city in the past few days were seasonal workers returning home. - Sapa

We condemn against this alarmist phobia
Sapa 9 July 2010
High-ranking politicans had become "peddlers of fear" over xenophobia,
Police Minister Nathi Mthethwa said on Friday.
"We condemn and caution against this alarmist phobia by those who fuel
these rumours," he said in what his ministry distributed as the text of
a speech at a xenophobia summit in Khayelitsha.
"These are the people who prior to the 2010 Fifa World Cup embarked on
the infamous smear campaign, saying there will be bloodbath in this
country and that crime is spiralling out of control," he said.
"It becomes such a pity when those who claim to be leaders are supposed
to discharge leadership and guidance to project a common cause, end up
being the peddlers of fear and anxiety."
The minister's comments were aimed at "leaders who hold high positions
in government and in society", his ministry said.
On Thursday Mthethwa dismissed as "hysteria" reports that foreigners
were fleeing the Western Cape in anticipation of a backlash again them
after the tournament.
He said an investigation showed that the scores of foreigners leaving
the city in the past few days were seasonal workers returning home.
Head of the Western Cape's local government department Hildegarde Fast
told reporters on Friday morning that police had assessed the threat of
xenophobic violence in the province as "low".
"In their view there is a low level of threat," said Fast.

She would not indicate whether there had been a relative rise or
decrease in the level of the risk in recent weeks as South Africa hosted
the world's biggest sporting event.
Fast said Western Cape authorities had a reliable monitoring system and
passed reports of any risk of community conflict to the police to
investigate.
Mediators were also sent in to defuse tension, which generally arose
from a battle for scarce resources.
"We are responding to the fact that there are increased reports. The
province feels the main focus is on preventing anything from happening,"
she said.
"If one feels the level of threat is rising in a particular community,
the police are committed to immediately deploying extra resources to
have quite a visible presence."
The head of disaster management in Cape Town, Greg Pillay, said the city
could not afford a repeat of the 2008 outbreak of xenophobia that made
headlines around the world.
The crisis claimed 70 lives countrywide and cost Cape Town authorities
some R200 million of which most was spent on providing shelter for
foreigners.
"We learnt many lessons from 2008 and the emphasis definitely is really
on pro-active actions; what can we do to reduce the risk.... From the
city's side, we also have an early warning system," he said.
Fast said every disaster management district in the province had
identified places of safety where foreigners under threat could be
accommodated.

"That is the absolute fall-back position."
Rumours of a post world cup outbreak of xenophobia have persisted since
late May when a group of eminent global leaders called the "Elders"
warned foreigners might be targeted after the event as jobs start
becoming scarcer.
Former Ireland president Mary Robinson, a member of the group, said at
the time: "We are more worried after the world cup, the possibilities of
xenophobia... construction jobs fall away and people, especially from
Zimbabwe, will be looking for jobs."
But Fast said authorities saw no special reason why the risk of
xenophobia would be greater after the tournament, and could not pinpoint
the cause of rumours of imminent attacks.
"I would just be speculating if I said why there would be more rumours
now than before the world cup," she told reporters. - Sapa

Time and date set for Cape violence
Saturday Star 10 July 2010
While police and senior politicians have dismissed rumours that
xenophobia is brewing in several Cape communities, those on the ground
believe there is a very real threat of attacks.
In Masiphumelele, an informal settlement near Cape Town's Noordhoek, a
time and date has even been set - at 3am on July 12, after the World Cup
final. John Thomas, a local pastor, said it had gone "way beyond rumours
- the threats are very real".
In 2008, thousands of foreigners fled Masiphumelele in the wake of
attacks, but Thomas said that this time, people wouldn't run so easily.

"We may end up with counter-violence, and I think there could be
casualties on both sides."
On Thursday night, about 400 residents gathered in the Masiphumelele
community hall and demanded to meet local white employers to tell them
not to employ foreigners for low wages.
The majority also said they wanted all foreigners out of Masiphumelele.
Lutz van Dijk, director of Hokisa, a home for children with HIV and Aids
in Masiphumelele, said: "A majority of the young people made their point
clear: they want all foreigners out of Masi. Most of the older ones, and
even those who spoke out against xenophobia, were united in their anger
against 'white employers' who give the few jobs to 'the Zimbabweans and
Malawians' for bad wages."
They demanded a meeting with the "white employers" from Fish Hoek.
Ward councillor Felicity Purchase said locals wanted "illegal foreigners
in the country" to be locked up or deported. They wanted representatives
from the national government to tell them why the foreigners were being
permitted to take jobs they felt belonged to them.
About 20 percent of Masiphumelele's estimated 35 000 to 40 000
population is estimated to be foreign.
* This article was originally published on page 4 of Saturday Star on
July 10, 2010

Give migrants dignity we struggled to get
Navi Pillay Sunday Tribune 11 July 2010
BY HOSTING the World Football Cup, South Africa has shown that it can
welcome visitors from all over the globe with flair, generosity and warmth.

It should now prove that it is also able to extend such hospitality and
tolerance to migrants seeking a better life and protection in the
country of Nelson Mandela.
I am alarmed at recurrent episodes of attacks against non-nationals in
my country. Reportedly, perpetrators of these attacks have largely been
able to bank on impunity and have even been celebrated as heroes in
their own neighbourhoods.
By contrast, victims were granted no solace, no redress and no
compensation for the loss of their meagre property and for their suffering.
This approach must be reversed. The protection of all migrants is one of
today's most compelling human rights issues. Indeed, the scale and
complexity of migration is fast increasing.
Currently, about 214 million people live outside their country of
origin, many having moved for a variety of reasons in which the search
for protection and the search for opportunity are often inextricably
entwined.
There is no denying that migrant inflows represent an even greater
challenge for countries that have their own daunting problems of poverty
and scarcity of resources like South Africa.
Yet no country can escape the need, and indeed, the obligation, to
ensure that national migration policies recognise the profoundly human
nature of migration and are respectful of the human rights of all
migrants. This approach also serves the best interest of the countries
of destination.
The 2009 Human Development Report explains how development and human
rights protection are mutually reinforcing.
Migrants who are fully integrated as active members of society do decent

work and are able to speak out against discrimination or abuse, are more
productive and contribute more to host societies than those who are
exploited and socially excluded.
But the empowering potential of migration does not occur automatically.
It depends, to a large extent, on supportive and proactive policy measures.
To this effect, international human rights standards provide benchmarks,
a normative framework, and a set of guidelines for policy-makers seeking
to align their measures with international law.
These standards require, for example, that migrants be fully informed
about their rights, and responsibilities, throughout the cycle of
migration - from country of origin, to countries of transit and
destination, and in some cases to eventual return.
They stipulate that migrants have the right to just and favourable
conditions of work, to equal protection under the law, protection from
arbitrary arrest and detention, as well as the right to adequate health
and housing, and to education.
The enjoyment of these rights has made migration a positive and
empowering experience for millions, but many others continue to be
discriminated against and remain vulnerable.
Another aspect of concern is that while the economic benefit of
migration to host countries is well documented and widely accepted,
these benefits do not necessarily accrue equally to all sectors of
society. Specifically, migrants can be seen as unwelcome competition for
local workers, as well as for social services such as public health,
housing and education.
Dealing with such perceptions, whether real or imagined, is vital. Left
unaddressed, these feelings of grievance can foster xenophobia and
intolerance against migrant communities.

South Africa has taken some steps in the right direction to address
aspects of its migration problems. The creation of a High Level InterMinisterial Committee on xenophobic violence against non-nationals is a
welcome development.
Moreover, the South African Police Service is working with the United
Nations to understand and tackle the root causes of anti-migration
sentiment and establish appropriate mechanisms to combat violence. The
UN, through my office, is also engaged with the South African Human
Rights Commission in a year-long project focused on addressing
discrimination and xenophobia and preventing attacks against migrants.
Much more needs to be done. Conditions of temporary detention of
non-nationals must be improved.
Crucially, detention should be a last resort: adequate options should
first be explored.
A review of the Immigration Act of 2002 could be carried out together
with the enactment of laws that specifically target xenophobia and hate
crimes, including hate speech, against non-nationals.
In this land we know that history does not look kindly upon
discrimination, exclusion and inequity. Migrants to today's South Africa
are no more tradeable commodities or lesser human beings than the
non-whites were under apartheid and its institutionalised racism.
They are our brothers and sisters. We must demand for them the same
respect, dignity and rights that we struggled for each and every South
African to enjoy. Let us demonstrate some ubuntu.
# Navi Pillay is the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights.

No xenophobia fear in KZN

Independent on Saturday 10 July 2010
POLICE say commercial rivalry and criminality appear to be at the heart
of threats of xenophobic attacks in some parts of the country, but
there's no evidence of such violence in KwaZulu-Natal.
Police were commenting after the government this week outlined a plan to
prevent any outbreak of xenophobic violence and called upon all people
to work together to prevent such attacks.
A survey by The Independent on Saturday found that some foreigners
working in Durban were worried about rumours of imminent xenophobic
violence. However, KZN police spokeswoman Brigadier Phindile Radebe
stressed that there had been no reported threats in the province.
The Minister of Police, Nathi Mthethwa, announced on Thursday that
security agencies had been put on high alert to thwart any threats or
acts of violence.
"There has been a proliferation of businesses owned by foreign nationals
in the townships and informal settlements across all provinces," he said.
"This scenario of tensions between owners of businesses owned by locals
and foreign nationals has spawned an ugly element of criminal
involvement, exploitation and manipulation of the situation," he said
Some foreigners at the Durban Refugee Reception Centre said they were
scared. But Spinks Chilengwe, 25, a Zimbabwean who has been here for
nearly three years, said he would not let a rumour force him out of the
country. - Staff Reporter

COSATU Press Statement on the Xenophobic issue in the Western Cape
COSATU 9 July 2010

More decisive solutions are required in this time of trouble.
COSATU is really concerned about the growing threats/rumours of
Xenophobic attacks taking place in the Western Cape Province. We believe
we have to respond decisively and ensure the safety of all our people,
both locals or foreigners. Should we have to act without absolute
information to guide us, we should err on the side of caution, if at
all. We have an indication of the various Governments positions on this
matter and we believe this issue is much too fraught with danger to play
petty politics with. We must act in unity to secure the best possible
outcome against this threat.
There has been lots of engagement and it appears that the following
strategy is emerging;
1. The first intervention is preparation and intelligence, ensuring that
local communities have contact persons and that contact details of the
police are circulated.
2. The second intervention is dealing with risk reduction and this calls
upon churches and community organisations to speak out against
xenophobia and promote the positive gees amongst all people that emerged
from the World Cup.
3. The third intervention is to ensure that the municipalities and their
disaster management teams are ready to assist in the event of
displacement and crisis.
This strategy seeks to not sensationalise the rumors, and to ensure that
there is a readiness to confront acts of violence. This may be an
acceptable plan to some, but Cosatu has a sense of unease about it,
because it has the risk of people dying or being injured. This lag time
between an attack and police response represents a clear and present
danger, enough of a danger to warrant preventative action. And no life
can be considered so cheap that we view injuries as collateral damage.
No parent can be asked to risk their child’s life by staying in an area

where there is a real risk of attack.
It is this danger and lack of guarantees that compels people to take
their families to places of safety rather than risk running the gauntlet.
Cosatu believes we must build an additional step into our strategy as
outlined above. This step must to confront and accommodate the reality
that many people, because of the threats, are leaving areas and being
preyed upon by truck drivers and others because of their vulnerability.
The people people leaving the areas must have a safe haven they can go
to. In this respect we call upon the municipalities to make the stadiums
in Athlone and in municipalities are available as transit points, to
which people who feel at risk can go, from where they can be taken to
community halls. This stadiums must be available from Saturday 10 July
2010 , and people entering there must give a detailed report on the
danger and source of the threats.
The police can then go into this area and investigate the source of the
threat and neutralise it by imprisoning the perpetrators. Then people
can be returned to their communities, when things are safe. Surely this
is the more humane approach that is fraught with less danger for the
affected communities.
The only possible reason for not doing this safety-first approach is the
money that may be needed from the state for the disaster management. And
surely given the billions of rands we just spent for the World Cup where
we did not spare any expense we cannot now risk peoples lives. In the
event that the threat does not materialise then we would have only the
cost of disaster mitigation, but lives would have been spared. We must
tread carefully also with the possible negative publicity around an
attack , which can undo the billions spent on the World Cup to promote
our caring image of safety and security.
For any question please call Mike Louw or Evan Abrahamse or Tony
Ehrenreich at 021 448 0046 begin_of_the_skype_highlighting
021 448
0046 end_of_the_skype_highlighting

POPCRU condemns Xenophobic intention harbored by whosoever in South Africa
POPCRU joins all progressive trade unions, civil society organizations
and all citizens in condemning unfortunate, un-African and the wayward
implications such narrow tendencies may have in the spirit of
brotherhood and sisterhood in Africa and the rest of the world.
We acknowledge the Inter-Ministerial Committee stance to take these
threats seriously and mount an enhancement of our preparedness to bring
an end to this scourge.
Perhaps it is prudent to enhance Civic Education in our communities and
education institutions around a respect for some of our constitutional
clauses pertaining to the respect for life and our human rights stance.
That may be re-enforced through the enhancement of Community Policing
Forums and Street Committees to be reliable watch-dogs of our people and
a site of struggle prudent to realize the National Democratic Society!
As POPCRU, we throw our weight to these initiatives and call our
membership to be vigilant to name and shame whosoever spreading such
decayed and prejudicial views.
Issued by:
Norman Mampane
National Spokesperson
Tel: 0112424600/4615
Cell: 0720737959
begin_of_the_skype_highlighting
Fax: 0866253054
Email: normanm@popcru.org.za
01 Marie Road
Auckland Park
2006

0720737959

end_of_the_skype_highlighting

Community fights xenophobia
Hlengiwe Mnguni, News24 6 July 2010
Cape Town – With the rumoured forced removal of foreign nationals from
communities around the country set to begin in less than a week, the
community of Site C in Khayelitsha is going on an anti-xenophobia
initiative to make sure that no incidences of violence connected to that
rumour unfold.
“We don’t want to take it as just a rumour,” community leader and member
of the newly-formed Site C Action Committee Against Xenophobia, Ken
Monelo, told News24.
The group, which was formed on June 29 2010, has embarked on community
education programmes including mini rallies around the area which will
culminate in one rally on July 10 at the Blue Wall community centre in
Site C.
“When you go to shebeens and listen to people talk, it is seemingly
serious,” he said.
In the past few weeks rumours have spread that when the World Cup ends
on July 11, foreign nationals should leave the country or they will be
forcibly removed by South Africans.
Monelo agreed with the theory that lack of service delivery coupled
unemployment was to blame for people who acted out violently against
foreigners, whom he said were “soft targets”.
“There are no avenues in so far as grievances are concerned,” he said.
He lamented the lack of political leadership in dealing with xenophobia
in the country, but said opening lines of communication between township
residents and foreign nationals by community leaders was also important.

He said meetings between foreign business people and the communities in
which they live would go a long way towards repairing relations.
Foreign business people, mostly Somalis, have borne the brunt of
xenophobic violence in the Western Cape.
Just a week ago, a Somali shop owner was killed in Site C, Abdi Aden, a
spokesperson for the Somali Retailers Association, told News24.
Still hopeful
“Yesterday gunmen broke into a shop and seriously injured a shop owner
in Thembani,” said Abdi who says he has also had his shop looted by a
xenophobic mob.
Despite this and the looming threat of large scale violence, Abdi said
he was confident that initiatives such as the one being spearheaded by
the area’s anti-xenophobia group and government intervention would help,
especially since the rumours have helped communities and government get
“prepared” for that possibility.
But for some community members the rumour is just fuel.
“They must go home. They must be taken out of here. Their ancestors miss
them,” Thembekile Sizane told News24 as members of the Site C Action
Committee Against Xenophobia started setting up a public announcement
system at a local taxi rank as part of its awareness programme.
“They are now fighting for land with us,” he said. “And if necessary, I
will be violent” he said.
Public telephone operator Doris Kholose, from the nearby informal
settlement of Harare, told News24 most foreign nationals around her home
had started to leave.
“They must go. There is just too many of them,” she said, adding however

that she did not think violence was necessary.
Kholose said she knew that there were people from African countries
within South Africa that were “doing good things” and added that she was
worried about what would happen to her acquaintances who were foreign
nationals.
SA rich enough for all
“But they are taking our jobs. It’s going to get better after they
leave,” she said echoing sentiments expressed by many.
Cameroonian businessman and post-graduate political studies student
Aabang Ako laid the blame on the government, saying South Africa was
rich enough to accommodate foreign nationals.
“It’s not like South Africa is not a rich country. The question is: How
do we build capacity?” he told News24.
According to Aabang, if South Africa concentrates on getting its
population educated, the scramble for jobs would not be as brutal.
Unfulfilled promises post 1994 democracy were also to blame, he said.
“The State promised too much to people,” he said.
But for a frustrated local vendor at the taxi rank, talk of building
capacity and anti-xenophobia awareness was not important.
“I don’t care about what is happening here,” said the woman who would
not give her name. “All I care about is that these people are going to
set up their things here and make running business hard for me today.”
“I need to make more than this today,” she said waving a lone R20 note.
- News24

href="http://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/News/Community-fights-xenophobia20100706">http://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/News/Com
munity-fights-xenophobia-20100706

SOUTH AFRICA BELONGS TO ALL WHO LIVE IN IT!
ANTI PRIVATISATION FORUM SCHUBART PARK RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION
Public statement 9 July 2010
YOU TOUCH AN IMMIGRANT, YOU TOUCH A COMMUNITY’
ALL-INCLUSIVE COMMUNITY EVENT ON SUNDAY 11th JULY
Schubart Park is a community organisation in the city of Tshwane and an
affiliate of the Anti Privatisation Forum (APF). Immigrants in this
community comprise about 60% of our community members. As a community
and affiliate of the APF we denounce xenophobia in the strongest terms.
We believe that South Africa belongs to those who live in it. There is
no need for us to fight each other. We should stand together and channel
our energies towards fighting inequality and the neo-liberal polices
that have divided us economically and socially. Africa should know no
borders - we are one.
As the poor working class and communities we need to tackle the root
causes of poverty, inequality and lack of service delivery. To do this
requires a radical redistribution of power, assets and opportunities to
break the cycle of poverty and inequality and to give the poor power
over their destiny. Our government’s polices do not allow that to happen
and instead they falsely divide us and create misdirected hatred and
unnecessary conflict. It is these conditions and realities which fuel
xenophobia and provide the space for xenophobic attacks.
In Schubart Park we stand together irrespective of where we come from.

Our slogan is - ‘YOU TOUCH AN IMMIGRANT, YOU TOUCH A COMMUNITY’. In our
community there is, and will be no, space for anyone to ‘touch’ an
immigrant. If this happens, the entire community will deal with the
culprit(s) harshly.
On Sunday 11th July 2010, the final day of the Soccer World Cup, our
community will be staging a mini-soccer tournament that will be made up
of residents from our community. ‘Zimbabwe’ will play against ‘Nigeria’
and ‘South Africa’ will play against a combination of ‘Malawi,
Mozambique, Burundi, Congo and Tanzania’. The winners will play the
finals and losers will battle for 3rd and 4th position.
After the soccer tournament all are welcome to join us in the Schubart
Park hall for a film screening on xenophobia. After the film we will
have a discussion and finally at 19h00, a closing ceremony to our own
xenophobia-free, ‘World Cup’. We will then watch the final game together
in the hall.
OUR PROGRAMME: 13h00 to 13h45 1st soccer match
13h50 to 14h35 2nd match
15h40 to 16h25 (3rd/4th place match)
16h30 to17h15 (1st/2nd match - final)
17h30 to 18h30 - Xenophobia film screening
18h30 to 19h00 - Debates on Xenophobia
For more information contact:
Aubrey Ramotlhale 0737213441
begin_of_the_skype_highlighting
Mashao Chauke 0822126518
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The Solidarity Peace Trust urges action to avoid xenophobic violence
Solidarity Peace Trust PRESS STATEMENT 9 July 2010
The Solidarity Peace Trust condemns escalating threats of violence
against foreigners in South Africa as the country’s successful hosting
of the FIFA Soccer World Cup draws to a close.
The Trust supports a number of initiatives in Johannesburg,
KwaZulu-Natal and Cape Town and is concerned that, if South African
authorities fail to take the renewed threats of violence seriously, the
tragic events of 2008 may be repeated.
That shocking wave of anti-foreigner attacks left 62 people dead and
nearly 100 000 displaced. It created terror among the refugee community
and generated negative publicity for South Africa worldwide.
Reports have already been brought to The Trust’s attention of foreigners
being attacked and robbed of their meagre possessions as they leave
areas where their safety is under threat.
The Trust therefore urges the authorities, notably the police, to
respond decisively to the widespread threats and to act immediately
against people or organisations which are fomenting violence, as well as
against all perpetrators of attacks on foreigners.
The Trust calls on churches and community leaders to unite against
xenophobic attacks and to demand that foreigners are given the
protection they deserve. We support the view of the South African
Council of Churches that the threats of xenophobic violence are not
based on unfounded rumours, as is claimed by Police Minister Nathi Mthethwa.
While the lack of political leadership needs to be addressed, it is also

vital that communication between township residents and foreign
nationals is initiated immediately to build understanding and prevent
violent xenophobic incidents.
The Trust appreciates South African government spokesman Themba Maseko’s
reassurances that Cabinet has re-established the inter-ministerial
committee (IMC) to focus on and deal with incidents and threats of
attacks on foreign nationals.
South Africa is a country which prides itself on its deep religious
beliefs and moral principles. The Trust calls on the people of South
Africa to follow the teachings of the Bible regarding the hosting of
foreigners:
"When a stranger resides with you in your land, you shall do him no
wrong … (he) … shall be to you as the native among you, and you shall
love him as yourself …" (Lev 19.33,34)
Signed
Selvan Chetty
Deputy Director
Solidarity Peace Trust

Will Any Players Speak Up?
The World Cup and the Politics of Immigration
JULES BOYKOFF 29 June 2010
The World Cup has produced some mercurial moments, with defending
champions Italy getting the early boot, all African teams but Ghana
vanquished in the first round, and longshots like Japan and Slovakia
advancing to the knockout round. We’ve heaped plenty of scrutiny on
England’s lack of zest, South America’s well-deserved success, and
France’s pathetic implosion. But the tournament has also provided

compelling political undercurrents that deserve our attention.
For starters, several European countries with borderline draconian
immigration policies have benefited massively from immigration. While
the right-wing ratchets up its anti-immigrant rhetoric, it’s immigrants
who have actually helped these countries achieve World Cup success. Take
Germany. Without Mesut Ozil—the son of a Turkish guest worker—whose
left-footed zinger against Ghana vaulted Germany to the second round,
the Germans would not only be manifestly less imaginative but long ago
would’ve been back in Deutschland nursing hefeweizen and watching the
rest of the tournament on television. Brazilian-born Cacau has injected
energy into Germany’s attack after securing citizenship last spring. His
striking partner Miroslav Klose was born in Poland as was Lukas Podolski
— and both were stars in Germany’s 2006 World Cup campaign.
In Switzerland, where leading political party, the Union Démocratique du
Centre, has pushed anti-immigrant policy and tried to outlaw the
construction of minarets, Gelson Fernandes, who was born in Cape Verde,
scored the gamewinner against mighty Spain while Congo-born Blaise Nkufo
has provided a consistent, muscular presence up front. And where would
Portugal be without their skillful Brazilian-born trifecta of Pepe the
enforcer, striker Liedson, and midfield stalwart Deco whose play was
pivotal in getting Portugal to South Africa in the first place? Despite
racist wailings from Arizona, the US squad has also benefited from
immigration. Jozy Altidore—who was vital to US success in this World
Cup—has parents who emigrated from Haiti. Altidore regularly wears a
wristband with a Haitian flag on it to acknowledge his heritage — to be
sure, the wristband also has an American flag on it.
Such immigrant success on the World Cup stage has induced a wave of
Orwellian doublethink, with right-wing hyper-nationalists football
aficionados simultaneously holding two contradictory ideas in their
skulls at the same time. Veins bulging from their necks as they root for
the home team, these fans spout xenophobia by day and don the national
team strip by night.

But European reactionaries and conservatives aren’t the only ones
suffering from doublethink. I suffer from it, too, though in a different
sense. I realize South Africa is getting reamed by FIFA, with record
profit outflows leaving the country and extravagant stadium building
prioritized over the basic needs of the citizenry. FIFA and its boosters
have trotted out the standard-issue, trickle-down claptrap used to
rationalize all international sporting extravaganzas. There’s also the
unsavory practice of corporate sponsors fiendishly enforcing their
commercial pole position, hounding ambush marketers as if they were
abject murderers. All together it’s red-card-abominable and I fully
support the dissidents who are marching against these serious injustices.
And yet my heart can’t but help get fully immersed in the ups and downs
of this World Cup. Sure, I love the game of football, but I also believe
football players have the potential to press us collectively toward a
more just society. Terry Eagleton recently wrote, “for the most part
football these days is the opium of the people, not to speak of their
crack cocaine.” The subtle key to that passage is “for the most part.”
In fact, numerous footballers themselves have sliced against this
zeitgeist, engaging in a wide array of charity work. Holland’s Dirk Kuyt
runs a foundation that makes sport more available to the disabled.
Joseph Yobo of Nigeria has done significant social-uplift work with
youth in the Niger Delta, doling out more than 300 educational
scholarships. Fellow Super Eagle Nwanko Kanu runs a foundation for
people with heart ailments.
But charity work is not the same thing as taking a strong, public stand
on controversial issues like immigration or war, let alone engaging in
social-justice activism. Due to the hyper-commercialized nature of
football, players don’t want to alienate sponsors (existing or
potential), aggravate team owners and administrators, or deflect the
venom of fans who screech that they should just shut up and play. It
makes more sense to go the route of David Beckham, becoming a
one-size-fits-all, polysemic athlete who spectators can read in any way
they wish.

Yet I can’t let go of the glimmering hope that footballers could speak
out. You may be mumbling to yourself that the odds of this happening are
about as good as those of French coach Raymond Domenech being named
World Cup Manager of the Year. But players have moved beyond charity
work in the past, with Didier Drogba employing his football acumen as a
platform to help reconcile political factions in the Ivory Coast.
And sportswriter Dave Zirin is right: “Sport is, at the end of the day,
like a hammer. And you can use a hammer to bash someone over the head or
you could use it to construct something beautiful. It's in the way that
you use it.” In these final days of the World Cup, I’ll be relishing the
luscious mélange of teamwork, individual skill, and artistry that only
football can deliver. But I’m also hoping that a big-name footballer
will brandish his socio-political hammer to build something bigger than
himself and indeed bigger than the FIFA World Cup Trophy.
Jules Boykoff is a former professional soccer player who represented the
US Olympic team in international matches. He is an associate professor
of Political Science at Pacific University in Forest Grove, Oregon. He
can be reached at: boykoff@pacificu.edu
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RW Johnson shames himself, disgraces London Review of Books
Kevin Bloom 22 July 2010
If South African author RW Johnson has ever written two consecutive
paragraphs more ill-considered than these, we’d like to read them.
Because the Rhodes Scholar and former director of the Helen Suzman
Foundation has just been labelled a racist by 73 prominent writers and
academics, and he’s got no-one but himself to blame.
On Tuesday 20 July a letter arrived in the inbox of the LRB’s editor,
Mary-Kay Wilmers. It was signed by 73 prominent authors and academics –
some of the more recognisable names included those of Professor Elleke
Boehmer, Professor Patrick Bond, Dr Sean Jacobs, Kwame Kwei-Armah and
Professor Achille Mbembe – and it stated, amongst other things, the
following: “We find it baffling therefore that you continue to publish
work by RW Johnson that, in our opinion, is often stacked with the
superficial and the racist.”
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While the complainants were referring to Johnson’s work in general,
their specific objection was to an article posted on the LRB website
under the title “After the World Cup”. The article appeared on 6 July
and had finally been taken down after 13 days, but the URL of the
vanished post suggested, ominously, that its original title had been
“The Coming of the Baboons”. The New Left Project, under whose aegis the
letter had been sent, kept the offending passages on file.
“We are being besieged by baboons again,” Johnson wrote. “This happens
quite often here on the Constantiaberg mountains (an extension of the
Table Mountain range). Baboons are common in the Cape and they are a
great deal larger than the vervet monkeys I was used to dealing with in
KwaZulu-Natal. They jump onto roofs, overturn dustbins and generally
make a nuisance of themselves; since their teeth are very dirty, their
bite can be poisonous. They seem to have lots of baby baboons – it’s
been a very mild winter and so spring is coming early – and they’re
looking for food. The local dogs don’t like them but appear to have
learned their lesson from the last baboon visit: then, a large
rottweiler attacked the apes, who calmly tore it limb from limb.
“Meanwhile in the squatter camps, there is rising tension as the threat
mounts of murderous violence against foreign migrants once the World Cup
finishes on 11 July. These migrants – Zimbabweans, Malawians, Congolese,
Angolans, Somalis and others – are often refugees and they too are here
essentially searching for food. The Somalis are the most enterprising
and have set up successful little shops in the townships and squatter
camps, but several dozen Somali shopkeepers have already been murdered,
clearly at the instigation of local black shopkeepers who don’t
appreciate the competition. The ANC is embarrassed by it all and has
roundly declared that there will be no such violence. The truth is that
no one knows. The place worst hit by violence in the last xenophobic
riots here was De Doorns and the army moved into that settlement last
week, clearly anticipating trouble. The tension is ominous and makes for
a rather schizoid atmosphere as the Cup itself mounts towards its climax.”
The parallels, according to the New Left Project and the 73 signatories,
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were obvious: African migrants were the “baboons”; black shopkeepers
were the “rottweilers”. Local literary website BookSA appeared to be
first in South Africa with the story, and included in their coverage a
link to an article in the Guardian newspaper published on 21 July, where
Johnson professed his innocence. “I’ve only just arrived back from a
trip in a game reserve and have no knowledge of this,” he wrote in an
email. “I would be astonished at any allegations of racism.”
The LRB, after vacillating for a few days, issued this apology late on
the afternoon of Wednesday 21 July: “We have had a number of complaints
about a post on the LRB blog on 6 July on the grounds that it was
racist. The LRB does not condone racism, nor does the author of the
post, RW Johnson. We recognise that the post was susceptible of that
interpretation and that it was therefore an error of judgment on our
part to publish it. We’re sorry. We have since taken the post down.”
The question readers of the LRB, and all other interested parties, will
now be asking is simple: does the phrase “susceptible of that
interpretation” cut it?
The fact of the matter is that good writers – as Johnson sometimes is,
irrespective of what you make of his politics – deal in analogy. Norman
Mailer once said that the best way to evaluate a piece of prose is to
look at the maturity of the metaphors, and it’s difficult to disagree.
Was Johnson unaware that by writing about baboons and rottweilers in one
paragraph and African migrants and black shopkeepers in the next he was
drawing a comparison? Not likely. Is this a mature or even an acceptable
metaphor? No way in hell.
http://www.thedailymaverick.co.za/section/media

A failure of policing and immigration control
Many Zimbabweans, frightened of xenophobia, are fleeing SA. Should the
state do more to protect immigrants ? And if so, what?
Businessday 28 July 2010

Khehla
Things have to begin with a properly administered immigration system. At
present, most South Africans believe immigration controls have simply
collapsed, with the result that an uncontrolled horde of immigrants is
pouring in.
This frightens people who already feel insecure about their job and
housing situation, and they try to take the law into their own hands to
staunch the flow. It is an exact analogy of lynchings in townships
because of a loss of confidence in the justice system.
So we have to start with a situation where everyone can assume that any
immigrant here is the result of a rational policy decision that takes
into account the interests of locals.
Second, our leaders have to stop pretending that the masses share their
pan-Africanism, in terms of which all Africans are our brothers who are
welcome in SA. In practice, people take a far more restrictive view.
And finally, the government has to enforce the law far more rigorously.
People who attack foreigners are common criminals. But, in fact, people
have also lost confidence in the government’s willingness to do this.
After all, the fences of Ndumo game reserve were torn down months ago
and animals have been hunted and poached and even crops planted in the
reserve but the government does not enforce the law.
Everyone can see that the government is too weak, corrupt and
incompetent to do its job. Xenophobic riots should simply be seen as a
generalised protest against that situation.
Bill
Bill

Xenophobia should be opposed vigorously and stamped out. Together with
its twin evil, racism, it should not be tolerated. Anyone attacking
another for reasons related to the latter’s nationality should be stuck
in jail.
The biggest problem, however, is this: the fount of the refugee chaos is
the government, which has poorly defined immigration laws and has
allowed them to be abused by people who, in essence, are bogus refugees
and scroungers. The vast majority of so-called refugees in SA are
individuals who do not want to put themselves in harm’s way in securing
democracy in their own countries. They are happy for others to do it for
them; this is wrong and should be rejected.
In SA they found a government willing to tolerate the egregious abuse of
laws. Even as the tally of infringements of the law by refugees rises,
the government remains uninterested in acting against people with a
scant respect for the country’s laws.
Khehla
Khehla
It would help enormously if the government were serious about trying to
reduce unemployment. If they were, they would drop black economic
empowerment, relax affirmative action, and repeal the Minerals
Development Act and the labour laws. Job creation would then really take
off.
Second , the government and many nongovernmental organisations believe
in preaching against xenophobia whereas in a democracy they might start
by asking the public for its views on immigration and be prepared to
find they may want no immigration at all — at least until unemployment
is lower.
Third, the Congress of South African Trade Unions is quite right that
the rand should be 50% lower, though it would then also be right to hold

down wages so that job creation would get the full benefit of devaluation.
What is truly ridiculous is to carry out measures that have the effect
of greatly increasing unemployment, allow unlimited immigration and then
criticise a desperate and unemployed local population, which takes
matters into its own hands because the government can’t or won’t govern.
Bill
Bill
Undoubtedly, some of the country’s problems are self-inflicted. In the
face of threats to derail the Fifa World Cup, the state capitulated to
quasi-public-sector unions, which forced increases double the rate of
inflation without offering improved productivity. Emboldened by their
counterparts and the speed with which their alliance partner in
government caved in, core public-sector unions demand similarly high
increases. These unions are unprepared to submit to negotiations their
utter failure to perform their jobs. How rich it is for the South
African Democratic Teachers Union , a union with no known record of any
positive contribution to education, to demand obscene salary increases.
Clearly, citizens reject uncontrolled immigration but the government is
unresponsive and behaviour harmful to all is left to ensue. Everyone
knows that our own brittle ethnic and racial tensions can be ignited
easily. Violence directed at foreigners can easily and without warning
morph into a nasty problem among South Africans. Already in some
localities the balance between groups which have maintained cordial
relations for a while are sorely tested by a sudden influx of
immigrants, who have perturbed what has always been a fine balance. To
get the government to heed calls to control immigration is like trying
to draw water from a rock.
Khehla
Khehla

The question is, of course, why the more alert policing seen during the
World Cup can’t be used against xenophobic criminals now. The country
has been so busy congratulating itself about the World Cup that no one
has asked exactly how things worked. A friend in the security industry
who worked on World Cup security told me that the local organising
committee and the South African Football Association were utterly
hopeless and that much of the real work was done by Fifa and Interpol.
It may also be the case in other areas that an infusion of foreign
energy and expertise was important. Similarly, no one has laid bare how
much of the stadium and infrastructure costs were due to trade union
blackmail.
Meanwhile, we are back where we were. It is almost comical to read
Presidency-inspired reports that Jacob Zuma will “crack the whip” at
ministers and make them sign performance contracts. Why is it that other
cabinets in the world do not rely on written promises by ministers that
they will do their jobs? Meanwhile, the same ministers who have just
been partying at our expense now have the chutzpah to want to be able to
censor newspapers from revealing their spending habits. It comes to a
choice between the constitution and free speech on the one hand and
ministerial self- entitlement on the other. All South Africans know
which way the ministers will jump.
Bill
Bill
The exploding numbers of refugees and immigrants — there are 3-million
from Mozambique alone — is principally a reflection of the dysfunction
into which African countries have been plunged. They must realise that
SA is not exempt yet from sliding into the same hole into which their
countries have fallen. An enduring solution to their plight and for
improving prospects for democracy in SA is to work even harder at
securing democracy in their own countries. However long they remain in
SA, the contribution they can make to consolidate democracy here is

limited; it is not so in their own countries.
What is the point of perishing in xenophobic violence in a squatter camp
in SA instead of risking harm fighting for democracy in Zimbabwe? For
reasons of balanced regional development, the flood of immigration to
one country in the region must be reversed. The sheer numbers of
immigrants also distract from policy priorities in SA.
There is a critical job of policing that must still be mustered.
Refugees, many of whom have broken the law to be here, set this effort
back by constantly interposing their issues, resulting in less than
desirable policing standards, which will eventually pose a threat to
all. A disturbing development that must be stopped forcefully is the
importation of quarrels that often result in violence in SA.
Khehla
http://www.businessday.co.za/articles/Content.aspx?id=116206

Create jobs to stop xenophobia: Prof
SAPA 28 July 2010
Durban - The government should create more jobs, build more houses and
change its foreign policy to end xenophobia, a KwaZulu-Natal academic
said on Wednesday.
“There are three things that the government needs to focus on if they
want to end xenophobia. It would be building houses for people, creating
jobs and changing their foreign policy,” said Professor Patrick Bond of
the Centre for Civil Society at the University of KwaZulu-Natal.
The government had managed to build stadiums for the 2010 World Cup and
it could do the same with job creation.

“More and more refugees from Zimbabwe, Somalia and other parts of Africa
are pouring into South Africa and are creating havoc in the country,” he
said in a telephonic interview after the centre released a 500-page
study on xenophobia over the past decade in the country.
Bond said it was difficult to say whether the xenophobic attacks that
happened in 2008 would recur.
“We simply cannot say, because the sparks that create these infernos of
anger are unpredictable. We do know, however, that the underlying causes
have not changed since 2008, namely unemployment, housing shortages.”
Bond said there were now a million fewer jobs, many more refugees and a
much higher rate of social protest in recent months.
- SAPA

Fight xenophobia, learn from World Cup success, urges Zuma
Politicial Bureau (The Saturday Star) 24 July 2010
President Jacob Zuma has called on ANC leaders to fight xenophobic
tendencies, while asking them to draw lessons from the successful World
Cup to improve service delivery.
Zuma was speaking at the ANC’s national executive committee (NEC)
meeting in Kempton Park. The NEC meeting ends today.
ANC spokesman Jackson Mthembu said that, in his political report, Zuma
had raised the issue of the attacks on foreigners.
“It’s unimaginable that a few days after the World Cup there would be
some people who are turning against their brothers and sisters,” said
Mthembu.
He said service delivery was also uppermost in the discussions now that

the World Cup was over.
“An instruction from the president is that let’s use the experience
we’ve gathered from the World Cup to do things better and smarter, but
also to be the pride that South Africa has been over this World Cup in
terms of service delivery,” said Mthembu.
Zuma made a similar statement when he addressed the media following the
two-day cabinet lekgotla this week. The lekgotla is an expanded meeting
attended by ministers, their deputies, directors-general, premiers and
mayors.
Zuma told reporters at the Union Buildings that the government had drawn
lessons from the World Cup and would focus on 12 crucial areas of
delivery, including education, crime, healthcare, infrastructure
development and housing.
Zuma and his deputy, Kgalema Motlanthe, would closely monitor the
performance of ministers.
Zuma also announced that an anti-corruption task team would be set up to
co-ordinate and streamline the work of law enforcement agencies and
watchdog bodies such as the police and the Hawks with that of the
Treasury’s investigating unit, the Public Protector and the Public
Service Commission.
The World Cup, said Zuma, had offered valuable experience through the
success of the criminal justice system during the tournament.
As a result, he had mandated the justice, crime prevention and security
cluster to create the anti-corruption task team.
Zuma said his ministers were given clear instructions about tasks and
outcomes, and on how to deliver faster on their promises.
Meanwhile, the NEC meeting is also expected to discuss the explosive

issue of divisions within the ANC Youth League.
The youth league battles mirror the polarisation within the ANC’s
leadership as factions fight for control of the party.
The meeting will also finalise the discussion documents for the upcoming
ANC national general council (NGC) meeting in September.
The NGC is a mid-term policy review meeting of the ANC.
The youth league is already pushing for its document on the
nationalisation of mines to be discussed at the NGC.

ANC: Xenophobic attack threats exaggerated
Times LIVE 25 July 2010
The National Executive Committee (NEC) of the African National Congress
(ANC) says the possibility of xenophobic attacks were nothing but
“exaggeration and sensationalism”
Metro police frisk people at the Kya Sand informal settlement, in
northern Johannesburg. Security forces patrolled the area throughout the
night on Wednesday to prevent xenophobic attacks
In a statement released after it’s two-day meeting, the NEC says it
commends the security forces for their intervention in containing the
threat. “The ANC branches were directed to be part of all the efforts to
fight xenophobia,” it says.
The NEC also slammed articles written by Reverend Frank Chikane that
appeared in the Independent Newspapers recently, saying they “purport to
report in a distorted fashion NEC meetings when Chikane was not even
present”.

It is in the character of the ANC to promote freedom of speech and free
circulation of ideas and information within the ANC and broader society.
However, the publication of the Chikane files, especially aspects that
purport to report in a distorted fashion NEC meetings when Reverend
Chikane was not even present, is viewed in a very serious light. We,
therefore, call on our members and our people to be cautious in reading
the Chikane files as they are not a gospel truth of the events that have
unfolded in the recent past,” it says.

We’ve been failed by those bodies meant to serve our republic
On Fire
Pinky Khoabane (Sunday Times) 25 July 2010
Pinky Khoabane: Who will hold government accountable if the institutions
that have been set up under the constitution to provide the necessary
checks and balances are such lame ducks?
Yet another institution created to uphold democracy was in parliament blaming the government for
impeding its work
Whether it’s the Public Protector, the Human Rights Commission, the
Commission for Gender Equality or the Equality Court - all these
institutions that have been created to promote democracy, a culture of
human rights, gender equality and to hold government accountable, have
failed.
This week yet another institution created to uphold democracy and human
rights was in parliament blaming the government for impeding it.
The SA Human Rights Commission was venting its frustration at the
government’s refusal to implement recommendations contained in a report
it had compiled on xenophobia. The report contains recommendations to
various government departments of actions they ought to take in
preventing xenophobic attacks similar to those in 2008. Among these

recommendations is an early warning system.
As early as March, the telltale signs that the commission’s
recommendations would not be taken seriously by the government were
there. The commission had to subpoena the National Intelligence Agency
after it had failed to develop the early warning system.
“We compile some of the reports. We make recommendations. We bring them
here. We write. But no one answers,” the commission’s chairman, Lawrence
Mushwana, said this week.
By “here”, he was referring to the portfolio committee on justice. And
neither body has the power to bite.
But what is interesting is the confidence with which Mushwana had
declared the commission’s readiness to deal with xenophobic attacks this
time around.
On what basis, then, was the commission ready, if his recommendations
had not been implemented?
Mushwana’s frustrations come on the heels of those of the Public
Protector, Thuli Madonsela, who recently bemoaned the government’s
refusal to implement recommendations from her office.
She is reportedly pushing for the establishment of a parliamentary body
which has the teeth to enforce the recommendations her office makes and
to push for legislation which will hold government departments accountable.
Her unhappiness is, once again, levelled at the portfolio committee of
justice, which doesn’t have the authority to enforce her
recommendations. If her proposals are not implemented, there will be a
negative impact on service delivery - which can constitute a violation
of human rights.
After all, it is to her department that the public is supposed to

complain to about public officials who don’t do their work. But what
good does it do if her organisation’s role is to listen, make
suggestions, monitor and fold its arms and wait for the next
presentation to parliament that simply says: “We heard, we saw,
suggested and nothing was done”?
Madonsela recently found that President Jacob Zuma had violated the
executive ethics code by failing to disclose his financial interests on
time. What has not been widely reported is the fact that she had found
there was merit in the president’s concern regarding the lack of clarity
in the act.
While I accept that at the heart of the problem is the absence of
legislation enabling these institutions to enforce their
recommendations, these organisations must take responsibility for
failing to raise public awareness and for ensuring that ordinary
citizens access their services.
With the exception of a few - and here I’m referring to the Democratic
Alliance, Afriforum and a few white people - how many of us mere mortals
know how the office of the Public Protector or the Human Rights
Commission operate? How many of us know where the offices are, what
cases they take on and how we reach them?
Apart from high-profile cases - such as the ones against Zuma and the
plethora of cases against Julius Malema lodged in the Equality Court and
Human Rights Commission - we have no idea how to access these bodies,
whose role is to investigate alleged improper conduct by state agencies
or officials and uphold human rights and equality.
When last did you hear of the Commission for Gender Equality? Who in
government or any political parties have you heard complain about the
disappearance of this body? If the Human Rights Commission and the
Equality Court were effective, would they not be swamped with cases of
racial discrimination in a country that remains as racist as ours?

These institutions need teeth and the will to serve all of South
Africa’s communities if they are to truly uphold democracy.
After all, democracy is not for a chosen few. It is for all.

Police to remain in Kya Sand
Eyewitness News 25 july 2010
Gauteng police said on Friday they will continue to maintain a presence
in Kya Sand this weekend.
The area has been the scene of violence against foreigners earlier in
the week. The army was called in to quell tensions in the area and
restore calm.
Several immigrants were attacked in their shacks. Twelve people were
subsequently arrested.
The police’s Govindsamy Mariemuthoo said officers will stay in the area.
“We have deployed police personnel to patrol the area and maintain law
and order. We have done this the whole week and continue to have a
police presence until stability returns to the area,” he said.
(Edited by Deshnee Subramany)

Call for xeno symposium
Voice of the Cape 24 July 2010
The South African Human Rights Commission (SAHRC) is planning to look at
the various issues fuelling xenophobia in the country. The announcement
was made by the chairperson of the SAHRC, Advocate Lawrence Mushwana,

during a briefing by the body to the Portfolio Committee on Justice and
Constitutional Development this week. The commission was briefing the
committee on its report into the 2008 xenophobic attacks which took
place during May.
“Already we are planning to continue with symposiums to deal with issues
of xenophobia, discrimination and associated intolerance. We will
intensify these plans with the emergence of the xenophobic attacks as we
have seen flare up in recent weeks. We are trying to accelerate it in
particular to make sure that in the symposium you have different views
that which will look at what the root causes of the xenophobic attacks
are and to find out what it is that we need to do to stop these
attacks,” said Mushwana.
He added that it may be appropriate for the country to have a function
to honour those countries who gave refuge to anti-apartheid activist. “I
indicated during my presentation to the committee that during
deliberations with various stakeholders last week it emerged that we as
a country after our independence in 1994 never had a formal function to
thank those neighboring countries in helping us gain independence. The
function does not have to be big,” he said.
Causes
Concerns were raised by the Chairperson of the Committee, Abel
Ramathlohodi as well committee members that the report by the SAHRC did
not reflect the root causes of the xenophobic violence. However,
Mushwana said they were unable to determine what exactly the motivation
behind the 2008 attacks and the rumours of xenophobic violence which is
currently doing the rounds.
“We as a commission were mainly investigating the impunity of the
xenophobic violence. In others word people who were committing crime
without any form of punishment or arrests. There are other NGO’s and
Universities looking into the causes in addition to the HSRC,” said
Mushwana.

He added that criminality is playing a role in the looting of various
shops owned by foreign nationals in the townships. Mushwana said they
also need to look at why only foreign nationals are being targeted
especially since it is becoming evident that there are various
socio-economic factors which have an impact on the violence against
foreign nationals. Furthermore, one does not hear about acts of
xenophobia taking place in leafy suburbs like Sandton. He said it is
mainly found in informal settlements and townships.
Media
When asked if he thought the media had played a role in fuelling
xenophobic violence Mushwana replied that it would not be fair to say
that the media had played that role. “I don’t think it would be fair to
say that the media played a role. One has to realize that the media has
a responsibility to inform the public about what has happening. The
media cannot keep quiet about what is happening.
“But during a meeting with our stakeholders particularly when we met
with the ambassadors and high commissioners from the different African
countries they did express the view that it would appear that the media
fuelled this violence, because they went on as if they were inciting
people to act on these rumours. But it cannot be said that it is the
media that caused this. However the unfortunate thing is that whether it
is the media or the people fueling the violence, no one is able to tell
you exactly who is behind it,” said Mushwana. VOC (Dorianne Arendse)

Foreigners want army to stay:South Africans also feel safer since soldiers arrived
SIPHO MASONDO 22 July 2010
Foreigners living in a northern Johannesburg informal settlement are
pleading with the army to stay for at least a month so that they can
continue "sleeping peacefully".
TAKING NO PRISONERS: Metro police frisk people at the Kya Sand informal

settlement, in northern Johannesburg. Security forces patrolled the area
throughout the night on Wednesday to prevent xenophobic attacks Picture:
LEBOHANG MASHILOANE

The army moved into the Kya Sands settlement on Tuesday after attacks on
both foreigners and South Africans. Tuck shops and shacks were plundered
on Sunday and Monday.
The Times spent a night in the township this week, and found Zimbabwean
Tshepo Sithole too frightened to contemplate living in the area without
the army to protect him.
"The minute they leave, we will be attacked. We are scared, but we feel
a bit safe in the presence of the army. The police are useless. People
attack in their presence," he said.
Sithole was repairing the door and window of his shack after attackers
smashed them with an axe on Sunday night.
Earlier that day, he and his brother, Melusi, heard that attacks were
being planned.
"We rushed my brother's pregnant girlfriend into safety. We were gone
for 10 minutes and when we came back we found our shacks had been broken
into," he said.
But police disturbed the looters, who fled empty-handed.
On Wednesday night, more than 30 army, police, and Johannesburg metro
police vehicles, including armoured personnel carriers and ambulances,
parked on the only stretch of tarred road outside the settlement.
Teams of heavily armed soldiers, SAPS and metro police officers
patrolled the area and searched anyone who aroused their suspicions.

The sprawling shanty town of Kya Sands is home to thousands of
Zimbabweans and Mozambicans. They share communal taps and toilets, and
there is no electricity. The lack of tarred roads means police and
soldiers have difficulty getting to trouble spots.
On Wednesday night, the acrid stench of stale water, excrement, alcohol,
and smoke from coal stoves filled the air.
Residents peeped through windows and doors as police and soldiers
carried out searches.
After 10pm, officers ordered everyone to extinguish their outdoor fires
and move indoors.
"You mustn't plan mischief there! Go indoors, it's late, it's our time
now!" yelled a police officer to a group of young men.
South African shack dweller Kabelo Molejane said more than 60% of Kya
Sands residents are foreigners who came to the country in search of a
better life.
"Do you not find it strange that, in South Africa, you find communities
whose residents outnumber South Africans? We do not hate foreigners, but
Home Affairs must just make sure that they are well documented so that
we know where they are and what they are doing," he said.
Before dawn, nervous Zimbabwean Alex Mthembu said all they were asking
for was protection.
"We have children here and back home, and we are only trying to make a
living," he said.

Few Mozambicans fear xenophobia
JOHANNES MYBURGH 22 July 2010

MAPUTO - His car parked just across the Mozambican border, Pedro
Matsinhe rested a while before continuing his journey to Maputo.
“I am not afraid of the attacks,” he said, while sipping a beer. His
wife and two sons nodded in agreement.
The 45-year-old has lived in Soweto, Johannesburg with his family for
the past 10 years. Unconcerned with reports of imminent xenophobic
violence, the mechanic had simply returned to Mozambique for a short
family visit.
Just a few days before, some shops in Cape Town’s townships had been
burned and looted on July 11, the day of the Soccer World Cup final.
Hundreds fled to police stations. Last weekend 16 people were injured in
attacks in the Kya Sands township outside Johannesburg. A Mozambican
woman was also raped, according to reports.
The attacks seemed to confirm rumours earlier this year that there would
be a flare-up of xenophobic violence in South Africa after the World Cup.
In May 2008, 62 people were killed and 150,000 displaced in attacks
which targeted mainly foreign migrants workers. Thousands of people lost
their possessions either through looting or having to leave them behind.
The “Burning Man”, as Mozambican national Ernesto Nhamuave became known,
became the symbol of the attacks when he burnt to death after being
doused with petrol and set alight.
At the time the inaction of former president Thabo Mbeki’s government
came under much criticism.
This time, however, the South African National Defence force is
patrolling sensitive areas. President Jacob Zuma also set up an
interministerial committee to investigate the attacks.

Yet South African authorities’ response had a “split personality”,
according to Dr Loren Landau, head of Wits University’s Forced
Migrations Studies Programme.
“On the one side they are serious. The military was called in. On the
other they say it’s criminal, an active plot to steal South Africa’s
glory after the ŠWorldÆ Cup.”
Hundreds of the estimated three million Zimbabweans in South Africa have
streamed across the border since last week. The country’s Movement for
Democratic Change party claimed hundreds of distressed Zimbabweans had
called it. Shelters were also put up at the Beit Bridge border post,
South Africa’s main crossing with Zimbabwe.
Mozambique’s foreign affairs minister branded the attacks “a serious
threat”. Media reports carried headlines about the xenophobic threats
that “have become a reality”.
However, Mozambican migrant workers are staying put, with movement
through the border even lower than usual.
“There is little movement,” Mozambique’s Komatipoort border post head
Orlando Cossa told Sapa.
“I don’t know why, but it’s lower.”
An estimated 60,000 Mozambicans work in South Africa’s mines and on
farms. Around 1270 Mozambican nationals returned home through
Komatipoort a day in the first half of July. This figure stayed the same
even after Mozambicans were attacked at Kya Sands, said Cossa. During
the 2008 violence, up to 4000 Mozambicans crossed the border in one day.
Among those who did return, it was hard to find someone who were afraid
of renewed violence.
“The Mozambicans aren’t anxious,” said Aida Margarida Moneres, 23, who
had visited her husband in Witbank. “My husband is very calm. Even now

he won’t come.”
Many Mozambicans expressed their faith in the South African authorities’
handling of the issue.
“The South African government took steps to prevent the attacks,” said
Pedro Matsinhe.
“I believe things have changed... In 2008 Mbeki was surprised. Now there
is a lot of info.”
Landau disagrees. Since 2008 authorities have not addressed the root
problems that caused the attacks in the first place.
“Government has not been successful in addressing xenophobia. They seem
unwilling to realise that it is rooted in the local population.
“The South African identity has an ‘us’ versus ‘them’ aspect,” he
continued, something authorities have been avoiding since the end of the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission in 1998.
Yet Landau does not think violence will escalate as it did two years ago.
“There will be some violence to keep the threat credible. But the threat
will just be there. It will always be there.”
- Sapa

Govt slack in tackling xenophobia: Mushwana
INet Bridge, Sapa, 22 July 2010
A slack response from state departments on tackling xenophobic violence
is 'frustrating' the SA Human Rights Commission, says Lawrence Mushwana.

Govt slack in tackling xenophobia: Mushwana
A slack response from government departments on tackling xenophobic
violence is "frustrating" the SA Human Rights Commission (SAHRC), its
chairman Lawrence Mushwana told MPs on Wednesday.
Mushwana told Parliament's portfolio committee on justice that
government departments had simply not responded to the recommendations
contained in a xenophobia report released by the SAHRC in March.
"When the report was launched all various departments were there," he said.
"They made an undertaking that in a month's time they were going respond.
"They were going to tell us what steps they were taking to implement
some of the recommendations so that come another outbreak of xenophobia,
we would be ready.
"But we had to write every time. It was only in my last attempt during
June, that was when we started receiving the first response.
"This makes things difficult for us." Mushwana said the commission's
task was to check whether the government had "put systems in place" to
prevent an outbreak of xenophobic violence similar to 2008, but that the
responses had been apathetic.
"We compile some of the reports. We make recommendations. We bring them
here. We write. But no one answers."
Mushwana said he had asked one director general to provide feedback on
the SAHRC's recommendations, but he was still waiting.
"When I briefed the security cluster last week, I raised the same issue.
"One minister complained that some of the recommendations don't relate
to her department.

"I said your DG who attended the launch of the report raised the same
issue. We called upon the person to write to us, but up to today nothing
has come.
"It is frustrating on our part. We can only monitor. We check what
government has done."
Mushwana, who was in Parliament to present the SAHRC's xenophobia report
to the committee, said the largest problem the government faced was in
determining the causes of violence against foreigners.
"Until we know what is causing, we will not be able to solve it," he said.

Xenophobia downplayed, but government quietly taking it seriously
THE government may have chosen to deny the existence of xenophobic
violence but was better prepared for it than in 2008.
WILSON JOHWA Business Day 22 July 2010
THE government may have chosen to deny the existence of xenophobic
violence but was better prepared for it than in 2008, says Gerald Kraak,
South African head of the US foundation Atlantic Philanthropies.
After the 2008 attacks it commissioned a study whose authors ascribed
xenophobic tension in SA to the lack of social and economic transformation .
Yesterday, Mr Kraak said that despite blaming criminals for the attacks
on foreigners, the authorities were better prepared than they were two
years ago, when 62 people were killed in attacks on foreigners.
“This time, even though they publicly play down xenophobia, they take it
seriously,” he said yesterday.
His comments came after reports that Doctors Without Borders — better

known by its French name Medecins San Frontieres (MSF) — had moved into
Kya Sands township in Johannesburg, the scene of clashes between
foreigners and locals on Monday night.
MSF had been working in central Johannesburg and in Musina, providing
Zimbabweans seeking refuge in SA with medical care and mental- health
services.
At least 16 people, mostly foreigners, have been attacked during the
past two days and about 12 people were arrested in connection with
xenophobic skirmishes.
The Consortium for Refugees and Migrants in SA welcomed the arrests but
said there was a need to assess the situation so that violence did not
erupt again as soon as the law enforcement authorities left .
In Parliament, Lawrence Mushwana, of the South African Human Rights
Commission, spoke of the difficulties the commission faced in trying to
get responses from the government on a report it had compiled on the
2008 attacks, and how to prevent them from happening again.
He said some government departments had responded by saying it had
nothing to do with them. “We compile some of the reports. We make
recommendations. We bring them here. We write. But no one answers,” said
Mr Mushwana.
“Until we know what is causing (this), we will not be able to solve it…
Is it crime? Is it xenophobia? What is the thinking behind it? They are
here to take our jobs? Is it socio-economic?” he asked.
Meanwhile, the satirical website Hayibo.com lampooned the government’s
approach to the attacks.
Quoting fictional Zimbabwean car guard “Scapegoat Mawhiri”, it wrote:
“Now that I know that they were just criminals and not xenophobes, my
ruptured eyeball feels much better.

“When they come for me again on Friday night I will greet them with a
cheery ‘Hello Africa, tell me how you doin’!’ and then reflect on the
wonders of ubuntu while they stand on my head and carry off my chestfreezer.” With Sapa
johwa@bdfm.co.za

HSRC: Statement by Udesh Pillay, Human Sciences Research Council
spokesperson, on xenophobia, service delivery and the social legacy of
the 2010 World Cup (22/07/2010)
Creamer Media Reporter Statements 22 July 2010
Recent allegations of xenophobic attacks on foreigners have the
potential to undermine South Africa's constitutional democracy and the
social legacy of the 2010 World Cup. If government does not act swiftly
and decisively - after sound diagnostic analysis - this unique moment
could potentially be lost, says Dr Udesh Pillay, who heads up the
Democracy, Governance and Service Delivery research programme at the
Human Sciences Research Council (HSRC), in the following statement:
The recent World Cup provided South Africa with a unique opportunity to
deliver on its development mandate a united and more reconciled nation.
The sense of pride and patriotism that the event engendered, and the
opportunity that was seemingly maximised for nation-building,
constituted a sound platform to address our development challenges in a
spirit of goodwill and common intent. President Zuma has affirmed this
on numerous occasions.
However, service delivery unrest a day after the event, followed by a
wave of alleged xenophobic attacks, have somewhat undermined this
impetus. If government does not act swiftly and decisively - after sound
diagnostic analysis - this unique moment could potentially be lost.
Equally, challenges around job creation, poverty mitigation, crime and

corruption - likely to again prominently feature on the national agenda
now that the World Cup is over - will require government to act with
resolve and determination. Bold and unambiguous leadership will be required.
While the reasons for the alleged xenophobic attacks are many and
complex, they are in essence about a competition over scarce resources
like basic services, jobs, livelihoods and houses. If in our townships
and informal settlements impoverished and destitute local residents
co-exist geographically with foreigners who have access to jobs,
services and entrepreneurial opportunities, the potential for violent
attacks on foreigners increases.
This is compounded by the fact that South Africans - because of our
political history perhaps - often practice a form of exclusionary
(rather than super-ordinate) African nationalism. It is often the case
that South Africans feel superior to our African counterparts,
engendering a process of psychological categorisation along the way.
Whether the alleged attacks are xenophobic in nature, or random criminal
incidents, in order to protect our young constitutional democracy and
sustain the World Cup momentum, the government needs to put in place
immediate strategies for intervention and/or mitigation. At the same
time the government should fast-tracks the roll-out of basic services,
accelerate job creation, put more effective measures in place to
mitigate poverty, upgrades informal settlements and creates livelihood
opportunities.
Relative deprivation is at the root of the problem and 15 years later,
we have yet to make sufficient inroads in addressing these challenges.
For residents who continue at each election to give government a
resounding mandate to deliver this must be very frustrating and a source
of much anger. Foreigners then become a soft target.

Analysis: Xenophobia, a sign of our own deep failure

Daily Maverick 22 July 2010
It’s easy to claim that xenophobia, that any attacks or attitudes
against people who are foreign-born, is due to events beyond our
control. The fact is, the attitudes and events we’re seeing now are
caused very much by events we can control. In short, xenophobic
attitudes only exist because we’re stuffing up.
Xenophobia often has its roots in pseudo-facts, in things people claim
to be true, but often are not. An example, many Britons think
immigration should be limited because their country is becoming too
crowded - too many people are arriving on their little island. In fact,
while Britain does gain a few more people every year, it’s a very
negligible number. It sounds contrary to popular opinion, but when you
take into account how many Brits there are in Australia, the US, Spain
and New Zealand, it starts to make sense. In South Africa it’s often
claimed that “millions” of Zimbabweans are living here illegally. We
simply don’t know how many.
There’s another corollary to all of this. In the UK attitudes against
immigrants began to harden in the late 1990s for two reasons. The
immigrants were Muslim and thus publicly identifiable, that is they
looked different and were easy to identify as “they”, and because of a
huge IT disaster at the British home office. When the administration
decided to computerise a paper-based process for deciding asylum claims,
thousands of people were left outside the system. Because EU human
rights law forbade Britain from just throwing them out, a public
perception grew that there were hundreds of thousands of people
illegally in the country. That simply wasn’t true.
In South Africa, a very similar thing has happened. Because our home
affairs department has been so incompetent for so long, it’s difficult
to know who’s here legally and who’s not. While that really shouldn’t
matter when it comes to plotting violence (in that all violence is
wrong), in the minds of those of an anti-foreigner state of mind, it
strengthens their case.

At the same time, because of government policies, because our elected
officials haven’t thought this through properly, foreigners have been
treated as, well, foreigners. Not as people, not as people like us who
just look and speak differently. This sort of thing starts with legal
definitions. Like the Race Registration Act, once you start saying that
legally this person is different to that person, you lay the basis for
discrimination, legal and otherwise. You would have thought this
government would have learnt that lesson from history.
Around the world, when the going gets tough it’s those with get up and
go, with education and resources, who are the first to leave a place.
And that’s definitely happened in Zimbabwe, which has lost its educated
middle classes. Some have gone to the UK, but many have come here. And
yes, it’s true that when they move into Alexandra and are able to make
more money than South Africans, resentment builds. As deputy president
Kgalema Motlanthe observed during the first “outbreak” of xenophobia in
2008, Alex was always the place where this would happen “because you
have so many people living so close together, from so many different
places”. He should know, he grew up there.
But there’s another aspect to this. These people move to Alex first
because it’s cheap and close to work. But they’re forced to stay there
because they cannot do the kind of work for which they’re qualified.
South Africa has copied some of the worst mistakes of European
countries. Asylum seekers are allowed in, but not allowed to work. And
in a country with a skills crisis, that’s just stupid. Think about how
it is that so many job applicants will be expected to provide proof of
South African citizenship. Or how no one even blushes when top jobs like
that of national rugby coach or the head of the SABC are advertised with
the proviso that “only South Africans need apply”. What you are left
with are waiters who can diagnose that your spectacles are too weak, or
a gardener who should be doing your company’s books. A lack of skills is
a handbrake on the economy. Instead of allowing skills to move into our
country, we’ve only allowed people in. Sorta stupid, don't you think?

The fact is that, if we’re honest, we have tolerated a culture that
holds that “from here good, not from here bad”. It runs very, very deep.
From the fact that illegal immigrants are called ATMs by our police
officers, because of the ease with which they can shake them down for a
bribe or they’ll “lose” their papers, to the way we all know the people
we pass with stitches in their eyes at robots are foreign. We all know,
that to paraphrase that well-known foreign-born Cape prime minister,
Cecil John Rhodes: To be born South African is to win first prize in
life. Even the phrase “illegal immigrants” is an indication of how deep
this rubbish runs.
And yet if you stop for a moment, is there any logical reason, any
rational grounds to say that someone who was born in a different
geographic space to someone else should have fewer rights? Aren’t they
called human rights for a reason? There really is no basis to say that
some people qualify for this or that because they have a certain piece
of paper. Anyone arguing otherwise is simply a chauvinist, and yes, we
are saying that means they’re prejudiced.
Xenophobia is a headache for everyone. It shows up the huge problems in
our society. It demonstrates the very real anger there is on our
streets. Like “service delivery” protests, it’s really about something
else. It’s about a population which has run out of patience, a
population which has lost hope. It’s about the lack of real change to
their lives. It’s about how there is no other way to draw attention to
their own suffering.
Xenophobia in South Africa is a sign that our politics, our very
democracy itself, is failing.
By Stephen Grootes
(Grootes is an Eyewitness News reporter)
Thursday 22 July, 2010

Call for special courts in xenophobia cases
Natasha Prince (Staff Reporter) 22 July 2010
The South African Human Rights Commission (SAHRC) has recommended that
the government set up special courts to deal with xenophobia-related cases.
The commission made this recommendation to Parliament's portfolio
committee on justice and constitutional development yesterday when it
presented its findings on research into the aftermath of the 2008
xenophobic attacks.
It recommended ways of dealing with similar incidents in the future.
The national report is titled "Report on the rule of law, justice and
impunity: institutional responses to the 2008 violence against
non-nationals".
It was based on information gathered in Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal and the
Western Cape, and focused on how "impunity undermines the rule of law".
In the Western Cape, the research was conducted in Masiphumelele.
Among the critical issues listed by the SAHRC's Joyce Tlou was the need
for special dedicated courts, "like the ones we had for the World Cup".
Tlou told the Cape Argus that it was merely a recommendation which could
assist in the event of another violent xenophobic outbreak similar to
the attacks of May 2008.
A hotline, including a widely publicised central number people could
call, was recommended to assist as an early warning system.
The report found that victims of xenophobia had not received proper
justice because there were so few convictions related to the attacks.

The report said cases related to the 2008 attacks were hindered by
delays brought on by case flow management, a shortage of investigators,
reduced forensic and court capacity, as well as a lack of available
interpreters.
It also found that there was a poor relationship between the affected
communities, police and the judicial system.
Confidence in the system was undermined because the police were seen as
unresponsive, with some of them being labelled corrupt and co-operative
with local criminals.
Tlou said that the accusations levelled against police were "dangerous"
because they diminished confidence in the police.
The report also noted that foreigners raised incidences of misconduct
among police.
"Although individuals raised it, when we followed it up no cases were
opened (with the Independent Complaints Directorate)."
The report also found that:
# Reintegration of those displaced did "not occur consistently, or
sustainably", and was not adequately monitored.
# Some progress was made in light of possible future attacks, but effort
needed to be made to maintain the progress.
# Security forces were not able to stop the attacks from spreading
before people were displaced and property destroyed.
The commission recommended that the police and the SA Defence Force
develop guidelines for future co-operative service.
They said there was a need for police to "boost deployment of back-up

units in social conflict situations".
* This article was originally published on page 9 of Cape Argus on
July 22, 2010

OTHER WAYS of writing and reading our times
Thoughtleader Tinyiko Sam Maluleke 22 July 2010
I could die soon…
There is no strange car with tinted windows tailing my red Toyota. No
tall and burly mafioso tracking my movements. My telephone has not been
bugged (I hope). None of my three dogs have been slain and hung by my
gate. No one, save my few friends and small family, know who I am and
where I live. Like most people, I am famous among my friends. I have not
arranged with anyone for assistance with my own death. To the best of my
knowledge, nothing of significance stands to be gained or inherited from
my premature death. My last physical fight — in which I was so
thoroughly panel beaten I had to withdraw from society for a week — was
when I was at primary school. Since then, the organs most useful for the
fights I have been drawn into have all been located above my shoulders.
A few times, I have, owing to my very argumentative nature, been
threatened with physical harm by people who would be so upset with me
they would not care to listen to any more of my explanations. At such
times I have always chosen the tried and tested survival strategy of the
weak, which is to run. You should see me sprint! Caster would be proud
of me.
And yet in recent times I have had more reason to be worried about
physical harm to the point of fearing for my life. I read a newspaper
column on xenophobia recently by Jacob Dlamini whose fame includes the
book Native Nostalgia. His newspaper article “ANC fiddles while
xenophobic sentiment swirls” made me realise, once again, how vulnerable
I and my offspring are to death by any of the killing methods used to

eliminate non-South African Africans. Before you suspect me of strange
job-stealing habits, mysterious muti-inspired entrepreneurship abilities
or unpalatable bodily odours, let me hasten to say that I am as South
African as anyone born in Soweto of parents and great grandparents whose
parents hail from no country other than the beloved South Africa.
And yet I have a serious handicap, a grave disadvantage and a “dark
secret”. I am Mutsonga — a so-called “Shangaan”. I speak Xitsonga also
called “Shangaan” — “Shangaan” having become a dangerous, pejorative
term of stigma. Dlamini tells of how he recently witnessed two South
Africans verbally abusing a Mozambican and telling him to go back home.
Dlamini then warned that these South Africans could face arrest. But his
interlocutors assured him not to worry since the police were themselves
— and I quote him — “just as fed up with the Shangaans which is an
omnibus term for a foreigner in Katlehong regardless of whether a
foreigner speaks Shangaan or not” — end of quote.
For obvious reasons, I have been trying hard to understand the logic of
South African anti-Shangaanism in particular and South African
xenophobia in general. The warped and dangerous logic works like this.
If you are “Shangaan” it is assumed that you are a Mozambican. If you
are originally from Mozambique, it is assumed that you are “Shangaan”.
And yet not all Mozambicans are “Shangaans” and not all “Shangaans” are
Mozambican. Yet, if you are “Shangaan” you join the swelling lower ranks
of humanity — the ugly, the bad, the dull, the dirty and the suspect —
alongside “your like” are the Nigerians, Zimbabweans, Congolese, Somalis
and others. For these “lower-ranked humans” there are several collective
terms. Sometimes they are all called “Shangaans” collectively. At other
times they are called “Makwerekwere” or “Grigambas” — terms probably
meant to depict the “noises” these people make instead of speaking
“normal” languages.
But how has it come about that being a so-called “Shangaan”, a person of
Mozambican, Zimbabwean or Malawian origin (whether you are a naturalised
South African or not) is rendered one less than human? As a youngster
growing up in Soweto I suffered grave verbal and physical abuse for no

other reason than being “Shangaan”. I have suffered even from some of my
best and presumably enlightened friends!
To see these sentiments returning with deadly consequences after 1994
has been one of the most depressing and frightful things for me. Of the
more than 60 recorded deaths in the 2008 xenophobic attacks, up to a
third were South Africans and many of those were so-called “Shangaans”.
Clearly this phenomenon is one of the legacies of apartheid’s racial and
ethnic classification. For this reason the “Shangaans” and the
“Kwerekweres” are identifiable not only by their inability to “speak”
but by their “looks” as well — very dark, “primitive” and most unkempt.
These sentiments are of course a load of nonsense. But these have become
more than nonsensical sentiments. They are dangerous. And the police —
as Dlamini warns in his article — are not always helpful. How many times
have we heard of police turning a blind eye when a “Grigamba” is
attacked? How many times have we heard of the police arresting South
Africans and sending them back to Zimbabwe or Mozambique just because
they looked too black to be South African?
And so having escaped death in the Soweto unrest of 1976; having
survived a particularly bad and brutal beating by apartheid police;
having worked long and hard with the banned, the wanted and the
“terrorists” of yesteryear — at grave personal risk in Namakgale
(Phalaborwa) — and having led and survived the rough ungovernability of
Tembisa (in the East Rand) in the 1980s, I could finally meet my death soon.
I will be walking down a street in Zone 4 Meadowlands, Soweto — place of
my birth and youth. Or will it be in Ivory Park where my brother lives?
It could be in Tembisa where I have many friends and family. It will
start with a small group of youngsters standing on a street corner. When
they see me coming, they will start chanting. “Shangaan! Shangaan!
Shangaan!” That code word will be enough to summon other xenophobes to
emerge. And how will they know that I am “Shangaan”? Because of the way
I walk? The way I run? The way I smell? The shape of my nose and the
tone of my skin? My inability to speak Zulu and Afrikaans properly? But
I speak all eleven of South Africa’s languages, I will shout. I will

tell them of my wonderful contributions to academia, to the communities.
The kids I have put through school, schools I have helped found and
school-governing bodies I have chaired. Who will listen to me?
I see the growing crowd encircling me, baying for my blood, buoyed by
the chilling soundtrack of “Shangaan” chants in the background. Will I
kneel before my killers? Will I plead for my life like the necklace
victims of the 1980s? Will I feel the thud of the first brick bumping
off my thick “Shangaan” skull? Will I sneeze when the smell of petrol
rises up my “Shangaan” nostrils as they pour it over me in preparation
for the inevitable? Will I make a last-ditch effort to escape — dashing
through the crowd like a mad bull — only to invite a rain of kicks,
stabs and beatings? Eventually, engulfed in a vibrant, flaming fire, I
will do the Ernesto dance — the death dance of the Mozambican man who
was burnt to death in May 2008.
Xenophobia is not a threat against foreigners. It is a threat against
me, and you. It threatens the very foundations of our country and our
shared humanity.

Xenophobia: Yet another threat to the power of myths
Jazmin Acuna and Kindiza Ngubeni (Thoughtleader) 22 July 2010
Violence in society is like a crack in a mirror. The crack distorts the
image of us, and we become ambiguous. Un-unified. Like the mirror’s
crack, violence destroys the fabric that unites people, thus eliminating
the possibility of togetherness. South African history speaks at length
of the harm that divisions cause, and when sustained with violence, the
damage is often irreversible. Yet, when one thinks that the lesson
should have been learned, we find ourselves surrounded by fear and
suspicion of threats of attacks against the newest enemy on the menu:
foreigners. Puzzled, we wonder what turns ordinary people into killers.
Again we overhear people bringing up the “culture of violence” argument,
which, if not outright misleading, is only partially true at best.

Beyond this type of justification for any outburst of violence in this
country, there lies an unexplored driving force that allows people to
commit the most heinous acts against equals: myths. “Before we make war
or weapons, we make an idea of the enemy”, suggests Sam Keen, the
narrator of the film Faces of the Enemy. Indeed, Sam. Indeed.
Myths serve multiple purposes. They can rally some people behind ideas
of a common identity as much as they can trigger others to engage in
violence to avenge their sense of disentitlement. As of today, myths
about foreigners and the attacks themselves have (mis)informed people in
South Africa and marred a better picture of reality. For instance, when
the media frames the attacks as solely xenophobic, the violent targeting
of South Africans is misrecognised. Arbitrarily, certain stories are
chosen to make generalisations of the situation of thousands of migrants
in this country. South Africans, who, day in and day out, fought in the
struggle for liberation from apartheid, find themselves scrapping for
work in the volatile neoliberal market. In the middle of the evening
dark, frustrated and angry that another empty day will come to dash any
hope of a better future, South Africans wonder: Why? While enduring the
Johannesburg cold of mid-July, without electricity and running water,
they envisage a scope of possibilities that look anything but promising.
More questions. No answers. The intoxicating euphoria of 1994 has been
replaced by an emasculating sense of betrayal. And in this rough scheme
of circumstances, the strange foreigner comes to steal jobs, wives,
houses, dignities. The success of one Ethiopian is the reason for the
failure of all unemployed South Africans, so the myth goes. It spreads.
Like fire, it spreads and it kills.
Amid passersby’ whispers commenting on the-have-you-heard-of story of
the day, the news headlines foretelling the doomed future and the
impromptu talks of talks about talks among stakeholders and
over-empowered officials, little has been said about some key issues at
stake that can demystify the mystified. The linkages among people
involved in the attacks transgress the very national boundaries that are
accused as the main cause of violence. Reality check: South Africans
that engage in violent attacks against foreigners have more in common

with those they attack than with those that they choose in the ballots.
South Africans, Zimbabweans or Mozambicans in squatter camps and
townships are equally the victims of a negligent system that denies them
basic rights. When listening to the concerns and demands of the sides
involved in the 2008 attacks, one can see that their worries have common
ground: the pressing desire to live a better life, a desire that cannot
be taken away from anybody on accounts of race, gender or nationality.
Some would argue that the South African state is unable to provide for
all. However, asking the question of why migrants come to this country
in the first place can unpack a whole new set of issues that must be
addressed. While South Africans enjoy their well-deserved political
freedoms, many also choose to remain blissfully ignorant of the
situation in neighbouring Zimbabwe, forgetting that only decades ago
Zimbabwe had an important role in bringing down the minority government
in South Africa. While Robert Mugabe stubbornly holds on to his seat of
power, it should come as no surprise that hundreds decide to cross the
borders every day to escape a (mis)rule that should have expired years
ago. Whether South Africa has a role in the political situation of
Zimbabwe is open to endless discussion, but the political affairs of a
country affect the social, and social issues defy imagined national
boundaries. The Zimbabwean that reaches the streets of Johannesburg or
Cape Town has a story to tell that resonates with the same feelings of
disempowered South Africans whose dream of the rainbow nation has not
been fulfilled. Perhaps the time has come to start speaking the human
rights’ language that permeates the 1996 Constitution for what it is:
human. Given its history and as the most powerful country on the
continent, South Africa has the responsibility to protect what is human
through all means available. The problems of Zimbabweans are the
problems of South Africans, and this is no myth.
Once we challenge the myths that fuel the violence, we realise that
foreigners and nationals who are victims of attacks are only scapegoats.
In a way, it is in the best interests of those in power that the “poor
peoples’ conflict” on the streets remains. The sensationalist momentum
of xenophobia takes the spotlight away from officials’ utter inability

to deliver their promises. It is about time we change the lenses through
which we view the violence that takes place in this country. It is the
myths that are killing us and taking us further way from fighting the
right fight — a fight, nonetheless, that will no longer be resolved with
violence. For when it comes to violence, no space should be allowed for
ambiguity, contextualisation or hesitance. This fight requires we uplift
South Africa’s democracy, which will only occur with appropriate
grassroots participation of those today lost in a myopic, myth-driven
struggle.
# Jazmin Acuna and Kindiza Ngubeni are with the peacebulding programme
at the Centre for the Study of Violence and Reconciliation in Johannesburg

Call xenophobia by its right name: When is a xenophobic attack not a xenophobic attack?
When it happens in SA.
DENZIL TAYLOR Business Day 22 July 2010
When is a xenophobic attack not a xenophobic attack? When it happens in SA.
Mozambique is calling the recent attacks on foreigners in SA by its name
— so too is Zimbabwe, Malawi and a few other African countries. They are
calling it xenophobia. Those at the heart of the recent and present
violence are calling it xenophobia.
The flow of Zimbabweans into SA has, probably for the first time in
years, been turned around and people are now moving in greater numbers
north across the border.
Mozambique says it is preparing for the return from SA of some of its
citizens who are fleeing the violence targeted against them. In various
provinces — the Western Cape and now Gauteng — immediately after the
last World Cup game foreigners started packing their belongings and
either headed for places of safety or made arrangements to head back home.

Xenophobic violence is the worst kind of publicity for SA. It is no
wonder that authorities are calling it everything but xenophobia. The
new word is thuggery.
More worrying is that our media have fallen prey to “managing” the
facts. The SABC news departments have virtually dropped the word from
their news bulletins.
In all the early morning bulletins on Morning Live on Wednesday the word
xenophobia was not used once while describing the attacks.
And so now the events leading to the “uneasy calm” in Kya Sands is being
referred to as thuggery …. And what exactly is an “uneasy calm”?
It is an injustice to the people affected. It is an injustice to South
Africans who are not being told the truth about these attacks. It is an
injustice to our neighbours when we call the violence against them by
any other name but xenophobia.
We owe it to the world to deal with these issues — no matter how
difficult, violent and damaging to our image as a country. Was it e.tv
that interviewed a South African who said he would be engaged in the
violence because foreign nationals were enjoying the benefits of a free
SA while he was not? And that is it, right there!
One does not need analysts to inform us about this — it is the economy,
related unemployment and our historic past all thrown together into one
large pot, which over time is boiling over. It is entrenched poverty,
disillusionment with local government representatives and service
delivery that never materialises.
So let’s not call it thuggery, for that is an insult to those who are
facing the brunt of this violence. It is an insult to our neighbours and
their nationals.
Let’s stand up as a nation, own up to it, and say how we are going to

deal with it.
Denzil Taylor

Limpopo Youth Commission (LYC) comments Musina as a leading example of
"non-violence against foreign nationals"
Issued by: National Youth Development Agency 22 July 2010
As we continue to celebrate the Moral Regeneration Month, the Limpopo
Youth Commission would like to show appreciation to all young people in
the province who continue to be able to live hand in hand with other
foreign nationals.
The youth of Limpopo have refused to behave unlawfully; instead they
continue to portray the true African spirit of Ubuntu. They have done so
by refusing to engage themselves in unlawful xenophobic activities
against foreign nationals.
We want to commend and applaud young people of Musina; a town which lies
12 kilometres South of Beit Bridge for the manner in which they have
been able to accommodate our brothers and sisters from other African
countries.
The Beit Bridge border post which lies between Zimbabwe and South Africa
continues to experience a high influx of foreign nationals on daily
basis yet young people in the area have been able to tolerate each other
amidst fears and reports of xenophobia in other parts of the country.
As the LYC, we believe that criminals who are masquerading as jobless
South Africans are taking advantage of the fears that are being reported
in the media to carry out their illicit acts.
The continuous generosity and willingness of young people to help
misplaced kids, offering them various services through non-governmental

organisations (NGOs) and civic movements should be applauded as good
initiatives in nation building and curbing crime.
As the commission, we would like to urge young people in the province to
continue living in harmony with nationals from other countries. We also
want to dismiss the notion of xenophobia as these are just simple acts
of criminals against our brothers and sisters.
The youth of Limpopo should continue to learn from the youth of Musina
who have been welcoming to foreign nationals in their town. The spirit
of tolerance should prevail amongst us all.
For more information contact:
Thembi Siweya
Tel: 015 287 6658 begin_of_the_skype_highlighting
015 287
6658 end_of_the_skype_highlighting begin_of_the_skype_highlighting 015 287
6658 end_of_the_skype_highlighting
Fax: 015 295 7667
Cell: 072 879 1418 begin_of_the_skype_highlighting
072 879
1418 end_of_the_skype_highlighting begin_of_the_skype_highlighting 072 879
1418 end_of_the_skype_highlighting
E-mail: siweyat@premier.limpopo.gov.za
Issued by: National Youth Development Agency
22 Jul 2010

Magazine sorry for 'baboon' blog post
Mercury reporter 23 July 2010
South African author RW Johnson is at the centre of a racism row in
which one of the world's leading literary magazines has apologised on
its website for publishing his blog post comparing African migrants to
baboons and black shopkeepers to rottweilers, according to The Guardian
newspaper.

This follows a letter signed by more than 70 academics and writers from
around the world, including the University of KwaZulu-Natal's Patrick Bond.
The newspaper said the apology represented a climbdown for the London
Review of Books, which had originally dismissed the complaint and
refused to publish the letter.
Its editor, Mary-Kay Wilmers, had argued that the signatories had
imagined an "explicit connection" between baboons and migrants that did
not exist in the piece, titled "After The World Cup".
Johnson had written: "We are being besieged by baboons again," before
describing how the apes scavenged for food and had seen off a local
rottweiler that attacked them. In the next paragraph he referred to
African migrants, writing, "they too are here essentially searching for
food".
He went on to relate how dozens of migrants had been murdered at the
instigation of "local black shopkeepers".
Under fire, Wilmers climbed down, saying: "We didn't read it carefully
enough, we didn't see it, we didn't imagine it."
However, she defended Johnson.
"He's not a racist, but he's not always aware of how he comes across. He
went back to South Africa and has done a lot of brave work in Zimbabwe
with the MDC," The Guardian quoted her as saying.
Johnson told the newspaper he had no knowledge of the row. "I would be
astonished at any allegations of racism."
* This article was originally published on page 4 of The Mercury on
July 23, 2010

Premier Zille’s “illegal immigration” statements — A response
Posted by Zackie Achmat in Uncategorized 21 July 2010
Premier Helen Zille has a duty to uphold the Constitution
The country must have a discussion on state-sponsored xenophobia towards
SADC immigrants, refugees and stateless people from all other African
countries. Institutions such as Home Affairs historically have promoted
xenophobia with its failed “deportation” strategy and the reactionary
attitudes of many officials. Similarly, the South African Police Force
have a history of targeting people from other African countries
irrespective of their immigration status. Similarly, the words and
actions of our political leaders count when addressing xenophobia and
migration because their words and deeds feed into our communities. This
post carries a letter by civil society organisations to Premier Zille.
We look forward to her response.
Premier Zille and Mayor Plato often make statements on land invasions
and immigration into the Western Cape that contradicts the right to
freedom of movement and equality. Apartheid laws against migration
(Western Cape Coloured Labour Preference) have long ceased. Time to
catch up.
Zackie Achmat
Attention:
Helen Zille
Premier
Western Cape
Dear Premier Zille
RE: Causes of Xenophobic Violence

Thank you for the ongoing work of the Provincial government in relation
to xenophobic violence.
We are writing in connection with a concern raised by local partners
regarding the minutes of the Premier’s Coordination Forum of 17th and
18th March 2010 – which was posted on the Western Cape Government
website (CapeGateway). In these minutes, point 10.4 records that the
Premier will engage with national government regarding “the urgent need
for a national plan to address the legal control and management of
illegal migration to South Africa which is the underlying cause of
xenophobia”.
While we are not sure if this is a point that was correctly minuted, or
if it is a view or action that your office would endorse, we are
sufficiently concerned by the sentiment to draw your attention to this
issue. There is no evidence, nor any research findings, to suggest that
illegal migration is the underlying cause, or indeed, a significant
cause of xenophobia or xenophobic intimidation or violence. In fact, it
is clear that perpetrators of xenophobic violence do not usually
distinguish between those legally in the country and those not. As a
result, it cannot be argued that ‘illegal immigration’ is the primary
cause of the xenophobic violence.
Perceptions of ‘illegal migration’ are indeed a source of popular
discontent but this largely relates to incorrect understanding partly
related to the way immigration policy is communicated rather than the
actual immigration policy itself. ‘Illegal’ or irregular immigration is
something that does need to be addressed but the solution to this is not
to try and ‘seal the border’. It is clear that one of the appropriate
solutions to provide more opportunities for people to enter through
legal channels and to legalise their status in South Africa. The
experience of many countries has shown that irregular migration cannot
be entirely stopped despite various extensive efforts at border control.
Instead, it is clear that one of the solutions is to better manage the
flow of migrants using additional legal channels to ensure that fewer
people remain undocumented and unprotected and therefore enable migrants

to more easily make their valuable contribution to local and regional
development.
Returning to the causes of xenophobic violence, research conducted by
the Forced Migration Studies Programme (FMSP) at Wits University has
shown that the trigger for violence against foreign nationals or other
‘outsiders’ is primarily about competition for both formal and informal
political power as well as economic power. Xenophobic violence in most
cases has thus been the result of local leaders mobilising people to
attack foreign nationals or other ‘outsiders’ as a means of
strengthening their power in the local area. I have attached a recent
Policy Brief on the subject which can help inform intervention plans.
The same research noted that violence occurred in areas where there were
high levels of economic deprivation, high levels of language diversity
(including South African languages), high levels of informal housing and
an above average percentage of male residents. The areas where violence
occurred were not the areas with the highest rates of absolute poverty,
the highest unemployment rate or the highest number of foreign nationals.
Whilst migration poses many challenges for government structures in
terms of the numbers of people requiring access to services, it must be
noted that most of South Africa’s migration is by South Africans moving
within the country. This poses the same challenges in terms of access to
resources as well as mobilisation by local leaders against those
perceived to be ‘outsiders’ to the area.
In summary, therefore, whilst it is widely acknowledged that immigration
reform is needed to improve South Africa’s management of migration in
order to better utilise migration as a development tool, we need to be
extremely cautious in suggesting that illegal or irregular migration is
the primary cause of xenophobic violence – as these action minutes
referred to seem to indicate. Tackling xenophobic violence and violence
against other ‘outsiders’ is more about strengthening structures of
governance and rule of law than tackling irregular migration.

As a means of providing suggestions of concrete action, we have attached
a list of recommendations CoRMSA sent to the Inter-Ministerial Committee
regarding proposed actions required to tackle xenophobic threats and
violence. Point 3 notes the valuable role the Office of the Premier has
played in developing some capacity for conflict resolution.
Thank you for your attention in noting these concerns and
recommendations. We hope the content of this letter as well as the two
attached documents is useful in your efforts to address threats and
outbreaks of xenophobic violence.
Yours sincerely
Duncan Breen
Consortium for Refugees and Migrants in South Africa (CoRMSA)
Endorsed by:
· Africa Unite
· African Disabled Refugee Organisation
· Agency for Refugee Education, Skills Training and Advocacy (ARESTA)
· Centre for Justice and Crime Prevention
· Ikwa Kuthi Research and Advocacy
· Legal Resources Centre
· Mamelani Projects
· National Welfare Centre
· PASSOP
· People Against Xenophobia
· Scalabrini Centre of Cape Town
· Social Justice Coalition
· Sonke Gender Justice
· Southern African Media and Gender Institute
· SynergyWORKS
· The Black Sash Trust
· The Trauma Centre

‘There is nothing before my eyes’: Informal settlements and ‘land invasions’

Zackie Achmat blog, Writing Rights
Premier Helen Zille’s argument about Black people “invading land” in the
Western Cape is chilling. This argument reminds me of the way that the
apartheid government looked at Black people and conducted forced removals.
The Constitutional Court said this of the DA Cape Metro government in
the Grootboom case. “18 May 1999, at the beginning of the cold, windy
and rainy Cape winter, the respondents were forcibly evicted at the
municipality’s expense. This was done prematurely and inhumanely:
reminiscent of apartheid-style evictions. The respondents’ homes were
bulldozed and burnt and their possessions destroyed. Many of the
residents who were not there could not even salvage their personal
belongings.”
This inhumanity that the Constitutional Court addressed in Grootboom
characterises the ethos of the DA administrations. Dustin Kramer traces
the argument of “land invasions” back to colonial dispossession.
Zackie Achmat
‘There is nothing before my eyes’: Informal settlements and ‘land invasions’
By Dustin Kramer
There is a story about a king who – on being told that the accepted
doctrine of the earth being flat was to be challenged by science –
proclaimed, “do you really expect me to believe what I see with my own
eyes?!” Recently, leader of the DA and Premier of the Western Cape,
Helen Zille, published a response to what has been dubbed ‘the toilet
wars’ – the controversy over the installation of open-air toilets in
Makhaza, Khayelitsha. Yet, her response actually speaks beyond the
‘wars’ to the broader framework that characterises the City of Cape
Town’s approach to the reality of informal settlements.
Rhodes, Komani and Rikhotso

According to Zille’s response, the majority of “these settlements are
the consequence of land invasions”, and a “lack of planning” means that
these invasions have to be “retrofitted” in terms of services. To
understand the meaning of ‘land invasions’, it is imperative to take a
historical perspective – for the invasions of which Zille speaks are
part of a long history of the struggle for social justice in South
Africa. Indeed, the attempts to control African urbanisation and the
fights against it have been one of the pre-eminent dimensions of those
struggles.
It was Cecil Rhodes, who as prime minister of the Cape Colony, pushed
through what would become possibly the most serious precursor to
Apartheid legislation in terms of dealing with Black urbanisation – the
infamous 1894 Glen Grey Act. Everything that came after such as the 1913
Native Land Act, and the array of subsequent ‘high Apartheid’
legislation in terms of Verwoerd’s ‘separate development’ and influx
control, built on what had been established through Rhodes’s Glen Grey.
That one piece of legislation, relating to a small area of the Eastern
Cape, made full ownership of land for Black Africans almost impossible,
centralised all control over that land within the White authority, and
introduced labour taxation that would further force people into labour
and off the productive land that was remained in Black hands. In other
words, this was the formal beginning of attempts to control Black
urbanisation, and it is not far-fetched to imagine Rhodes claiming that
migration into urban areas by Black Africans amounted to invasion of
land – in fact, it would be no surprise to find that Rhodes did say
something along these lines.
Yet, on the other side of this relationship, the fact of urbanisation
and migration in Cape Town and elsewhere has been the foremost area of
struggle for social justice. In 1975 and 1981, the Komani, and Rikhotso
cases for instance were milestones in terms of challenging the National
Party government in this regard. Mr Komani’s battle was simply for the
right for his wife to live with him in the city. Mr Rikhotso was to
challenge the contradictory law that required black South Africans to
work for an employer continuously for 10 years in order to gain

residential rights, but at the same time, forced them to take annual
leave, thereby preventing them from ever gaining those residential rights.
What was at stake then, were not just political rights to freedom, but
also salvaging what was left of family life that had been destroyed
through migrant labour, and visions of a better life beyond the small
patches of land that Verwoerd had envisioned would contain an entire
population. Ultimately, these were not just legal cases, but like the
many millions who took similar steps, the act itself of taking the
journey and settling in Cape Town was a political one.
Figments of our imagination
Do informal settlements exist? According to both the DA and former ANC
local government’s approach, the answer is a resounding ‘no’. Firstly,
there is a severe deficit in dealing with the settlements as they exist
before our eyes, as opposed to how the City would like them to exist.
Recently, a project by the community of one informal settlement was
thwarted by the City for this very reason. Seeing the damage being done
to children in the settlement on a daily basis through the lack of
after-school care, community members decided to open a non-profit
day-care centre.
Funding was acquired, yet halfway through the process the City sent
notice that the structure being erected would be ‘demolished’ as the
community members had illegally ‘invaded’ the land – a piece of land
that was part of the informal settlement, and that they purchased as per
how land in informal settlements is in reality transferred. Just like
the situation where Mr Rikhotso could not reconcile the requirements for
residential rights with the materiality of those requirements, so in
this case, the day-care centre is now trying to overcome being forced to
go through processes such as rezoning on a piece of land where this is
most likely not possible legally.
By declaring a non-profit day-care centre for marginalised children a
“land invasion”, the City has effectively criminalised an internal

community initiative to protect its own children. The reasons given
mainly relate to the City wanting to ‘formalise’ the informal. Yet, this
does not actually address the problem in a substantive way. It rather
deals with the informal settlement in a loosely defined, ad-hoc manner
that ultimately infringes on people’s safety and security, and rights to
dignity and freedom. Consequently, whilst Zille talks about community
‘self-empowerment’, the local government that her party controls thwarts
legitimate attempts at this by the community in the name of a false
formalisation.
Secondly, the approach is entirely ahistorical with regards to the
existence of informal settlements. The largest migration to Khayelitsha
was actually before 1994. Many of the informal settlements that Zille
refers to as “land invasions” have actually existed for close on thirty
years, and realistically they will continue to exist for the foreseeable
future. Is it possible to call a settlement established thirty years
ago, at the height of resistance against Apartheid, a land invasion that
because of bad planning needs to be retrofitted? This is far from the
reality on the ground, and is in and of itself disingenuous. It amounts
to saying that these people simply had nothing better to do, and so
decided to invade a patch of land without proper planning – an absurd
notion when seen in relation to the broader historical struggle.
Finally, where planning has been lacking, is from the local government’s
side. There has continually been a severe lack of both vision and
consultation in dealing with informal settlements in this regard. In
effect, the rights of those that inhabit informal settlements are ‘put
on hold’; as if they can only be addressed once the informal settlements
are gone.
Dealing with materiality
It is impossible to divorce the current struggle of informal settlements
from the previous political struggles for rights and social justice. We
need to move beyond the current situation of playing pretence.

First, local and national government need to accept that informal
settlements do exist, have done so for decades, and in the foreseeable
future will continue to do so. During this time, the rights of people
living there should not be seen as inconsequential, or ‘on hold’ until
such time as formal housing is developed. The South African Constitution
does not provide exceptions to these rights in the case of informal
settlements. On the contrary, that Constitution is there to protect the
most vulnerable in our society.
Second, local and national government need to start developing
appropriate planning mechanisms that are consultative – involving
communities at the local level rather than ‘delivering’ a purely
technocratic, top-down governance. The Makhaza incident is indicative of
both the DA and ANC administrations at different times in Cape Town, and
it provides a stark example of what ensues when consultation is not
affected properly.
Thirdly, citizens must move beyond seeing informal settlements as just
unpleasant sights on the way from the airport, as if they result simply
from people coming and invading ‘our’ Cape Town land. This is
ahistorical, and cannot be reconciled with the reality on the ground.
Ultimately, any development that would be meaningful in terms of
progressing in dealing with informal settlements will result from
partnerships between civil society, government and citizens in general.
This partnership should be built in relation to what we do see before
our eyes – for from Cape Town, the earth does in fact look quite round.
Dustin Kramer is the Treasurer of the Social Justice Coalition. He
writes in his personal capacity.

Somalis targeted, police stoned as mob attacks shops
Khanyi Ndabeni and Gareth Wilson Herald 21 July 2010
A LARGE police contingent was called in to deal with an unruly,

stone-throwing mob of about 400 who attacked a Somali-owned shop in Port
Elizabeth last night.
Residents had earlier threatened to kill a Somali owner before stoning
his spaza shop.
Another Somali shopkeeper, Ibraham Ali Hasson, was slain on Monday night.
He was shot by an unknown number of assailants in the Kuyga, Greenbushes
shop at 10pm. Nothing was stolen.
Last night, police arrived in 15 vans and were deployed in Kuyga after
residents looted a spaza shop owned by Somalis.
Despite only foreigners being targeted, police maintain the incident was
not xenophobic but had “criminal motives”.
Ahmed Abdulahi Braham, owner of Bafana Bafana spaza, was hit in the
mouth by a stone. A violent mob tried to force open his shop by ramming
the door with his bakkie.
“We don’t know why these people attack us,” said another Somali, Mustafa
Mohamed.
“I was coming from a funeral of one of the Somalis who was shot
yesterday when I was told to close down the shop because members of the
community are coming to attack us.
“We are now going to take all of our things and go. It is not safe here.
We do not know when they will come back again to kill us,” he said.
Police spokesman Captain Sandra van Rensburg said: “We do not suspect
these attacks to be related to xenophobia at all. We have investigated
the motive and it is alleged that the one Somali fraternity in the area
is using the community to attack other Somali-owned shops in what
appears to be a fight over prices of items.

“We know of one shop owner who has thus far packed up shop and moved all
his goods to a place in Korsten as he feared being looted.”
When The Herald arrived last night, a crowd was stoning Braham’s bakkie
while a group of Somalis guarded the shop.
Police arrived shortly afterwards and asked all foreign shop-owners to
close and leave, but some refused.
Less than an hour later, hundreds of chanting residents began stoning
the police and several vehicles were damaged.
Braham said: “We were scared to lock ourselves in the shop because we
thought they might burn us inside. All we know at this moment is one of
the Somali shop owners influenced people to come and loot our shop. We
don’t know why.”
Police arrested a man after he approached the shops with a gun. “There
were five rounds in the 9mm pistol the guy had on him,” said one
officer. Cases of theft and intimidation have been opened by shop owners.
Meanwhile, troops joined police last night at Kya Sands north of
Johannesburg after 11 people from Zimbabwe and Mozambique were injured
in assaults and clashes on Monday night. Soldiers and police, who held
12 people, camped overnight to maintain order.
A soccer match between Jomo Cosmos and Zimbabwe’s Highlanders, the
“Ubuntu Derby”, takes place in Johannesburg on Sunday to unite Africans
against xenophobia, Action Support Centre said.
Additional reporting by Sapa, Reuters

I just lay there quietly, holding my breath'

Lebogang Seale 21 July 2010
"This is xenophobic water," a woman among a group of residents quipped
as Gauteng Community Safety MEC Khabisi Mosunkutu stepped over the murky
waters gushing through the narrow alleys of the Kya Sand informal
settlement, north-west of Joburg, which has been racked by violence.
But for a Mozambican, Fabian Ngobeni, this was not the time for jokes.
Or to play.
As the MEC and his entourage moved deeper into the settlement,
reassuring residents that the outbreak of violence that left many people
wounded and several spaza shops looted would not recur, Ngobeni escorted
his wife out of the area, heading back to Mozambique.
"My wife is scared, so she's going back home. She has only been here for
four months and she insisted that she wanted to leave," said Ngobeni.
On Monday night, the young couple were forced to take cover underneath
their bed as a rowdy mob tore down their neighbour's shack and hacked
the occupants with weapons.
Unconfirmed reports that a woman had been gang-raped during Monday's
attacks had also reached the couple. The presence of the police did not
reassure them.
"I don't want this to happen to my wife. I was here in 2008 (during the
previous xenophobic violence) and I don't want my wife to die," Ngobeni
said.
Mosunkutu tried to calm the residents, still jittery from Monday night's
violence. Most residents said the relative peace in the settlement was
only temporary, with fears of more attacks mounting.
Most called on the government to deploy the army, claiming the police
were "too soft and friendly".

Among them was Marcia Mocheku, from Marble Hall, Limpopo, who said she
narrowly escaped death while a marauding mob broke into shacks belonging
to her neighbours and attacked them.
To avoid the attacks, Mocheku said she had to pretend there was nobody
inside her shack by removing the padlock outside the door and leaving
the chain dangling.
"I just lay there quietly, holding my breath and making sure I didn't
cough," she said.
The narrow path along her shack was splattered with blood - a stark
reminder of Monday night's vicious attacks.
The police commander for Honeydew, Major-General Oswald Reddy, said that
of the 11 attacks reported, five involved South Africans, four
Zimbabweans and two Mozambicans.
As darkness fell on Tuesday, about 15 vehicles from the army drove into
the area.
Mosunkutu and his Housing and Local Government counterpart, Kgaogelo
Lekgoro, were quick to dismiss xenophobia as the reason behind the attacks.
"This is pure criminal activities. Our assessment of the situation is
clear, and no such thing (as xenophobia) exists here. Not a trace,"
Mosunkutu said.
He added the government would consider the delivery of services such as
electricity in the area as part of a plan to counter the outbreak of
violence.
"What I've seen here is thugs robbing residents. They are doing it
against the backdrop of xenophobia, but it's pure thuggery. It's totally
coincidental that the victims happened to be foreigners," Lekgoro said.

At least 10 suspects were arrested on Tuesday after tip-offs from residents.
* This article was originally published on page 2 of The Star on
July 21, 2010

Kya Sands “quiet” after alleged xenophobia
Police were still monitoring a “quiet” Kya Sands today afternoon
following a number of attacks they said were “just crime”, but others
feared were specifically aimed at foreigners
SAPA 21 July 2010
Police were still monitoring a “quiet” Kya Sands today afternoon
following a number of attacks they said were “just crime”, but others
feared were specifically aimed at foreigners.
The army and police were still at the northern Johannesburg settlement,
which bordered an industrial area, but there had been no more violence
or arrests, spokeswoman Captain Katlego Mogale said.
At least 16 people, mostly foreigners had been attacked over the past
two days and about 12 people were arrested in connection with these crimes.
The police are loathe to describe the incidents as xenophobic, but the
robbery and looting of shops owned by foreigners have galvanised NGOs to
raise awareness of xenophobia to avoid a repeat of an outbreak of
violence in 2008.
Gauteng’s community safety MEC Khabisi Mosunkutu was quoted on Tuesday
as saying that xenophobia was not an issue in the attacks.
In Parliament on Wednesday, SA Human Rights Commissioner Lawrence
Mushwana spoke of the difficulties the commission faced in trying to get
responses from government on a report they had compiled on the 2008

attacks, and how to prevent them from happening again.
He said some government departments had responded by saying it had
nothing to do with them.
“We compile some of the reports. We make recommendations. We bring them
here. We write. But no one answers,” said Mushwana.
He continued: “Until we know what is causing [this], we will not be able
to solve it... Is it crime? Is it xenophobia? What is the thinking
behind it? They are here to take our jobs? Is it socio-economic?” he asked.

Xenophobia:Uniting to protect foreigners
Andrew Suderman 21 July 2010
Zimbabweans carry their belongings to community hall (pic by Shelley
Christians)
Zimbabweans carry their belongings to the community hall (pic by Shelley
Christians)
A national campaign to combat xenophobia was launched yesterday in a
troubled Cape Town township known for attacks on foreigners. A wide
coalition of church and civil society leaders gathered in Du Noon, near
the city, to sign a pledge of unity against xenophobic violence.
A national campaign to combat xenophobia was launched yesterday in a
troubled Cape Town township known for attacks on foreigners.
A wide coalition of church and civil society leaders gathered in Du
Noon, near the city, to sign a pledge of unity against xenophobic violence.
Organisers hope to collect more than 1million signatures countrywide
within three months.

They plan to host community events in hot spot areas such as Du Noon,
where foreigners have been routinely targeted since the first wave of
xenophobic violence in 2008.

Community shuns anti-xenophobia drive
Hillel Aron Staff Reporter 21 July 2010
An anti-xenophobia initiative got off to a rocky start when residents in
Dunoon, where the programme was launched, refused to sign a pledge
condemning attacks on foreigners.
Unite As One, a collaboration between four NGOs - the Black Sash, the
Scalibrini Centre, People Against Suffering, Suppression, Oppression and
Poverty (Passop) and Sonke - aims to collect one million signatures in
time for African Human Rights Day on October 17. The pledge is not only
to be tolerant of all Africans, but also to "prevent any acts of
xenophobia - intolerance, intimidation or violence; and to report to the
police if any person violates the rights or safety of another".
Dunoon was chosen as the site of the campaign's launch because of its
role as the epicentre of xenophobic violence in 2008. The press were
initially told that volunteers would gather signatures in Dunoon after
the press conference. But it soon became clear that locals had not been
informed, and were not receptive to the programme's goals.
"The people are calm now," said Sarah Gwele, a volunteer for the
community organisation South African National Civic Organisation
(Sanco). "If you get them started, if you mention the name xenophobia,
it's gonna go boom," she said.
Gwele lives in Dunoon with her two children and her husband, who is from
Namibia.
"That's why I'm scared," she said.

Roman Catholic Archbishop of Cape Town Stephen Breslin and Deputy Police
Commissioner Nathi Dladla were among the first to sign the petition,
which volunteers will distribute to schools and churches throughout the
country. People can also sign it online.
Even though he signed the petition, Dladla dismissed recent reports of
xenophobic attacks as "just rumours".
"We haven't received any cases reported to police that are xenophobic
per se," he said.
But a crowd of women standing across the street from where the press
conference was held were not interested in signing anything protecting
them. "They never signed anything to come into this country," said one
woman.
Passop's Braam Hanekom was rebuffed when he tried to talk to the women.
"At the end of the day, we're not expecting everyone to sign," he said,
"but they haven't been engaged yet."
The SA National Civics Organisation's (Sanco) Sam Ndzunga agreed,
pointing to the widespread support of Ghana during the World Cup as
evidence that Africans could unite.
Black Sash programme manager Nyembezi Nkosikhulule said Unite As One was
not just about signing a piece of paper, but about committing to action.
"We must dispel intolerance and ignorance," he said.
* This article was originally published on page 6 of Cape Argus on
July 21, 2010

SAHRC: Government slack in tackling xenophobia
Sapa 21 July 2010
A poor response from government departments on tackling xenophobic
violence is "frustrating", the SA Human Rights Commission's chairman
Lawrence Mushwana told MPs on Wednesday.
Government departments had simply not responded to recommendations
contained in a xenophobia report released by the SAHRC in March,
Mushwana told Parliament's portfolio committee on justice.
"When the report was launched all various departments were there.
They made an undertaking that in a month's time they were going respond.
They were going to tell us what steps they were taking to implement some
of the recommendations so that come another outbreak of xenophobia, we
would be ready.
"But we had to write every time. It was only in my last attempt during
June, that was when we started receiving the first response.
This makes things difficult for us."
Mushwana said the commission's task was to see whether the government
had "put systems in place" to prevent an outbreak of xenophobic violence
similar to 2008, but that the responses had been apathetic.
"We compile some of the reports. We make recommendations. We bring them
here. We write. But no one answers."
Mushwana said he had asked one director general to provide feedback on
the SAHRC's recommendations, but he was still waiting.
"When I briefed the security cluster last week, I raised the same issue.
One minister complained that some of the recommendations don't relate to

her department.
"I said your DG who attended the launch of the report raised the same
issue. We called upon the person to write to us, but up to today nothing
has come.
"It is frustrating on our part. We can only monitor. We check what
government has done."
Mushwana, who was in Parliament to present the SAHRC's xenophobia report
to the committee, said the largest problem the government faced was in
determining the causes of violence against foreigners.
"Until we know what is causing [this], we will not be able to solve it,"
he said.
During a recent meeting, high commissioners and ambassadors were "very
critical" of the government for denying xenophobia.
"Their argument was that if it is pure crime, why is it targeting
foreign nationals?" Mushwana said.
It was strange, he said, that vast areas in Limpopo were completely
"Mozambican and Zimbabwean", but were completely peaceful.
"You don't find this in the rural areas. It is isolated. You don't find
it in areas with traditional leaders either."
National Police Commissioner Bheki Cele, who had sent individuals "at a
low level" to try find out what was causing the violence, told Mushwana
it had been found that "unfair competition" among businesses was one of
the major factors.
Mushwana however, was not convinced by this.
"There are areas where you will say this is crime, but the ultimate

question is, why is it targeted to foreign nationals?
"Is it crime? Is it xenophobia? What is the thinking behind it?
They are here to take our jobs? Is it socio-economic?"
Mushwana said there was "a strong feeling" that somewhere there was "a
hand driving these forces".
"When the soccer tournament ended, the question in the media was when is
it starting? And it started. There is a programme somewhere that needs
crime intelligence."
He said the SAHRC was glad however, by the action taken by police and
military to quell the violence, which had convinced people the
government was serious about the issue.

HRC releases xenophobia report
Regan Thaw 21 July 2010
The SA Human Rights Commission on Wednesday said it is difficult to
determine the exact cause of xenophobic violence in the country.
The commission presented a report in Parliament on its investigation
into the 2008 violence, which gripped many parts of the country and
during which thousands of people were forced to flee their homes. At
least 60 people, mostly foreigner, were killed.
There have again been sporadic incidents of attacks on foreigners in the
Cape and in Gauteng.
Human Rights Commission chairperson Lawrence Mushwana said it does not
seem to be any one cause of xenophobia.

The Justice Portfolio Committee’s Ngoako Ramatlhodi said the struggle
for limited resources is just one cause.
Mushwana defended his position by pointing out the 2008 outbreak and the
recent unrest was almost contained to urban areas, where there is
constant competition for jobs and housing.

The HRC’s report has called for the definition of xenophobia to be
re-evaluated. The report said authorities were completely unprepared two
years ago and the situation has not improved much.

Why xenophobia?
Günther Simmermacher (Southern Cross, national Catholic weekly) 21 July 2010
It is encouraging that the South African Police Services and government
are taking appropriate action on violence against foreign nationals,
even deploying the military to trouble hotspots. While no amount of
engagement will preclude isolated attacks, the threat of violence
spreading countrywide as it did in May 2008 seems to be containable.
Likewise, the response of many South Africans in protecting foreigners
from attacks, even at the risk of sustaining personal harm themselves,
must be highlighted and commended.
We must expect the threat to remain ever-present. Indeed, violence
against foreigners—what we commonly label “xenophobia”—has been a
feature of South African life since the 1990s. It will not disappear
until living conditions in areas where such attacks occur are markedly
improved.
It serves no purpose for politicians to downplay threats of violence
with references to rumours, never mind making paranoid statements about

these being spread to “discredit” the government. Attacks against
foreigners did not dissipate with the end of the 2008 pogroms; indeed,
isolated incidents were being perpetrated even during the World Cup.
The attacks are rooted in poverty, not invariably hatred of foreigners.
Seen this way, the terminology of xenophobia—the fear or hatred of
foreigners—is deceptive. Foreign nationals are targeted because they are
the weakest link in a contest for scarce resources, such as jobs,
housing and services.
It also seems evident that criminal elements are leeching off that
discontent, fuelling and exploiting the fires of discontent directed at
foreigners.
Yet, when random strangers of foreign extraction are being abused at
taxi ranks or are thrown off moving trains, it is difficult to exclude
prejudice and bigotry as motivating factors.
We may debate to what extent the manifestation of violence against
foreigners is attributable to poverty or genuine xenophobia—but whatever
the reasons, there can be no justification. There is no legitimate cause
for breaking the law. Nothing can excuse murdering or injuring others,
violating their dignity and dispossessing them of home and livelihood.
Indeed, most impoverished South Africans do not participate in mob violence.
Still, the causes for the violence must be studied, examined and
understood if we want to address them. How do the competition for jobs
and housing, inadequate access to services, lack of transformation and
the prejudiced demagogy interrelate? Who or what is providing the terms
of reference for bigotry and targeted violence? We need a better
analysis than the convenient but imprecise shorthand of “xenophobia”.
Moreover, the excess of violence in the displacement of foreign
nationals (and in the commission of other crimes, including vigilantism)
needs to be better understood and addressed.

In the meantime, government and civil society must be forthright in
their condemnation of mob violence against foreigners, and proactive in
preventing them. The Catholic Church has done admirable work in that field.
Aside from appealing to the maintenance of the law and Gospel values,
those inclined to target foreign nationals must be persuaded that their
pretexts for doing so are invalid.
Archbishop Buti Tlhagale of Johannesburg has rightly pointed out:
“Current evidence suggests that the foreign-born are no more likely to
be involved in crime as any other part of the population, and that they
are generally more likely to create employment opportunities rather than
take away employment.”
There can be no justification or tolerance for mob violence, whatever
the context. Our solidarity must be with the victims of xenophobic
violence and those who stand with them.
We may be spared a reprise of the 2008 pogroms, but every individual
attack on a foreigner represents an indelible stain on our nation.

Civil society worried about xenophobia fears
Themba Boyi 21 July 2010
Several civil society groups on Tuesday said government’s handling of
attacks on foreigners has not done enough to dispel fears of xenophobia.
The groups have joined hands to try and ease tensions. The organisations
have launched a national unity campaign aimed at collecting a million
signatures in a petition against xenophobia.
The initiative follows a recent spate of incidents in the Western Cape
and Gauteng, which some believe target foreign nationals.

Black Sash’s Nkosikhulule Nyembezi said government should lead from the
front.
“We, however, require that government takes action against those who
intimidate people and those who perpetrate violence against foreigners,”
said Nyembezi.
Miranda Madikane from the Scalabrini Centre of Cape Town said President
Jacob Zuma’s dismissal of the renewed xenophobic element has been
somewhat contradictory.
“In fact his actions and his government’s actions talk exactly against
that because government is on high alert, police are on high alert and
civil society has been put on high alert by government,” said Madikane.
At least 16 people, mostly Zimbabweans and Mozambicans, have been
attacked in Kya Sand, north of Johannesburg, since Sunday night.

Soccer against xenophobia
21 Jul 2010

A soccer match between Jomo Cosmos and the Highlanders of Zimbabwe will
take place on Sunday in Johannesburg in a bid to unite Africans against
xenophobia, Action Support Centre said on Tuesday.
The match called "Ubuntu Derby" will be played at Johannesburg Stadium
from 1pm, said spokesman Philani Ndebele.
He said the initiative, which will also include other forms of
entertainment, was expected to bring together all Africans in South Africa.
"People from all walks of life are invited to celebrate their cultural
richness and diversity, but most importantly to embrace their
differences through soccer, drama, poetry, music and traditional

dances," he said.
The match has been organised by the Southern Africa Women's Institute
for Migration Affairs in partnership with the Central Methodist Church,
Action Support Centre, Population Council, the Brazilian Embassy,
Bridges of Hope and Econet South Africa.
Tickets to the match are available for R20 and R50 at Computicket and
Shoprite-Checkers stores.
Ndebele said funds raised through ticket sales will be channelled
towards vulnerable children, skills development, repatriation programmes
and the continuation of the anti-xenophobia campaign.

Xenophobia not over: ACDP
Sapa 21 July 2010
The ACDP warns that xenophobic attacks will continue until the
government found a solution to poverty and unemployment.
quote Xenophobia will continue to re-surface in our province unless
and until government finds long-term solutions to this very serious
problem which seems to be a result of some of the poor, the desperate
and the unemployed taking matters of government into their own hands. quote

"The ACDP condemns the xenophobic violence and intimidation that has
occurred in Kya Sands since Sunday night, but welcomes the strong police
presence there," said African Christian Democratic Party Gauteng leader
Lydia Meshoe in a statement.
"Nevertheless, xenophobia will continue to re-surface in our province
unless and until government finds long-term solutions to this very
serious problem which seems to be a result of some of the poor, the

desperate and the unemployed taking matters of government into their own
hands."
She said it appeared that protesters had "given up burning tyres and
toyi-toyiing for better service delivery and have instead decided to
drive out foreigners so that they can take their houses, the contents of
their shops and their jobs".
Sixteen people, mostly foreign nationals, were attacked at Kya Sands
informal settlement north of Johannesburg in the past few days.
The police and army were deployed in the area to quell the violence,
which seemed to have quietened down by Wednesday.
The Zimbabwean government said on Monday it had been forced to set up
temporary shelters for Zimbabweans leaving South Africa following
threats of attacks on foreign nationals.
A wave of xenophobic mob attacks hit South Africa two years ago.
More than 60 people were killed and thousands displaced.

Xenophobia all in the minds of delusional hysterical pathetic foreigners
Hayibo.com
DIEPSLOOT. President Jacob Zuma says crime, not xenophobia, is behind
any attacks on foreigners. Relieved foreigners say they are delighted
with the discovery, adding that being set on fire by thieves is “much
nicer” than being set on fire by xenophobes. Meanwhile the Presidency
has warned against xenophobic rumour-mongering, saying that “foreigners
are dirty liars”.
Hundreds of Zimbabweans were recently seen queueing at the Limpopo
border-crossing trying to return to their country of origin, while many

Somali shopkeepers have locked up their stores in anticipation of more
xenophobic attacks.
However, this morning President Zuma urged foreigners to stop being
“hysterical girls” and overreacting whenever someone tried to set them
on fire.
He added that all alleged attacks were still rumours, and that if anyone
had been set on fire, it had been “imaginary fire” started with
“fictional matches” and kept aflame with “a rumour of petrol”.
“South Africans do not hate foreigners,” said Presidency spokesman
Herenvolk Mpshe. “We love them. We love their lounge suites, their cars,
the titles deeds to their spaza jobs…”
However, he added, the public need to realise that foreigners are
genetically inclined towards being “dirty liars” prone to “hysterical
outbursts of delusional paranoia”.
“We respect them as human beings, obviously, but let’s just be clear
that there are human beings and then there are human beings.”
The news came as a tremendous relief to Zimbabwean car-guard Scapegoat
Mawhiri, who was beaten up by a mob on the weekend.
“Now that I know that they were just criminals and not xenophobes my
ruptured eye-ball feels much better,” he said.
“When they come for me again on Friday night I will greet them with a
cheery ‘Hello Africa, tell me how you doin’!’ and then reflect on the
wonders of ubuntu while they stand on my head and carry off my
chest-freezer.”
Meanwhile the South African Students Congress (SASCO) has reiterated its
claim that alleged xenophobic violence is a capitalist plot.

According to SASCO deputy commissar Lobotomi Phosa, his three years in
Grade 11 and seven years in Second Year Politics had given him time to
sniff out various capitalist plots, including a diabolical plan to cut
off his student funding if he failed to complete his Social Science
degree in under 25 years.
Asked why capitalists would want almost free African labour to flee the
country while simultaneously frightening off foreign direct investment,
Phosa warned journalists not to confuse him with facts.
“As SASCO we might not know what the inside of a classroom looks like,”
he said, “but we do know the inner workings of the capitalist mind.”
He said that a sixth-year medical student on the SASCO Politburo had
confirmed that the human brain was situated just left of the pancreas,
and that the brains of capitalists were “green and shriveled, like the
skin of demon-goblins,” which he studied in undergraduate Microbiology.

Apology
The Editors 21 July 2010
We have had a number of complaints about a post on the LRB blog on 6
July on the grounds that it was racist. The LRB does not condone racism,
nor does the author of the post, R.W. Johnson. We recognise that the
post was susceptible of that interpretation and that it was therefore an
error of judgment on our part to publish it. We’re sorry. We have since
taken the post down.

Writers and academics protest over 'racist' LRB blogpost
Seventy-three leading cultural figures have written to the London Review
of Books alleging that an article by RW Johnson contained 'highly

offensive, age-old racist stereotypes'
The London Review of Books has rebuffed some of Britain's most
distinguished writers, academics and arts figures who accused the
magazine of posting a racist blogpost comparing African migrants to
baboons and black shopkeepers to rottweilers.
Seventy-three cultural figures including award-winning writer, Caryl
Phillips, poet Michael Rosen, playwright and broadcaster Kwame
Kwei-Armah and London School of Economics professor Paul Gilroy, signed
a letter expressing their astonishment that the magazine's blog had
published an "egregious" post by RW Johnson on July 6.
The piece, "After the World Cup", started with the line: "We are being
besieged by baboons again," before going on to describe how the apes
scavenge for food and had seen off a local rottweiler that attacked
them. In the next paragraph Johnson referred to African migrants,
writing: "they too are here essentially searching for food". He went on
to relate how several dozen of the migrants had been murdered at the
instigation of "local black shopkeepers".
Editor Mary Kay-Wilmers refused to publish the letter, claiming the
signatories had imagined an "explicit connection" between baboons and
migrants that did not exist. LRB insiders say several staff had tried to
persuade Wilmers to remove the posting in the previous week to little
avail. In a brief reply she explained that to publish the letter would
be effectively introducing a racial slur and she was not "willing to be
the cause of its appearing in print".
By the time she had received the letter she had, however, already
removed Johnson's post from the site after it had been up for 13 days,
arguing: "We should have realised in the first place that it was
possible to read the post in the way that you read it. Had we done so,
we would certainly not have published it."
The letter argued: "Whilst it might be unfair to pick on a man for his

inability to be funny, we believe that it would be wholly wrong to stay
silent when he resorts to peddling highly offensive, age-old racist
stereotypes that the LRB editorial team deems fit to publish". It was
also deeply critical of the magazine's continued use of Johnson, whose
work they claim is "often stacked with the superficial and the racist".
Last night, many of the signatories expressed their disappointment in
Wilmers's response, describing it as "disingenuous" and "in denial".
"There's nothing subtle about the piece," said Phillips, who is a
professor at Yale University. "And this was the version that had been
edited. The idea that there's a reading of it that the LRB just missed
is preposterous. If you put that in front of undergraduate students
every single one of them would understand what it meant."
Poet and blogger Katy Evans-Bush mocked the idea that an organ renowned
for its complex appreciation of erudite work could claim to have missed
the connection: "She's being extremely literal for someone who edits on
of the most sophisticated literary publications in the world."
Michael Rosen described her letter as "classic low cunning". "She's a
very sophisticated literary woman. She understands the power of
juxtaposition so she must be in denial."
The former director of literature at the Arts Council and current
principal at Cumberland Lodge, Alastair Niven, said the LRB "should have
the bigness to admit it's made a mistake" and that if it fails to do so
the Arts Council should rethink its funding.
This morning Wilmers softened her position, accepting that an explicit
connection could be made: "We didn't read it carefully enough, we didn't
see it, we didn't imagine it." She did, however, mount a staunch defence
of Johnson, saying, "The LRB is not racist. He's not a racist but he's
not always aware of how he comes across. He went back to South Africa
and has done a lot of brave work in Zimbabwe with the MDC." Asked if her
reply was her last word to the signatories she said: "I'm quite sure we
haven't discussed it enough."

Mr Johnson was not available for comment.
http://www.guardian.co.uk/books/2010/jul/21/protest-lrb-blogpost
Patrick Bond wrote:
> (In reference to the terrible choice of words by Bill Johnson, and
all that it represents in his writing and worldview, a letter was sent
to the London Review of Books. They declined to publish it.)

Tuesday, July 20, 2010
Johannesburg Workshop on Theory and Criticism
Open letter to the London Review of Books

Posted by Professor Achille Mbembe
19th July 2010
To the Editor,
With its stress on its own 'depth and scholarship and good writing' and
its 'unmatched international reputation', the LRB has a responsibility
to maintain high standards if it is to retain its enviable position of
having the 'largest circulation of any literary magazine in Europe'.
We find it baffling therefore that you continue to publish work by RW
Johnson that, in our opinion, is often stacked with the superficial and
the racist. In a particularly egregious recent post on the LRB blog,
'After the World Cup', 6 July 2010, Johnson, astonishingly, makes a
comparison between African migrants and invading baboons. He follows
this with another between 'local black shopkeepers' and rottweilers. He

concludes with what he presumably thinks is a joke about throwing
bananas to the baboons.
Whilst it might be unfair to pick on a man for his inability to be
funny, we believe that it would be wholly wrong to stay silent when he
resorts to peddling highly offensive, age-old racist stereotypes that
the LRB editorial team deems fit to publish. (Indeed, we note from the
comments that at some point the post was edited – and yet, in our
opinion, it still remains an appalling and racist piece of writing.)
In the particular arena of football, some fans do not need to be
encouraged to produce racist abuse. Across Europe for many years, black
players have been spat at, subjected to racist chants often including
references to monkeys or apes, and have been the focus of monkey
chanting noises during matches. Neo-Nazi groups have also been known to
use football matches as target areas for recruiting new members and
promoting their racist practice. (How ironic that when Johnson does
decide to write about ‘Football and Fascism’, 11 July 2010, he produces
a piece about Italy that reveals the dearth of his knowledge.)
While South Africa has made great strides, overturning the racist
politics of the National Party, it still has a long way to go in
combating the racism that thrives among certain communities and
individuals. Elsewhere, in the UK for example, this is no time for
complacency about attitudes to race. Although British National Party
leader, Nick Griffin, may have been humiliated at the recent General
Elections, his party now has two MEPs. Let’s not forget that young black
men in this country are seven times more likely to be stopped and
searched than young white men, and they comprise a disproportionate
number of the prison population.
We are deeply concerned that the LRB could be so impressed by RW Johnson
that his racist and reactionary opinion continues to be published in the
magazine and now, in the blog too. And there we all were thinking the
LRB was progressive.

Yours sincerely,
Diran Adebayo, writer & academic, Lancaster University
Patience Agbabi, poet
Yasmin Alibhai-Brown, journalist & writer
Candace Allen, writer, journalist & broadcaster
Cristel Amiss, coordinator, Black Women’s Rape Action Project
Baffour Ankomah, editor, New African
Nana Ayebia Clarke, publisher, Ayebia
Pete Ayrton, publisher, Serpent’s Tail
Sharmilla Beezmohun, deputy editor, Wasafiri
Benedict Birnberg
Professor Elleke Boehmer, University of Oxford
Professor Patrick Bond, University of Kwazulu-Natal
Victoria Brittain, writer & journalist
Dr Margaret Busby OBE, publisher & writer
Teju Cole, writer
Eleanor Crook, sculptor & academic, University of the Arts
Fred D’Aguiar, writer
Dr David Dibosa, academic
Kodwo Eshun, The Otolith Group
Gareth Evans, writer, editor, curator
Katy Evans-Bush, poet
Bernardine Evaristo MBE, writer
Nuruddin Farah, writer
Professor Maureen Freely, writer & academic, University of Warwick
Kadija George, publisher, Sable LitMag
Professor Paul Gilroy, London School of Economics
Professor Peter Hallward, Kingston University London
M John Harrison, writer
Stewart Home, writer
Michael Horovitz, poet
Professor Aamer Hussein, writer & academic, University of Southampton
Professor John Hutnyk, Goldsmiths
Dr Sean Jacobs, The New School
Selma James, coordinator, Global Women’s Strike
Gus John, associate professor, Institute of Education, University of

London
Anthony Joseph, poet & novelist
Kwame Kwei-Armah, playwright & broadcaster
Candida Lacey, publisher, Myriad Editions
Alexis Lykiard, writer
Firoze Manji begin_of_the_skype_highlighting end_of_the_skype_highlighting, editor in chief,
Pambazuka News
Shula Marks, emeritus professor, School of Oriental & African Studies
Professor Achille Mbembe, University of the Witwatersrand & Duke
University
Dr China Miéville, writer & academic,
Professor David Morley, University of Warwick
Professor Susheila Nasta, editor, Wasafiri
Courttia Newland, writer
Dr Alastair Niven OBE, principal, Cumberland Lodge
Dr Zoe Norridge, University of Oxford
Dr Deirdre Osborne, Goldsmiths
Lara Pawson, journalist & writer
Pascale Petit, poet
Caryl Phillips, writer
Dr Nina Power, Roehampton University
Jeremy Poynting, managing editor, Peepal Tree Press
Gary Pulsifer, publisher, Arcadia Books
Michael Rosen, poet
Anjalika Sagar, The Otolith Group
Richard Seymour, writer & activist
Dr George Shire, reviews editor, Soundings
Professor David Simon, Royal Holloway
Keith Somerville, Brunel University
Colin Stoneman, editorial coordinator, Journal of Southern African
Studies
George Szirtes, poet & translator
Dr Alberto Toscano, Goldsmiths
Professor Megan Vaughan, University of Cambridge
Patrick Vernon, chief executive, The Afiya Trust
Professor Dennis Walder, Open University

Verna Wilkins, writer & publisher, Tamarind Books
Dr Patrick Wilmot, writer & journalist
Adele Winston
Professor Brian Winston, University of Lincoln
Dr Leo Zeilig, University of the Witwatersrand
PLEASE NOTE: Institutions are named for identification purposes only

Patrick Bond wrote:

http://www.lrb.co.uk/blog/2010/07/06/hsfbilliafrica-com/coming-of-the-baboons/
London Review of Books
After the World Cup
R.W. Johnson
We are being besieged by baboons again. This happens quite often
here on the Constantiaberg mountains (an extension of the Table Mountain
range). Baboons are common in the Cape and they are a great deal larger
than the vervet monkeys I was used to dealing with in KwaZulu-Natal.
They jump onto roofs, overturn dustbins and generally make a nuisance of
themselves; since their teeth are very dirty, their bite can be
poisonous. They seem to have lots of baby baboons – it’s been a very
mild winter and so spring is coming early – and they’re looking for
food. The local dogs don’t like them but appear to have learned their
lesson from the last baboon visit: then, a large rottweiler attacked the
apes, who calmly tore it limb from limb.
Meanwhile in the squatter camps, there is rising tension as the
threat mounts of murderous violence against foreign migrants once the
World Cup finishes on 11 July. These migrants – Zimbabweans, Malawians,
Congolese, Angolans, Somalis and others – are often refugees and they
too are here essentially searching for food...

UNITE AS ONE Campaign
Our Aim is to create a South African society in which people
notwithstanding their language or country of origin, respect each other
and live together peacefully.
Our Goal is to collect one million signed pledges supported by specific
actions and events to express support for the campaign which will run
from Mandela Day on 18 July until African Human Rights Day on 17 October
2010.
How do we do it? The campaign uses a common pledge as a tool to transmit
a positive message of unity as widely as possible amongst South African
society and to encourage individuals and groups to take action.
How can I get involved?
* Use your personal networks,existing projects,community
organisations, etc. to gather support for the campaign!
* Postcards and petition forms with a common pledge for unity will
be distributed as widely as possible through public transport, churches,
mosques, libraries, internet cafes, etc. The postcards have a space for
comments and a call for action. Recipients will be asked to send the
postcards back to the campaign organisers who will put together an
exhibition.
* Organise and take part in Unity marches, ambush theatre on the
street, street soccer tournaments, painted murals, photovoice project!
Attend Documentary screenings, facilitated discussions,performing arts
workshops.
* Become fans of our Facebook page and follow us on Twitter
* Send us petition forms, pledge postcards, reports and photographs
of your activities!
Who can get involved?

Everyone! By signing the pledge, individuals and groups become part of
the campaign and commit to taking concrete actions through which they
contribute to a united South Africa.
Contact us if you have an idea, need campaign materials or want more
information on what you can do!
Contact Us: UNITE AS ONE Campaign, Scalabrini Centre of Cape Town
Address: 47 Commercial Street, Cape Town, 8001 or PO BOX 3345, Cape
Town, 8000
Phone: +27 21 465 64 33 begin_of_the_skype_highlighting
+27 21 465 64
33 end_of_the_skype_highlighting begin_of_the_skype_highlighting +27
21 465 64 33 end_of_the_skype_highlighting / Fax: +27 21 465 63 17
http://www.blacksash.org.za/index.php?option=com_content&view=section&layout=blog&id=21&Ite
mid=244
http://www.mypetition.co.za/index.php?page=sign_petition&petition_id=490
info@uniteasone.org.za

Anti-xenophobia campaign launched
Sapa 20 July 2010
Cape Town - NGOs on Tuesday launched what they described as a "national
unity campaign" aimed at collecting a million signed pledges against
xenophobia.
In a statement, organisations including the Black Sash and refugee
rights organisation Passop said the campaign was called "Unite as One".

They urged leaders in all spheres of society, and individual South
Africans, to intensify efforts to build a country in which people lived
together peacefully.
People could sign online at www.uniteasone.org.za and at
http://www.facebook.com/unite.as.one, or print pledges for signing.
The initiative follows a spate of incidents in the Western Cape and
other parts of the country in recent weeks which some believe target
foreigners.
- SAPA

Kya Sands wants army deployed
News 24 20 July 2010
Johannesburg - Residents of Kya Sands informal settlement on Tuesday
demanded that the army be deployed to protect them, saying police were
not doing enough following overnight attacks.
Marcia Mocheka, a resident of the settlement north of Johannesburg, said
they feared for their lives and did not think police were doing enough
to protect them.
"These people are armed with axes and pangas and they can see the police
patrolling. The minute they pass your shack, then the attackers come to
kick your door," she said.
There were drops of blood around Mocheka's shack.
Gauteng MEC for local government and housing Kgaogelo Lekgoro visited
the area on Tuesday.

He said the attacks, which led to five people being hospitalised, four
of them foreigners, were caused by thuggery and not xenophobic violence.
"The attackers are using xenophobic attacks as an excuse because some of
the victims say they were told to leave South Africa and go back home.
"It's just a group of people who I can call 'thugs' because at night
they break into people's houses and grab whatever they can get."
Lekgoro said seven people had been arrested in connection with the attacks.
- SAPA

Soldiers join police patrols in Kya Sands
Reuters 20 July 2010
The military joined police on Tuesday to patrol an impoverished
Johannesburg township after assaults on foreign migrants injured at
least 11 and increased concerns of a fresh wave of xenophobic attacks.
Police said the injured at the Kya Sands township included migrants from
Zimbabwe and Mozambique as well as South Africans. At least 10 people
have been arrested on suspicion of assault.
A series of attacks on foreign workers in 2008 killed 62 people and
damaged investors' confidence. Another wave could wreck the positive
image that Africa's biggest economy was able to portray when it hosted
the soccer World Cup.
"We are keeping a close eye on the situation," a police official said.
The military have joined about 100 security personnel deployed in the
township and about 50 police were on standby, Talk Radio 702 reported
from the area. Police and military officials would not confirm the reports.

Tensions have long been growing between South Africans and millions of
foreign migrants they accuse of taking jobs and homes. But open
animosity appeared to be put on hold during the World Cup as South
Africa showed its best face to the world.
Many migrants feared a rapid dissipation of feelings of African unity
generated by the first World Cup held on the continent. Many have fled
to homes in neighbouring states since the tournament ended earlier this
month.
Government officials have mostly dismissed the fears of a fresh wave of
attacks on foreign migrants as being fuelled by rumours and not by
actual violence. - Reuters

Kya Sands attacks 'not xenophobia-related'
THEMBELA KHAMANGO 20 July 2010
Gauteng minister for community safety Khabisi Mosunkutu on Tuesday said
he was confident the police would handle attacks at the Kya Sands
informal settlement, north of Johannesburg, insisting crime, and not
xenophobia, was the cause.
"We have assessed the situation thoroughly and the police are able to
handle it well. There is no need for the army to be deployed," Mosunkutu
said after he went through the squatter camp following Monday night's
attacks, apparently directed at foreigners.
Earlier, residents demanded that the army be deployed to protect them,
saying police were not doing enough.
Marcia Mocheka, a resident of the settlement, said they feared for their
lives and did not think police were doing enough to protect them.

"These people are armed with axes and pangas and they can see the police
patrolling. The minute they pass your shack, then the attackers come to
kick your door," she said.
Mosunkutu said the attacks were purely criminal activities, and were not
xenophobia-related.
"It's just a group of people carrying out criminal activities; they are
failing because we have arrested most of them.
"We will not tolerate crime of any nature, all the perpetrators will be
brought to book. Crime will be defeated," Mosunkutu said.
Arrests
Honeydew police cluster Commander Major General Oswald Reddy said 11
violent incidents were reported. Five of the victims were South African,
four Zimbabwean and two were from Mozambique.
Reddy said the crimes included assault, house-breaking and theft. A
total of 10 people had been arrested by Tuesday afternoon and police
were expecting to make more arrests at night, he said.
Earlier, five people -- four of whom were foreign nationals -- were
taken to hospital after they were attacked in their shacks between
Monday night and early Tuesday morning.
One of the victims, Simon Mnthise (26) from Mozambique, whose spaza shop
was looted on Monday night, said he heard people chanting, "We don't
want foreigners here, they must all go back home."
"It was around 9.30 pm. I closed the shop and ran to my friend's house
in another section. While I was there my neighbours called to tell me
that they had broken into the shop looting, and destroying what they did
not need."
Mnthise said when he came back on Tuesday morning only a bag of potatoes

was left in the shop.
"I feel sad. I am left with nothing. I have no job, the spaza shop was
my only source of income. I want to go back home because I'm fearing for
my life, but I have no money," he said.
Mnthise had been living in South Africa for the past two years.
Resident Isaac Mashiroane (37) said he heard screams at about 10pm on
Monday night.
"It became quiet for about two hours and there was noise again around
midnight. When we went outside to investigate we realised that people
were being assaulted."
Mashiroane said the attackers were kicking doors open and demanding
money and identity documents, as well as looting spaza shops.
"We don't know who they are because they covered their faces, but they
are targeting mostly foreigners because I also own a spaza shop and
nobody came to my shop," he said.
He said his neighbour, a Zimbabwean, was among those taken to hospital.
Mashiroane said people did not like foreigners because they accused them
of taking their jobs.
More police officers
Reddy said they would deploy more police officers at the informal
settlement on Tuesday night and others would be on standby in case more
violence occurred.
"We will have policemen in this area until calm in restored."
More than 15 police vehicles were parked outside the area with more than
50 heavily armed officers patrolling.

Meanwhile, the South African Broadcasting Corporation reported that a
Somali national was shot and killed at his shop in the Kuyga informal
settlement outside Port Elizabeth. Police said Ibraham Ali Hasson was
alone in the shop at the time of the incident. He stumbled to his
business partner's house where he collapsed and died.
No arrests had been made and police were investigating a murder.
Last week, violence apparently targeting foreign nationals broke out in
the Western Cape, forcing scores of Zimbabweans to flee. -- Sapa

Somali shop owner shot in PE
Algoa FM 20 July 2010
A Somali national has been killed in his shop in the Kuyga informal
settlement in Greenbushes, Port Elizabeth.
Police spokesperson, captain Sandra Janse van Rensburg, says 27-year-old
Ibrahaim Ali Hasson was allegedly warned on Sunday by other Somali
nationals that something would happen to him if he opened his shop.
Janse van Rensburg says Hasson was in his shop on Monday night when a
friend who was inside the adjoining house heard a shot.
She says Hasson was wounded in the body and died at the scene.
No arrests have yet been made and anyone who may have information on the
shooting should contact the Kabega Park police.

Foreign nationals killed in township attack
Gareth Wilson (wilsong@avusa.co.za) 21 July 2010

TWO Ethiopians were gunned down in Nelson Mandela Bay’s Walmer township
at the weekend, a day after all provincial police heads were ordered to
establish task teams to deal with possible attacks against foreigners.
The two were shot dead in their spaza shop shortly after 7pm on Saturday.
Police first thought the double murder was a botched robbery, but no
goods or cash were taken.
One man was shot four times in the chest and the other twice.
Police spokesman Alwin Labans said a 32-year-old Ethiopian man had died
in hospital. His 28-year-old compatriot was found dead behind the shop
counter.
“We are investigating and cannot speculate at this stage as to the
reason for the murder,” he said.
Labans would not confirm whether the attack was linked to xenophobia,
but said nothing had been stolen.
According to police sources, the two men were “warned by locals” on Friday.
“The men who shot them apparently warned them to leave Walmer or suffer
the consequences,” an officer said.
The double murder comes less than a week after foreign-owned shops in
the Western Cape were torched by angry mobs in suspected xenophobic attacks.
In confidential correspondence in the possession of The Herald, National
Police Commissioner General Bheki Cele issued a national order for all
provinces to conduct crime combating operations “immediately after the
World Cup”.
According to the letter, the nationwide operation is due to commence today.

The national notice – sent to provincial police, the departments of home
affairs and health, the SANDF and other role-players – stated the core
focus was on dealing with attacks on foreigners and apprehending wanted
criminals.
The orders instruct each province to establish a Crime Combating Task
Group comprising the defence force, crime intelligence, SA Revenue
Service, traffic officials, Home Affairs officials and the Hawks.
The main objective is aimed at increased law enforcement visibility,
such as more road blocks, search operations, surveillance and air
support operations, as well as foot patrols.
The notice also stated “intelligence driven operations in hotspot areas”
must be done and “contingency plans regarding attacks on foreigners”
should be formed.
A national breakdown of each province’s suspected xenophobic risk area
is highlighted. The Bay’s areas included Kwazakhele, New Brighton,
Motherwell, Kuyga, Ikamvelihle, KwaNobuhle, Humewood, Lusaka squatter
camp on Mission Road, and Greenbushes.
In another report, Buffalo City is rated with the highest chance of
experiencing xenophobic attacks out of all the Eastern Cape’s municipal
districts.
It stood a 31.1% chance of attacks on foreigners breaking out. Of the 45
municipal wards, 14 wards were showing signs of possible xenophobic attacks.
The Bay scored the second highest threat level, with residents in 16 of
the 60 wards displaying possible signs of attacks on foreigners. It
received a 26.7% chance of a xenophobic outbreak.
Gauteng was the most likely to experience xenophobic attacks, with its
Nokeng Tsa Taemane municipality being the only one to reach the 100%

threshold of a possible outbreak. Nationally, 33 municipalities measure
a 50% or more chance of attacks on foreigners.
Earlier this month Police Minister Nathi Mthethwa presented a
“multi-faceted plan” aimed at preventing an outbreak of xenophobic
violence, vowing police were ready to deal with any violence against
foreigners. On Friday he referred to reports on xenophobic violence as
“rumours”, but Western Cape premier Helen Zille said xenophobic attacks
were a reality and needed to be dealt with.
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Patrick Bond at the conference on Indian Formation, 25 November 2010
CULTURE, POLITICS AND ECONOMICS OF SOUTH ASIAN
MIGRATION

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS: MIGRATION IN SOUTHERN
AFRICA
PATRICK BOND, UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL (VIA
VIDEO-LINK)

CONFERENCE PROGRAMME
DAY 1: WEDNESDAY 24TH NOVEMBER

9:30AM SESSION 1: CIRCUITS OF CROSS-BORDER
MIGRATION
TREATMENT OF UNWELCOME GUESTS: THE STATE OF
ROHINGYA REFUGEES IN BANGLADESH
NASIR UDDIN, UNIVERSITY OF CHITTAGONG
SOME THOUGHTS ON THE STRUCTURING OF A MOBILE
WORKING CLASS: EVIDENCE FROM THE TAMIL REGION
RAMAN MAHADEVAN & R. VIDYASAGAR, INSTITUTE OF
DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES / UNICEF
DISPOSITIONS & DESTINATIONS: A MODEL FOR
MIGRATION FROM THE BENGAL DELTA
JOYA CHATTERJI, UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE
SHAPING THE MIGRATION REGIME IN NEPAL: BETWEEN

ECONOMIC IMPERATIVES & SOCIAL JUSTICE
BANDITA SIJAPATI, NEPÂ SCHOOL OF SOCIAL SCIENCES AND
HUMANITIES
- LUNCH 2:00PM SESSION 2: MIGRANT LIFE-CYCLES &
REPRODUCTION OF COMMUNITIES
THE DIASPORIC PURSUIT OF HOME: A TRANSNATIONAL
PUNJABI COMMUNITY STEPHEN TAYLOR, UNIVERSITY OF
NORTHUMBRIA
FAMILIAL BONDS OF INDIANS IN THE UNITED STATES: A
STUDY OF VISITING PARENTS
AJAYA SAHOO, UNIVERSITY OF HYDERABAD
INTERSECTION OF CIRCUITS OF MIGRATION
MARGARET WALTON-ROBERTS, WILFRID LAURIER
UNIVERSITY
- TEA 4:30PM SESSION 3: (RE)CREATION OF MIGRANT
COMMUNITIES
DISPLACEMENT IN NARMADA VALLEY: CASE STUDY OF
TAWA DAM
YOGESH DIWAN, PEOPLE'S RESEARCH SOCIETY
CONSERVATION & DISPLACEMENT: THE IMPACT OF TIGER
RESERVES ON INDIGENOUS FOREST DWELLERS
BABA MAYARAM, SOCIAL ACTIVIST
FORCED RE-MIGRATION TO SETTLEMENT COLONY: A CASE
STUDY OF KANNAGI NAGAR

CHENNAI DILIP DIWAKAR, JAWAHARLAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY
DAY 2: THURSDAY 25TH NOVEMBER
9:30AM SESSION 1: MIGRATION & SPATIAL FORMATIONS
MIGRATIONS FROM & INTO KERALA: SOME CONCEPTUAL
ISSUES
YEMUNA SUNNY, PEOPLE'S RESEARCH SOCIETY
MIGRATIONS, TEXTS & MAPPING OF SPACE IN THE
BRAHMAPUTRA VALLEY
MANJEET BARUAH, INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL OPEN
UNIVERSITY
MARXIST & NON-MARXIST APPROACHES TO MIGRATION
IN KARN ÂṬ AKA
SIMON CHILVERS, INDIAN FORMATION RESEARCH SOCIETY
12:30PM COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS: MIGRATION IN
SOUTHERN AFRICA
PATRICK BOND, UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL (VIA
VIDEO-LINK)
- LUNCH 2:00PM SESSION 2: IMPACT OF MIGRATION ON
REGIONAL & URBAN CHANGE
THE SOCIAL & ECONOMIC IMPACT OF MIGRATION: A CASE
STUDY OF WAYANAD DISTRICT
JACOB THONDALIL, SOUTH ASIA STUDY CENTRE
CONDITIONS OF MIGRANT WORKERS IN HOSUR, TAMIL
NADU
A. MARX, PRESIDENCY COLLEGE, CHENNAI

ECONOMIC CRISES, LABOUR MOBILITY & WELFARE:
EVIDENCE FROM TIRRUPUR
M. VIJAYABASKAR, MADRAS INSTITUTE OF DEVELOPMENT
STUDIES
MIGRANT LABOUR, WORKERS' RIGHTS & C.W.G.
CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
SAIF EQBAL, JAWAHARLAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY
- TEA 4:30PM SESSION 3: POLITICS OF MIGRATION, NATION &
BELONGING
MIGRATION & CITIZENSHIP RIGHTS
MADHAVI PUTREVU, HUMAN RIGHTS FORUM
THEORETICAL UNDERSTANDING OF NEPAL-INDIA
MIGRATION
KESHAV BASHYAL, JAWAHARLAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY
IMMIGRANTS, CITIZENS & JUSTICE: PREDICAMENT OF THE
NEPALIS IN INDIA
SWATAHSIDDHA SARKAR, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL
MINI-INDIA? POST-COLONIAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE
POLITICS OF MIGRATION IN THE ANDAMAN ISLANDS
PHILIPP ZEHMISCH, LUDWIG MAXIMILIANS UNIVERSITÄT
DAY 3: FRIDAY 26TH NOVEMBER
9:30AM SESSION 1: ORIGINS & IDENTITIES OF MIGRANT
COMMUNITIES
INDIAN MIGRATION TO THE WEST INDIES DURING THE

COLONIAL PERIOD: A STUDY OF THE TRANSFORMATION
OF IDENTITY AMONG INDENTURED LABOURERS
GHAN SHYAM, BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY
MIGRATION, MEMORY & POLITICS IN NORTH EAST INDIA
SARAH HILALY, RAJIV GANDHI UNIVERSITY
THE IMPERIAL ROOTS OF PUNJABI NARRATIVES OF
MOBILITY
ANJALI GEERA ROY
SOCIAL & POLITICAL EMBEDDEDNESS OF ECONOMIC
MIGRATION: SITUATING NEPALI MARWARIS WITHIN THE
BROADER MARWARI COMMUNITY OF SOUTH ASIA
MALLIKA SHAKYA, UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD
- LUNCH 2:00PM SESSION 2: GENDER, SOCIAL STRUCTURES &
MIGRATION
WOMEN & CHILD TRAFFICKING IN NEPAL: EXPLOITATION
OF INNOCENTS
VINOD K. BHARDWAJ & WANGSHIMENLA ZAMIR, GOVT. P.G.
COLLEGE CHIMANPURA /
NAGALAND UNIVERSITY
'A PART YET APART': AN OVERVIEW OF SOUTH ASIAN
FEMALE IMMIGRATION IN CANADA & ITS SOCIOCULTURAL IMPLICATIONS
SWAGATA BHATTACHARYA, JADAVPUR UNIVERSITY
THE POLITICIZATION OF THE INDO-CANADIAN DIASPORA:
A FOREIGN POLICY CASE STUDY ANITA SINGH, DALHOUSIE
UNIVERSITY

100 YEARS OF SOUTH ASIAN MIGRATION: RACE & GENDER
IN THE CANADIAN IMAGINARY
SUNERA THOBANI, UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
- TEA 4:30PM SESSION 3: MIGRATION & COMMUNITY LABOUR
THE IMPLICATIONS OF MIGRATION FOR GENDER
RELATIONS & COLLECTIVE ACTION: LESSONS FROM
COMMUNITY FORESTRY IN THE MIDDLE HILLS OF NEPAL
BIMBIKA SIJAPATI BASNETT, NEPÂ SCHOOL OF SOCIAL
SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES
MIGRATION & SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION IN THE NEPALINDIA BORDERLANDS
FRASER SUGDEN, UNIVERSITY OF STIRLING
BEYOND THE HYDRAULICS OF DEMAND & SUPPLY: A CASE
STUDY OF BHIL MIGRATION
KUMAR SANJAY SINGH, UNIVERSITY OF DELHI

Seminar on Xenophobia and Racism in SA, 10 December 2010

The UN theme for International Human Rights Day 2010 is Speak Up
Stop Discrimination and is intended to inspire a new generation of
defenders to speak up and take action to end discrimination in all of its
forms whenever and wherever it is manifested.
In recognition of International Human Rights Day, the Umtapo Centre
will be hosting a seminar to address Xenophobia and Racism in South
Africa. It will bring together a small but wide range of stakeholders to
address the root causes of such phenomena and seek longer term
solutions that will rally people around the reclaiming of value systems
such as Ubuntu.
The Umtapo Centre has the pleasure of inviting the public to
participate in this seminar to be held in Durban on Friday, 10th
December 2010 at the Tropicana Hotel from 9h30 – 16h00.
The first session will have a panel of speakers addressing the issues in
an in-depth and constructive manner; and, the second session will
focus very specifically on a campaign to chart the way forward.
The programme will include the following:
• What have been the major “turning points” in recent history that
have shaped the landscape of racism and xenophobia?
Professor Pumla Gqola, academic, feminist and author based at Wits
University

• Confronting Racism, Tribalism, Violence and Corruption in the
Quest for True Humanity: Is One People, One Nation a myth?
Andile Mngxitama, Foundation for Human Rights
• The Media and other actors that shape Public Discourse and Myths
of Race
(tbc)
• Grassroots responses to Racism, Xenophobia, and Violence:
Baruti Amisi, Director, Anti-Xenophobic Community Building
Project, Centre for Civil Society
• Campaign against Racism. Xenophobia and all forms of
Discrimination
Umtapo

Contact the Umtapo office to register BEFORE 7TH DECEMBER
2010
Contact Details
Arun Naicker ,
Tel. 031 – 3093350 begin_of_the_skype_highlighting
3093350 end_of_the_skype_highlighting
Fax. 031 – 3098198 info@umtapocentre.org.za
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